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FOREWORD
' i
This report presentsthe results_of a design study of a Brayton Cycle Cavity Receiver
performed underContract NAS 3-2779 during the period from June 25, 1963 to J-,ne 15, =1965. The study wasconducted for the Space Pow rSystemsDivision, Lewis Research
Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, under the supervisionof
: I John A. Milko, Project Manager.
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ABSTRACT
I
The Lewis ResearchCenter of the National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration is currently
I sponsoringstudies leading to the designand development of solar dynamic power conversionystemswhich operate on file Brayton cycle. One of the componentsrequired in thes systems
is a solar absorber. The EquipmentLaboratories Division of TRW _nc. wasasked to conduct
j a design study of cavity-type receivers which employ lithium fluoride as the heat storagemedium. The work effort included deslgnand analysis of full scale fllghtwelght receivers,
conduction of a series of small scale experiments and an experimental corrosionproperties
I investigation on selected materials. This topical report presents the resultsof the full scaledesignstudiesand of the small scale experiments. The resultsof the corro i n investigation
are presentedin TRW topical report No. ER-656b "The Corrosionof Superalloys by Lithium
I Fluoride in a Cyclic High Temperature Environment." (Ref. NASA CR-54781)
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i.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The designstudyof a Braytan cycle cavity receiver for a dynamic solar power conversion
systemresulted in the following:
1. Concept designswere developed for receivers operating on four per cent
and two per cent allowable gas pressuredrop, in combination .vith a 30-foot
diameter rigid solar collector in a nominal 300 nautical mile earth orbit.
Variations were established for usewith a 20-foot diameter collector in a
synchronousorbit.
2. Parametric studies were conducted to determine the effect of gas temper-
ature rise and gas pressuredrop. The effect of collector mlsorientation
up to 1/2-degree maximumwas also studied.
3. Concept designswere developed for cavity maximumtemperature control
and aperture closure devices.
4. Experimentswere conducted to obtain data from which:
a) Thermal conductivity of lithium fluoride near the melting temperature
was established.
b) Heat input rates possiblewith lithium fluoride, us;ngfins and other
extendedsurfaces, were confirmed.
c) Heat release rates fiom molten lithium fluoride to a gascoolant
were Both calculated and experimentally verified.
cO Melting and freezing characterlstics of lithium fluoride and resultant
void volumewere determined and usedto demonstratecontrolled
freezing techniques.
5. Electric analog techniqueswere developed and applied to measurethe
; result of s._multaneousheat addition and extraction for _'o tube sections.
! Theseresults were incorporated in a digital computer programwhich was
usedto calculate values or quantity of the variables at definite time
intervals on a quasi-steady-state basis. The variables calculated were:
a) Cavity receiver temperaturedistribution.
I
, ,J) Net flux into the cavity wall.
"! c) Heat exchange from cavity wall to fluoride.
I
!'ij CO Hea_exchange from fluoride melt llne to the gas.
1966002976-018
ie) Tube wall temperature.
f') Mean gas temperature.
g) Gas pressuredrop.
h) Volume of Fluoride melted.
i) Fluoride reslstances.
6. The computer program results also indlcate that cavity reradlation lossesare
less than black-body radlatlon. The ratio of the calculated loss to black-
body loss was in the range from 0.55 to 0.65.
mJ
i i
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The processof energy addition to the working fluid in a solar dynamic power conversion
system includes solar energy interception and concentration by the collector, reception
and absorption of the concentrated energy by the absorber and heat exchange from the
absorber to the working fluid. Those systemswhich are designed to operate in the earth's
shadow must incoroora_e some form of energy storage or an alternate source of energy.
Previous s_.udieshave shown that a cavity type of receiver is most suitable for a solar
absorber, and thermal energy storage is readily adapted to cavity receivers.
In this case, excess energy must be supplied during the sun time to melt the storage
material. Thus, the concentrated energy must be absorbed by the storage material and
heat transferred continuously From the storage material to the working fluid. During the
shade time, the storage material freezes as energy is removed continuously by the cooler
working fluid. Thesealternate processesof melting and freezing the storage salt occur
during each typical orbital cycle. Because of the alternate melting and freezing, the
storage materln! seldom, if ever, reaches ;toady-state operating conditions. Since the
storage material is operating under transient conditions most of the time, design infor-
mc_ion must be obtained to properly reflect the transient nature of the s_oragebath.
In the previous work on the Sunflower program a_ reported in Reference 1, the transient
heat input and heat release design parameters were determined experimentally. Analog
predictions of the heat release performance were made and compared with the experi-
mental results. The experiments confirmed the basic validity of the heat release analog.
In the present program, NASA requested analytical predictions of the heat input per-
formance and experimental verification tk.ereof. In addition, analog predictions of the
heat release performance and similar experiments were to be made to reconfirm the validity
of the analog method. Also, a literature search by NASA and TRWpersonnel failed to
uncover thermal conductivity data near tl,e melting point for lithium fluoride. In view of
the lack of data, determinations of the thermal conductivity of lithium fluoride for both
the solid and the liquid near the melting point were specified. This information is vital
in the prediction of the fluoride thermal resistances.
The major purpose of this program is the design of a full scale flightweight cavity receiver
i to NASA specifications. The resulting design is to employ the transient information ob-
tained on the heat transfer characteristics of lithium fluoride to the fullest extent possible.
When the work effort on this program began in July, 1963, a gas pressuredrop allowance!
_ equal to four percent of the inlet pressurewas permitted. Subsequent studies indicated
that this pressuredrop allowance could be reduced to two percent of the inlet pressure
without seriously affecting the design of the cavity receiver. The s_cificatlons were
_ then revised to include this improvement. The initial and revised specifications are
' J presented in Sections 2. I and 2.2 of this reporb respectively.
_! This report presentsthe resultsof the cavity receiver !_sign study conducted under
_' Contract NA$ 3-2779 and includes the work specified in the original contract (Task I)
: and Amendments4 and 6.
3 _4':_'
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2. i Initial Specifications
Nominal values of the argon Brayton cycle state point: and flow rates are as follows:
Temperature at receiver inlet - 1446°R
Temperature at receiver outlet - 1950°R
Pressureat receiver inlet - 13.72 psia
Pressureat receiver exit - 13.17 psia
Flow rate for 30 ft diameter collector - 36.7 Ib/min
Flow rate for 20 ft diameter collector - 14.7 Ib/min
The above values are subject to ,,ariation as the cycle analyses and design studies progress.
2.2 RevisedSpecifications i
"jheanalysesand design efforts required herein shall be performedfor a receiver/heat
storageunit suitable for usewith a 30-foot diameter collector orbiting at 300 nautical
miles.
?
The nominal applicable values of the argon Brayton cycle state points and systemspeclfl-
cations to be employed are as follows:
Receiver inlet temperature - 1446° R
Receiver exit temperature - 1950° R
Receiver inlet pressure- 13.72 psia
Total _P (inlet to exit flange) - O.275 psla (2%)
Argon flow rate - 36.7 Ib/min
Total shadetime capacity - 38 minutes
Sun time (ecliptic) - 60 minutes(300 n. mi.) per orbit
Suntime (all-_un) - 96 minutes per orbit
' Design life - 10,000 hours
The solar collector characteristic _ to be employed in the cavity temperaturedistribution
analysis are specified by the contract as thosepredicted for the 30-foot aluminum honey-
combmirror studied L:nderConh'act NAS 3-2789. A six per cent shadowfactor for collector
obscurationshall be assumedas originating at the center of the collector.
The work effort on Task I, the receiver designstudy, began with a preliminary analysis of
: the designand the designrequirements. These efforts are discussedin the next section.
i
I
I
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3.0 PRELIMINARY DESIGN ANALYSIS
I A preliminary design analysls of the cavity receiver was conducted to examine the broad
field of deslgn possibilities, to identify the empirical design informa:ion needed from _he
I small-scaJe experiments, to provide the argon and llthlum fluorlde properties data for usethroughout the p ogram and to eval,,_,tc _he tech ical feasibility of several design con-
fi gurations.
I In the broad ,._reaof design posslbilitle_, items of interest included design variations with
gas temperature rlse and allowable gas pressure drop, laminar Flow oneratien versus turbulent
I flow operation, bare tubes versus finn_d tubes - both exrernal and internal - large numbersof tubes versus sm ll n mbersof tubes and fin attac ed ;o the cavity surface versus a plaln
cavity surface. Thesedesign areas are dlscussed under Section 3. _ below.
The information needed from the small-scale experlment_ includ_ _thlum fluoride thermal
conductivity data on the solid and the liquid near the melting point, cavity surface temper-
ature variation with heat input both with and without several forms of extended surface,confirm tion of heat r lease predictions and operation of selected storage bath geomel'rical
configuratlons. The small-scale experlments and their corresponding anaJytical predictions
are presented in Section 4.0 of thusreport.
The argon gas and lithium fluoride material properties were obtained and specified in a m
llterafure search. The properties pertinent to this design study are llste& in Section 3.2below. Additional information on the properties of lithium fluorlde is given in the apperdlx,
Section 8. 3,
' Several potential design confiaurations were examined in considerable detail to evaluate
_heir technical feasibility. Crlteria employed included thermal and mechanical perform-
-_ ance, fabricabillty, reliability, cavity performance and other factors. A su:mnary of
these evaluations is presented in S_ctlon 3.3 k_low.
3.1 Initial Design Investigations
As stated previously, the intent of the initial studies was to provlde information on the
_ deslgn changes encountered as the gas temperature rise and allowable gas pressuredrop
-_ are permitted to vary. Other items of interest included !nformatlon leading to decisions
on heater operation in laminar or turbulent flow designed with and without fins. Further .:
"'_ features investigated included heater tube number and _heuse of fins attached to the
| c=v;ty surface.
i:
For the purpose of a generalized comparison, standard textbook equations were employed.
- Typical equations selected for circular tubes are as follows:
5 g°
In I
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Heat lransfer
Laminar Flow
Nu = _hD = 4.12
k
Turbulent Flow
Nu = 0. 023 Re0- 8 pr0. 4
pressureDrop
Z3p= f L G 2
D _ 2g c
Friction Foctor
• LaminarFlow
_ f= 64
_ Turbulent Flow
Y f= O.31.___66
Re-25
(The symbolsare defined in the Appendix on I_k_nnenclature,Section 8.2)
_ All gas propertieswere basedon the bulk temperature, unlessspecifically noted.
The heater duty is:
i QH = wCp(tg o - tgi) -- wCp_tg
_ The heat exchange is also defined by:
' QH = hA _t m
4
Since the two mustbe equal in a successfuldesign, it follows that:
h
_ hA
Z_tm w Cp
J r
6
• U
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-i
The right hand term above is equivalent to
; ST A_.
" AC
and for circular tubes
A _'DL _ 4 L
Ac- '7/ D2 D
thus Z_tg
_ 4S T LZ_tm -D
J i
Bydefinition
Nu
i ST =
Re Pr
! For gasesPr wa_n_c.... "_equal to O.7 during the preliminary investigation of gas temper-
ature change and pressuredrop variations. For all designactivity, the Praffcltlnumberwas
i calculated based on the actual gasproperties.
_nlaminar flow
4. 12 _ 5.886
ST - O.7 Re Re
and
/_tg: .5"886 4L _ 23.,544 L
_t m Re D Re D
In turbulent flow ;,
,_i ST : O.023 ReO"8 (0.7)0.4 = O.0285 Re"0"
2
i R 0.7
e
and
__tg _ 0.0285 4 L _ 0.1140 L
At m ReO.2 D ReO.2 D
2
i'
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The pressuredrop parameterof interest is defined as:
[*
t"
KL = _P /o 2 gc (Laminar Flow)
s4 2
KT = Z_P ,p._ 2 gc (Turbulent Flow)
0.316/14,2
and
KL_-. Re L 1D D2
KT = Re 1.75 L 1D Or
A third equation relating the heater design variables is:
4w
Re = 71"/_N D
But there are four variables, Re_ N, D and L and only three equations. Thus, a single,
unique solution is not possible. As a resu|t, it shouldbe possible to design h aters for
operation at a variety of Reynoldsnumbers. The geometry of each heater would depend
on the Reynoldsnumberselected.
The basic variation of the temperature difference ratio, _tg/Atm, with the gas side
temperature dtfference is shownin Figure 1. The wall-to-gas temperature difference
: ratio, Atw/_tc f for a given designwill vary with orbital time from 0 at the time when
the fluoride is al] l_quld to somefinite ratio at the time when the fluoride is all solid.
Figure 1 indicates that /_tg/At m increaseswith increasing gas side temperature differ-
ence and increasingwall-to-gas temperature difference ratio. The exact _tg/_t m
required for a given design cannot be predicted directly.
The variation of the factor KL with gasside temperature difference is presented in Figure 2
for several pressuredrop ratios. It cab be observed that the factor KL increaseswith in-
creasing gasside temperature difference and permissiblepressuredrop ratio. Similar re,ults
for turbulent flow are given in Figure 3.
The heater geometry is defined by D, L and N. The product of these three, NDL, is the
tube projected area required. The heater surfacearea required is "/I"NDL. Thus, the iproduct, NDL_ defines the tube proieq:tedarea and is proportional to the tube surface area. m
_ It is desirable to minimize the tube projected area to provide minimumcavity surface arearequir ments. The variation of th minimumtube projected area, NDLv wi_h the facto KL ' J
F I
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VARIATION OF THE FACTOR K FOR LAMINAR FLOW IN CIRCULAR TUBES
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VARIATION OF THE FACTOR K FOR TURBULENTFLOW IN CIRCULAR TUBES
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r(laminar flow) is shown in Figure A for a given level of Atg/z_t m required. The similar L
variation of the minimumtube projected area with the factor KT (turbulent flow) is presented
in Figure 5 for several levels of/ktg//.._t m. Each level of Atg/_t m representsa d;fferent
heat exchange requirement, of course. The desirability of operating at the higher values of
KL or KT is clearly evident in these two figures. However, the power conversion system
requirements and considerationsdictate the maximum level of the factor K allowed.
Furthermore, the entire pressurecJropallowed may not be available for the tube design.
Thissituation is particularly true in multl-tube designswherein pressurelossesoccur in the
inlet and exit manifolds. Theselossesdecrease the value of A p to be assignedto the
tubing and applied in the calculation of the factor K.
In the preliminary analysis, it wasdemonstratedthat the tube projected area varies with
the gas Reynoldsnumberas illustrated in Figure 6. This variation is for given values of
the factor K and /_tg/Atm in turbulent flow. The tube projected area required increa_e_
wit;, :'_creaslnggas Reynoldsnu-ber. Although not presentedherein, the increase of tube
projected area with gas Reynoldsnumber is even more pronounced in laminar flow. Thus,
a conclusion may be drawn that it is desirable to operate at as low a gas Reynoldsnumber
as possible. This conclusion mustbe limited to designsbasedon the gas correlations
previously discussed.
The variation of the tube dimensions, D and !., and the tube number, N, with gas Reynolds
numberfo_a particular case in turbulent flow is given in F.:gure7. The decrease in tube
numberand increase:in tube diameter and length with increasing gas i_eynoldsnumber is
typical for both laminar and turbulent flow. Figure 6 hasalready indicated that operation
shouldbe at '., low gas Reynoldsnumberwith an attendant high tube number.
The next question of ie.terest in the preliminary analysis was which region the heater should
be designedfor - laminar or turbulent? To answer this o_e graphically, the variations
:; with gasReynoldsnumber were calculated for each region and placed on a common graph. 1
The resultsare shownin Figure 8 for _tc/_tm= 2.75 and AP/P 1 = 0.022. It can be '
; observed from Figure 8 that heaters deslg_ed for bare tubes in laminar flow require larger
numbersof tubeswhich a_eshorter and sr..aller in diameter than heaters designedfor bare i
tubes in turbulent flow. The tube projected area required is approximately equivalent,
but a slight advantage is available at low Reynoldsnumbersin laminar flow. The pa:kaglng
;_ problem becomessevere, if not prohibitive, with the large numberof tubes(4000 -'_ 8000) !
required at the low laminar Reynoldsnumbers. After reviewing the magnitude of the packaging
problem, it was decided to designfor operation in turbulent flow. I|
The next item of potential controversy was the useor non-useof ilns attached to the tubes.
The fins can be potentially attached to either the inner or the outer surface. In either case,
the useof fins mustbe based upon a definite requirement to lower the thermal resistance .I
involved. The possible use o_ flns attached to the outer tube surface was consideredfirst.
!j It was shownin Reference 3 that the total thermal resistonce to heat flow is: --
Rt = Rg + Rw + RF I
12
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VARIATION OF THE MINIMUM TUBE PROJECTEDAREA WITH
THE FACTOR K FOR TURBULENTFLOW IN CIRCULAR TUBES
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VARIATION OF THE MINIMUM TUBEPROJECTEDAREA WITH
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TYPICAL RESULTS FOR HEATERTUBE PARAMETERS
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°for the classical ccse of a multi-walled cyl!nder immersedin an infinite bath. Under these
conditions, the heat flow per unit length of tube is:
O/L--
Rt
Each of the resistance elements are listed below:
Rg - 1
_'ffr i h
R = 1 In rO
w 2 711"kw ri
1 In rm
Rf = 2 "K kf ro
In Reference3, an estimate of the value for the solid thermal conductivity of lithium
fluoride was obtained from Reference4. The value employed was 1.5 Btu/hr-ft/° F. -
At the time, no known experimental data were available. Since that time, experimental __t
valueswere obtained as a part of this programand were published in Reference 5. The;¢
experimentsare discussedin Section 4.1. The average experimental value of 5. 1 Btu/ l
Hr-Ft-° F is about three times the original estimate but would not alter the conclusions !
reached on external f;ns.
The level of the fluoride resistancedependson the amount of fluoride frozen around the __
tube. When the fluoride is complete!y molten, the resistance of the solid is zero. As the
an.aunt of frozen _luoride increases, the radius to the melt line increasesand the fluoride -|
thermal resistanceincreasestoo. The fluoride resistance reaches a maximumwhen ell of !
the fluoride is frozen. Two potential designswe.recalculated for Reference 3 and the
resultsare presented in Figure 9. It can be observedfrom Figure 9 that in both cases the 1
fluoride resistancewas lessthan the gas-side resistance at all times. Since the experi- 1
mental value of .'hesolid fluoride thermal conductivity is higher than the original estimate,
the revised fluoride resistancewould be even lower than that shownin Figure 9. Since "i
the gas thermal resistanceis larger than the fluoride thermal resistanceat all times, the I
gas thermal resistanceis rate-controlling at all times. On the basisof the results in
Figure 9, there is no need to lower the fluoride thermal resi._tanceby adding fins on the II
external surfaceof the tubes. Nothing that hasoccurred in the programsince this !
conclusion was originally drawn hasserved to alter it in any way. It is as valid now as
it was then and even more valid becauseof the higher measuredfluoride conductivity II
and resultant lower thermal resistance.
!
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Figure 9 also indicates that if any fins are to be added they should be on the i-ternal surface
of the ._ubes,thereby lowering the gas thermal resistance. The advisability of using internal
fins was investigated. Internal fins contribute to additional gas pressuredrof, and comp!icate
the fabrication process. Themostdifficult part in the manufacturing processis th_ procure-
ment, or production, of the correct type of internally finned tubing. It is not readily avail-
able commercially and could necessitate a fabrication development program.
Flow analysis of the desirability for internally finned tubes was basedon the amount of heat
transferred per unit of pressuredrop. It was demonstrated that the amount of heat transferred
; per unit of pressuredrop was a maximumwith bare tubes and lower with internally finned
tubes. In view of this result, the pressuredrop limitation which is very important to the i -
overall systemand the fabrication problemsinherent in internally finned tubes indicated -
that every effort shouldbe made to use base tubes if possible. The analytical results that
the heat transfer per unit of pressuredrop is a maximum with a bare tube was confirmed in _
the exper!ments of Reference6.
The potential use of a large number of tubes as required by a design operating at a low
Reynolds number in the laminar region has been mentioned previously. The worst problem
with this approach is the packaging difficulty. In addition, the overall fabrication problem
i_ significant when one considerswelding over 1000 tubes into inlet and outlet tube sheets.
These general physical and practical mechanical limitations preclude the use of large numbers
of tubes in a cavity receiver. Therefore, a small number of tubes was considered desirabie
and operation in turbulent flow indicated. !
Finally, fins can be attached to the cavity surface to promoteheat transfer between the
cavity surface and the lithium fluoride to reduce the thermal resistance between the cavity
surface and the lithium fluoride, and thus to reduce the temperature difference between
the cavity surface and the lithium fluoride melt line for a given heat transfer flux level.
It is well knownand understoodthat all formsof extended surface can reduce the thermal
resistance. In general, any of the various formsof extended surface can be employed for
this purpose, but each of themcomplicates the fabrication of the inner shell ana the
subsequentassemblyof the basic container. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity and i"
, reliab.:lity ir designand assembly, it is desirable to avoid the complication of fins attached
• to the inner shell. If the resulting surface temperature is higher than the material of con-
s_ucfion can safely withstand, it becomesobvious that someform of extended surface must
be employed to reduce the surface temperaturesrequired for melting the fluoride. At the
time of the preliminary analysis, no definite information wasavailable on which to base
a final decision. Hence, the approach was to proceed on the optimistic hope that fins
• would not be required. Subsequentevents discussedin Section 4. 2 indicated that the
initial units will require fins until zero-g test resultsindicate otherwise. ]
I
The above discussioncompletes the Thegeneralized preliminary designanalysis.
next
it section presents the important gasand lithium fluoride property data employed in both the I
preliminary and fllghtweight designstages. 1
2O
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3.2 Argon and Lithium Fluoride PropertyValues
I 3.2.1 Argon Properties
j Source: Reference 7Temp ratureRa g : 1400° R to 2000° R
l 3.2.1.1 Specific Heat
Cp = O. 1242 BTU/I.b-° R
3.2. 1.2 Specific Heat Ratio
Cp = 1.667
ii 3.2. 1.3 Gas Constant
1 R = 38. 7 ft-lb/Ib -° R
J
3.2.1.4 Viscosity
[
I Variable, per Figure 10
l 3.2. 1.5 Thermal Conductivity
Variable, per Figure 11
t
! 3.2. 1.6 Prandtl Number
_ Pr = 3600 Cp
! k
t
3.2.2 Lithium Fluoride Properties
l "t
3.2.2. 1 Melting Temperaturei Source: References8 and 9 "-
ii tm = 848°C -+ 1° (1560°F -+1"8°)
21 _!"_-_
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3.2.2.2 Heat of Fusion
Source: References8 and 9
hf = 6.470 kcal/MOLE (449 Btu/Lb)
Note: Both References 8 and 9 lean heavily on Reference 10 for
this type of data.
3.2.2.3 Heat Content
Source: Reference 9
Variable, per Figure 12
3.2.2.4 Density
Solid - Source: Reference 8
/Oss= 2.63905 _+O. O001gm/cm3 (25°C)
Liquid - Source: Reference 8
/o e = 1.789 gm/cm3 (870°C") !
: _e = 2.201 - 0.000474 t gm/cm3 (887° _ 1058°C) !
Liquid - Source: Reference '11
/o e = 1.729+5x10-4(1000- t) I,
where t is in degrees centigrade.
Values selected by TRWare shown in Figure 13.
_. 3.2.2.5 Additional Data
Reference 8 is reproduced in its entir',,ty including its bibliography.
i 3.3 Cavity Configuration Studies
_i In addition to the various possibilities on tube design and heater operation, several shapes
_ were consideredas potential candidatesfor the cavity surface and storage bath ,:ontalner.
_ The major shapesinvestigated were the hemisphere, cone and cylinder. A fourth shape,the inverted cone with an internal conical section for multiple reflections, was not seriously
consideredfor this application becauseof the complexity involved and the ultimate re- !
qulrement for an all sunorbit. The inverted cone was included, however, in the cavity
evaluation conducted under contract NAS 3-2789 and reported in Reference 12. Each of j
the three shapeswill be discussedin order.
24
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3.3.1 H_mlspherlcal Container
The hemi_pherlcal container is composed of an inner shell, an outer shell, an inJet tube
sheet and manifold, an outlet tube sheet and manifold assembl/, the heater tubes and an
aperture cone assembly. An early version of this type of design for single orbit operation
is shown in Figure 14. The llthlum fluorlde is to be loaded into the resulting void volume
in the basic container. The important geometrical dimensions for this hemisphere are
llsted below:
Tube Length 2.87 ft (34.44 in.)
Tube Diametek .0352 ft (0.422 in.)
Tube Number 130
Cavlt> Diameter 4.78 ft (57.36 in.)
Receiver Diameter 5.0 ft (60.0 in. )
Reynolds Number 5400
The above dimensions were publlshed previously in Reference 13. They were obtalned on
the basls of optimum packaging of the entire unlt.
3.3.2 Conlcal Container
The conlcal container is essentially a compromise between the hemlsphere and the cyllnder.
The conical container re_ains the hemlsphere's features of a single inlet and gas flow in one
cllrectlon only. In addltion, it permits r. longer tube length and a reduced number of tubes.
One version of a conical container is illustrated in Figure 15. The conical contalner is
composed of the same essential elements as the hemisphere, inner and outer shells, inlet
and outlet tube sheets and manifold _ssemb_,_:, heater tubes and an aperture cone assembly.
The pertinent dimenslon_ are listed below:
tube Length 4.27 ft (51.24 in. )
Tube Diameter .0542 ft (0.65 in.)
Tube Number 60
Cavlty Diameter 4.51 ft (54.12 in.)
Recelver Diameter 4. 83 _t (57.96 in.)
Reynolds Number 7600
3.3.3 Cyllndrlcal Container
An early version of a cylindrical _voe of contalner is presented in Figure I_6. Though the
version in Figure 16 included rectangular tubes, clrcuJar tubes were also consldered. The
| cylinder requlres gasflow in opposite dlrectlons for any two adjacent tubes. Becauseof! thls, at least three manifolds are needed. Either the inlet or the outle_ manlfo' con be
common, but the other one must be dL.plicated. The version in Figure 16 employed a
il commonoutlet manifold with two inlet manifolds. The inlet manifolds were tapered in c:decreasing area from front to rear and the outlet manlfold was tapered in an increasing
area from front to rear. Other items in the assembly included the inner and outer shells,
: _1 the heater tubes and the aperture cone assembly. The pertinent dimensionsare as follows: .
27 _'_'_'
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!
Tube Length 11.72 ft (140.64 in.)
Tube Diameter .0762 ft (0. 914 in. ) 1[
Tube Number 30 |
Cavity Diameter 3.6 ft (43.2 in.)
Receiver Diameter 3.95 ft (47.4 in. ) |
ReynoldsNumber 10, 800 1
3.3.4 Fec_slbiiity Evaluatlon I -
The cholce of a basic cavity and contalner shape was made on the results of a design r¢_._w
and feasibility evaluation. Thls procedure extended over several calendar months. Engl- 1"
neerlng, design, manufacturing, rellabillty, quailty assuranceand materials personnel
contributed to various portions of the design review and subsequentevaluation. The entire
process resulted in the selection of an ,_ptlmumshapefor use in the flight type design. To
aid in the evaluation, numerical ratings were assignedto eack of the three shapesin several
important areas. A summaryof these ratings is included below.
t Contalner EvaJuation
Shape
Item Hemisphere Cone_ Cylinder _
t Simplicity 3 2 1
!Fabrication 3 2 1Performance
Thermal 1 2 3
Stress 1 2 3 i
Cavity 1 2 3 °
Overall Rellability 1 2 3 !
10 12 14 I
The numer;cal ratlngs are not truly indicative of the relative position of each shape in that !
the difference between a number 1 and a number 2 could be very slight,and the difference
between the number 2 and the number 3 could be quite large. Thus, a completely true 1
picture cannot be obtained from the simple llsting above.
d'
ti One of the factors whlch influenced the evaluation significantly was the desire to minimize
* _ weldlng on the high temperature inner cavity surface. This consideration reduces significantly !
_f, the ease of fabrlcatlon and manufacture which the cylinder would otherwise possess. In view
of the dlameter of these deslgns, all shells which require rninlmum welds must be formed by I
the power spinning process. It is well known that the cylinder is a difficult shaoe to form I' by this process. With these considerations, the cyllndrlcal shape res_:ited in difficult
fabrication problems. !l
The cylinder did provide the :m,_llestreceiver outer diameter and thus afforded the minimum
collector shadowing. However, the stressesinherent in the cylinder were much higher than Ji
!1
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONFIGU_.ATION OF A SINGLE ORBIT
CAVITY RECEIVERWITH A HEMISPHERICALFLUORIDE COI',ITAINER
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iPRELIMINARY DES!GN CONFIGURATION OF A SINGLE ORBIT
CAVITY RECEIVER WITH A CONICAL FLUORIDE CONTAINER
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONFIGURATION OF A SINGLE ORBIT
CAVITY RECEIVER WITH A CYLINDRICAL FLUORIDE CONTAINER
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the correspondingstressesin the hemisphere, iF,_ _tresslevels became a very important
factor becauseof the low stress-to-rupture fatigue strength properties of the candl.V'Jt,."
materials at the predicted operating temperatures.
: Cavity performancecalculations were made :=.mpioylngthe method of Reference 14. The
; _ resultsof these calculations indlcc'ted that _hecylinder could not retain sufficient energy
to meet the heater duty required. At that time, it was learned from other sourcessuch
I as Reference 15 that results from the method of Reference 14 tended to be optimistic.
The cone was marginal in its capability to retain sufficient energy to meet the heater duty,
I according to the results from the method of Reference 14. In view of the possibleoptimum
: of these results, both the cylinder and the cone were eliminated from further cons;deratlon.
The cavity performance resultsfor the hemisphere!ndicated that it was safely in the valid
i operating zone.
_; One of the mostseriousobjections to the hemispherical design resulting from the preliminary| 'adc_ign studieswas the t rge numberof tubes(130) specified. Reliability and manufacturing
• _: considerations indicated ft',at fewer tubes were deslrabie. After the hemispherehad been
_ selected as the optimumshape, a further design effort was made to reduce the numberof
I tubes required to as low a value as practical. The limit is set by the heater tube charac-
_. terlstics as determined from NASA specifications and the free lithium fluoride volume
_; j required. Thus, the effort in the full scale flightweight design studieswas directed toward_ a hemispherical container with the lowest practical numberof tubes.
;¢_ I Prior to presentation of the full scale flightwelght design studies, the small scale experiments_ conductedon th_s programwill b_ discussedin the next section. The results of the small
?_ scale experiments were necessarily applled to the full scale filgh.twelght design studies.
[
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4.0 SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTS
•: The small scale experiments which were conducted on this program were intended to
determine the follcwlng:
: 1. The thermal conaucfivlty of lithium fluoride _n the liquid and solid
states near the melting point.
2. The heat input possible to lithium fluoride containers with severai
forms of extended surface.
3. The heat release characteristics of lithium fluoride to a gas coolant°
: 4. Insight into the melting and freezing che_acteristics of lithium fluoride
and the resultant void formation.
An analytical effort was expended to supplement the above experiments in the heat input
area. This effort was directed toward the development of analytical procedures which
could be employed to predict the temperature variation with melting time. A complete
discussion of the analysis is presented in the Appendix, Section 8. 4. ExamMation of the
: final equations indicated that their solution by strictly analytical meanswould be rather
formidable and costly in terms of manpower hours. Therefo._e, recourse was taken to a
heat flow analyzer and the solutions obtained on it. The heat flow analyzer effort is
discussed in the Appendix, Section 8.5. The important results from the heat flow analyzer
solutions will be given for comparisonwith the experlmentai results in Section 4.2. Each
of the above experimental areas will now be dlscusseain order.
4.1 Thermal Conduct!vity Experiments
_I As noted, previously, the thermal conductivity experiments were conducted to determine
measuredvalues of the thermal conductivity of lithium fluoride in the solid and liquid
I states near the melting point. Since this programis fundamen;ally a development program
' and not a research program, the experiments were confined to the temperature region of
interest for this development. This temperature region is just below and just above the
:I melting temperature. No attempts were made to obtain measurementsat room temperature _-
I_ o_at temperaturesbetween room and the melting temperature region or at temperatures _
above the melting temperature region• The original literature search failed to uncover
experimental data on lithium fluoride thermal conductivity, but later some data wereanylocated in sourcessuch as Reference i6.
4. 1.1 Experimental Apparatus
The apparatus _ oloyed in these experiments was basically the same for the heat addition,
he,_tremova_ _nd conductivity testing. The _estassemblywas designed to handle the heat
input and hea, release tests primarily. It was essentially similar to the lithium hydride tests
on the Sunflower program, as reported in Reference 1 and was not specifically designedfor
37 _ _"
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thermal conductivity measurements. A cutawcy v_ew _sshown in Figure 17. As can be
observed from Figure !7, the test bed consisted essentially of the test module mounted
below a ciuartz-tube radiant heater. A coolant chamber was installed beneath the test
module. A sheet of 1/4-inch thick Min-K insulation was placed beneath the test module
and the coolant chamber Io provide more uniform heat removal. The heater-module-
coolant chamber assembly was covered wlth one inch of MIn-K insulation. * This assembly m_
was placed on a Marinite* support structure. The outside container was constructed of
1-inch thick Marlnlte, which itself is a type o_ insulation. The void between th- heater-
module- coolant chamber assembly was filled with Perllte which is a bulk insulation. Thus,
the test bed consisted essentially of insulation surrounding the heater-module-coolant
chamber assembly.
The layout for the thermal conductivity module is illustrated in Figure 18. The dlmensions
were selected based on an anticipated value of thermal conductivity on the order of 1.5
: Btu/Hr-Ft -° F. The thermocouple instrumentation throughout the test module can be ob-
served in Figure 18. Additional thermocol:ples were installed at varlcus places throughout
the test bed to determlne the temperatures at these Iocatlons. Theseaddltlonal readings
were needed to estimate the heat lossesto various ports of _he rest bed.
The test rig schematic is presented in Figure 19. The coo!ant alr was supplled by a plant-
wlde system. The incomlng alr was filtered, regulated and measured. The flow rate was
determln_d by two methods - through an orifice and a rotameter. The flow control valve __
was located between the orifice and the rotameier. From the rotameter, tte air went
directly io the co_lant chamber and then vented to atmosphere. The air pressurewas
mea._uredat the regulator and the rotameter, and the orifice pressuredifference was obtained
from a water manometer reading. The air temperature was measured at the inlet and outlet
of the coolant chamber.
The electrical schematic is also included in Figure 19. Heater power was controlled by
variacs. Voltmeter, ammeter and wc_ttrneter readlngs were obtained. All low temperature
readlngs were obtained with iron-consrantan thermocoup_es and recorded by a 24-point
! 0-800 °F Honeywell temperature recorder. The high temperature readlngs were obtained
with chromel-alumel thermocouples and recorded by a 24-point 0 _ 2000° F Honeywell
temperature recorder.
:_ The test module was fabricated, assembledand loaded at TRWwith 12.0 Ib of lithium
_ _ fluoride. During the initial melting process,u vacuumwas pulled on the lithium fluoride
to remove the corrc,slve hydrogen fluoride vapor.Z
', _ 4.1.2 Experimental Procedure
.C
l After the test bed installation was complete and all heater and therrnocoup!e leads and
_. coolant supply lines were connected, a vacuumwas drawn on the module _ make certain i|
_ *S,_ Appendix Section 8.1.1
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the connections were tight. The vacuum attained wasin the 20 m_cron range at room
temperature. The vacuum pumpcontinued to operate during heating, but the vacuum
_, level increased to the high micron range, 300 to 500. These actions were generally
true of all modules tested.
When ;t wasascertained that the systemwas acceptably fighb heating was initiated.
During the first heat, the fluoride was completely melted and maintained molten for
several hoursin an effort to remove any additional corrosive vapos not previously
removed. The tempera_res of the molten fluoride bath and the test bed were stabilized
without any coolant f!ow. The heater power req Jired under these conditions was that
needed to overceme lossesfrom the module to the test bed and out the heater reflector.
At the concJuslonof the initial test run, the heatel _ower was shut off and coolant flow
initiated to assist in freezing the fluoride. It was desired to leave the fluoride in a
fro_:encondition at the end of the day. The initial set of runswere made with n_ coolant
flow and included several runswith the fluoride mo_t_nand severa! with the fluoride
solid a_ temperaturesjust below the me]tlng temperature, in each instance, the temper-
atures of alJ parts were stabilized and the total heat los.:esobtained from the heater power
required. It was planned to apply these values on the IrJter runsto estimate the heat trans-
ferred to the fluoride.
The second set of runs concentrated on obtaining data for the liquid fluoride at temperatures
just above the melting temperature. Care was taken during these runsto make certain that
all of the fluoride was molten. This fact was indicated when the thermocouples located in
the bottom plate of the module were recording 1560°F cr above. Inltlally, the molten
condition is easier to verify than the frozen condition, and thus, the liquid thermal con-
ducfivlty was investigated first. Many runs were made in an effort to obtain reproduclbl_'
resu'ts. In each case_ all bath temperatureswere held stable w, thin I°F for one hour for
a test to be considered valid and data taken.
, The third set of runswere intended to determine the data for the solid fluoride at temperatures
• just below the melting temperature. Again, care was taker, to make certain that all of the
fluoride was solid. This could be assured with the thermocouples located in the top plate oi
the module recording 1560°F or below and heat flowing. Several runs were made to obtain
repeatable data. The same temperature stability criterion of 1° F per hour was employed in
these runs to consider the data valid and sultable for recording.
4. i.3 Data Evaluation and Analysls
i The major objective in the data reduction processwas to provide flux data for the measured
thermal gradients. The thermal conductivity wasevaluated on the basisof its definition:
Q/A
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The _emperaturesof the two rows of therm_;o, Jplesimmersed_n the lithium fluoride bath
wer_ recorded during all valid runs. Since the distance between the two rowswas fixed
aur[ng fabrication, the temperature gradient was readily calculated as the temperature
difference divided by the distance between the rows. The temperature pattern was
investigated at each of the two rows for unlform_ty and to determine if any gradients
existed. It was found that the temperatures were remarkably unlform_ but slight gradients
did exist Fromthe central portion to the o'Jter walls. Continuec_examination of the data
:,_: revealed a central region in which no loteral temperature gradients existed. The central
J region so defined was then employed as the area in the above equation, and the temper-
ature gradient was calculated on _hebo_is of the values in the central regions. The
| remaining outer portions of the both in which lateral temperature gradients were indlcatlve!1
of lateral heat losseswet.? considered as a type of guard heaters. Normally, in thermJI
conductivity measurements, guard heaters would be employed to preventundesirable heat
I lossesnormal to the direction of heat transfer.
During the thermal conduct;vlty runs, it was observed that the measured temperature differ-
I ences were low at low hearer powers. To reduce the potential error in the temperatureverygradient, the heater powers were increased to :he high end of the available range for all
of the valid run,_. Attempts were made to calculate the heat flow through the fluoride by
I subtracting the measurerlsteady-state heat lossesobtained in the first set of runs from theheater powersettings in the valid rl, ns. As a check on the results, the heat flow through
the fluoride wascalculated by the addition of known, or measured, heat !"-es. These
included the heat removed by the coolant and the heat lost to the s_desand conducteddown to bottom of _hemodule. Sufficient a_sembly irjstrumentatlon was available to make
direct calculations of these quantities. The results demonstrated t_at the former method
l did not provide heat flow values that com._afible and consistent with the rest of thewere
data. The latter method, however, did provide consistent and compatible results; hence,
the latter method was employed to evaluate the heat flow to the fluoride. The total heat
flow to the fluoride was calculated as the sumof the heat removed by the coolant plus
"= one-half of the side lossesminus the heat conducted down the sides. Since the central
region received only a part of the total heat flow tc the fluorlde, its heat flow was
calculated of the total heat flow. This method ofstraighton c_ percentage calculating
the heat flow in the central region contributed to the overall potential error.
I In the following error analysi._ Forone of runs, possibleconducted the solid the above
error wasnot included.
]
Qbath = x LiF
Qbath = Qalr + 1/2 Qloss - Qcond.
_° 45
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Since Qbath _ Qalr, the mejor errors in evaluati'ng the heat ;'low late occur in the heat
transfer to the ,_r flew. In the sample calculation below, it is shown that 1/2 Qloss -
Qcond equal_ 3.6 percent ef Qalr for the liquid case examined therein. For solid lithium
fluoride which is necessarily at a lower temperature level than the liquid case, the above
difference is an even low Jr percentage of Qair"
During the tesb a temperature change of 1° F/hr was permitted as a maximum. This corresponds
to an undetected change of 4 Btu/hr in the lithium fluoride bath. Such a change in heat t
content is also negl_glble.
x _ Qa_r A
kLiF- Qbath _T LiF L_ LiF
;xlkki F _ (r'nCp ¢.1") air A T IJF
Assuming no error in cp for a._r, the differential elements become
dk -Jm _ (_,Tair) _x _A _(Z_TLiF)
- 4- +
k m /_ Tair x A _TLi F
In the worst case, the errors can become additive:
dk_ 0.31b/hr + _2"0_F + .020 in. + 0.20in. 2 +__2.0°F i
k 30.0 lb/hr 229°F 1. 125 in. 100 in. 2 24.3°F
l,
dk/k = 0.010 + 0.0087 + 0.0178 + 0.0020 + 0.0823
dk/k = 0. 1208 !
_ Thus, an error of 12 percent is possible in this solid case. It should be noted that the
maximum contributing component is the possible error in the lithium fluoride temperature
dlfferenc_, i
A tyl_."cal calculation is presented next.
4. 1.3.2 Sample Calculation i
Run Number: 11-8
I
f
_ Test Data: Average temperature at top level = 1680°F
_ Average temperature at lower level = 1656°F i_
II
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Air flow rate, r_, = 30.0 Ib/hr
Air inlet temperature = 65° F
Air Outlet temperature= 294°F
Calculations:
i Qloss = 255 Btu/hr @ 1668°F(averagesidewall temperature)
I Qsldes, c_.c_ucion = Qcond x, f. = k AZ_T
k :- 15.15 Btu/hr-ft-°_ _HS25 @ 1668°F)
I A = "063(40) = 0.0175ft 2144
Z_T-- 1680 = 1656 = 24°F
1. 125
x :- - 0.0937f_
| 12
Qcond = 15.15 (.0175) 24 = 67.9 Btu/hr
0. 0937
Qair = _n _:p Z_T= 30(.241)(294-65) = 1656Btu/hr
Qbath = Qair - Qcond ''+1/2 Qloss
-- 1656 - 67.9 + 0.5 (255) = 1716 Btu/Ib
!
Qbath x 1716 (. 0937)
KkiF - = - 9.92 Btu/hr-ft'-°F
_| Abath AT 0.676 (24)
41 4.1.4 Results and Olscusslol'l
_1
A summaryof the thermalconductlvitlesobtainedfor liquid lithium fluoride is given in
1"ableI as follows:
, _, %'
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rTABLE I
SUMMARY OF LIQUID LITHIUM FLUORIDE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS
Percent Deviation
Test No. Thermal Conductivity from Average
11-3 12.35 Btu/hr. ft °F 9.3
li-4 12.90 Btu/hr. ft °F 14. 1
11-7 10.25 Btu/hr. ft°F 9.3
11-8 9.92 Btu/hr. ft°F 12.2
:' 11-9 11.10 Btu/hr. ft°F 1.8
I1-11 9.84 Btu/hr. ft°F 12.8
" ' Average k = 11.3 Btu/hr. ft oF
: Maximum pot_;ntlal error : _+27.5 percent
Typical values obtained for solid l|thlum fluoride are listed in Table II below. It must be
emphasized thct the values in both tables pertain only to temperatures near the melting
temperature.
TABLE II
; SUMMARY OF SOLID LITHIUM FLUORIDE
_ THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS
¢ Percent Deviation
_ Test No. Thermal Conductivity from Average
_ 11-5 4.81 Btu/hr. ft ° F 5.7
_i 11-10 5.37 Btu/hr. Ft°F 5.3
i 111-2 5.56 Btu/hr. ft oF 9.0 I
111-3 4.84 Btu/hr. ft oF 5.0
_r_
_! Average k = 5.1 3tu/i_r. ft °Fi-
Maximum potential error ± 19.5 percent [
48
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IAfter Reference '_was published, a copy of Reference 16 was obtained. Figure 2-1 of
Reference 16 presents data for the thermal conductivity of solid single crystals and extra-
J _ _lates t,he e:_per!mental data from the measured ternperutures to the melting temperature
ond to room temperate:re. The extrapolated estimate for the solid thermal conductlvity at
t the melting temperature is approxlma._ely 5.3 Btu/hr-ft-°F. Reference 16 states that "Itis expected that the thermal conductivity of solid Iithlun. fluoride composed of many
crystals wiil be considered lower." The earller estimate in Reference 4 agreed with the
above statement in Reference 16, but the extrapolated value of 5.3 Btu/hr-ft-°F in
Reference 16 ag-ees remarkably well with the experimental vah,_ of 5. 1 Btu-hr-ft-°F
obtained on this program. F_gure2-1 of Reference 16 is reproduced as Figure 2U herein.
The experlmentai volue of the solid conductivity was higher than expected. As a con_
sequence the test module design was based on a much lower anticipated conductivity and
I higher temperature differences. The lower temperature differences encountered magnifiedthe potential errors in temperature measurement and increased the over-all potential error.
However, it is believed that the averaged exper.:mental values presented herein are
I sufficiently cccurate ._orengineering design purposes. Thls statement is particularly truefor Brayton cycle cavity receiver designs _n which the heat exchange rate-conh'olling
resistance is on the gas side anyway. In Ranklne cycle applications, the sait-slde
I resistance would be rate-controlllng much of the time, and the thermal conductivityvalues attain much more importance.
I The above discussion completes tl, e material on i'he thermal conductlviry tests. The lithiumfluoride heat input tests are dlscu:,sednext.
I 4.2 Heat Input Experlmen_
Two _erles of heat input modules were constructed and tested on thi s orogram. The breakdo,;'._
I fo_ the first series is given in .uble III below, and the second series modules are listed inTable IV below.
I TABLE Iil
HEAT INPLIT MODULES - SERIESI _'__,_
,._
I Material ::_Module No. T)tpeof ExtendedSurface Module ExtendedSurface
I 2 None HS 25 :_'":_
A. 6 - 1/16 x 1-1/4 in. x 9 in. Fins 316 SS 316 SS '°_'
_ 6 - 1/8 x 1-1/4 in. x 9 in. Fins 316 SS 316 SS
6 3/4 in. x .020 in. wall _q. honeycomb 316 SS 316 S$ ,}
7 3/8 in. x .020 in. wall sq. honeycomb 316 SS 316 SS _:_
t
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TABLE IV
J HEAT INPUT MODULES o SERIESII
I MaterialModule No. Type of Extended SurPlce Module ExtendedSurface
A None HS 25
B t3 - 1/32 in. x 1-1/4 in. x 9 in. Fins HS 25 Grade "A" Nickel
I C 13 - 1/!6 in. x 1-1/4 in. x 9 in. Fins HS 25 Grade "A" Nickel
The purposeof each of the testswith the modulescontaining extended s,Jrfacewas to obtain
exr_erimentaldata on the amountof tap plate temperature reduction that could be provided
by ._.,eextended surface in comparisonto the performanceof the bare modules. In addition,it wcJsdesired ta develop an analysis which could be empl yed to pred;ct the various
temperat_uresinvolved. The analytical _nvestigationwill be discussedfir>t.
q
I 4.2. 1 Analytical Prediction of Heat Input Performance
•I I [he analysis showedthat the heat conduction problem is nonlinear because the change in! pha._eof the lithium fluoride involves a moving boundarywhose location is unknown. No
analytical techniqueswere readily available to obtain exact solutions. Therefore_ approxi-
-j mate methodswere consideredand the heat balance integral was se;ected.
The equations which resulted from the analytical investigation are presented|n Section 8.4.
j Examination of these equations indicated that hand calculation of the solutions would require
a prohibitive amountof manpowerhours. In view oF thesemanpowerestimates, alternate
methodswere explored. Finally, it was decided to obtain the solutionsby analog techniques.1
i
A complete discussionof the analog investigation and its results is given in Section 8.5.
Three basic caseswere examined; one without fins, one with 1/32-in. grode "A" nickel _i:'
i f;._s, and one with 1/16-.;n. nickel fins. These caseswere selected _ be comparable to _
I modui_._A, Band C for direct compar;son. Thesolution for each case was obtained at _
three different heat input rates. _ /_i •
' A summaryof the important resultsfrom the analog solutions is presented in Table V. In J
addition, graphswere provided Forthe following"
1. Top plate upper and lower surface temperaturesversustime.
2. Bottomplate upper and lower surface temperatureversustime. _-
3. Lithium fluoride surface temperaturesversustime. i_
, i i ii i
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_- 4. Lithium fluoride temperatures versustime at two distances from bottom
_L olate in solid state.
5. Location of the melting front versustime.; IThe variation of the melting time with the heat input rate is illustrated in Figure 21.
The similar variation for the tap plrjte surface temoeratures is g_ven in Figure 22. Additional
curves for ,, typical case are contained in Section 8. 5.
4.2.2 Test Module Construction |
_ The basic design for the Series ! test modules is shown h_ Figure 23. The various formsof
extended surface were attached to the top plate of each new module. Figure 24 is a view
of module number5 prior to the final assemblyweld. Figures 25 and 26 are similar views 1
i of modules6 and 7. The extended surfaces were b, azed to the too plate in each case with
AMS 4778 brazing alloy which has a chemical composition of:
90.0 - 92.0% Nickel & Cobalt |2.2 3.50/0 Boron
1.5% max iron
J_
4.0 - 5.0% Silicon
i .06°to max Carbon 1
The brazing operation was pe_'formedin a furncce wlth a dry hydrogen atmosphere. The
•_ ili
-_ other partsof the moduleswere joined by hand welding using convenffonal TIG techniques.
The basic design for the Series II test modules wassimilar to that of the Series I modules
except that the tap and bottom plate thlcknesres wer_ increased to 1/2-1nch basedon the
_ resu!tsof stressanalysis and the maximum height available for the fluoride bath was fixed
_ at 1.5 inches. Thestressanalysis performed is presented in Section 8.6. In Series I, the
plate thlcknes:es were 3/8-1nch and the maximumboth height was 1.4 inches. The same
methods of joining and assemblingthe moduleswere employed. Figure 27 shows_odule A 11
as assembledand Figure 28 illustrates the top plates of Modules Band C after initial fin
brazing. A second brazing operation was :'equlred to obialn acceptable joints.
4. 2, 3 ExperimentalApparat.__us ]_
M
The basic apparatus for these exoeriments wasdescribed in Sectlcr 4.1.1. Only the changes .rl
w_ll be discussed here. The Series I tus_modules were designed to be loaded with lithium
fluoride by the Lithium Corporation of America at their BessemerCity, North Carollna
facility. The bulk lithium fluoride powderwas melted in a furnece with an air atmosphere. _11
After the fluoride was molten, a vacuumwas drawn to remove the water vapor and hydrogen _
fluoride vapors. A small tube was attached to the :op plate to ease the evacuation problem.
i
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The secondseriesof te._"moduleswere loaded by TRW. The lithium fluoride powder was
loaded into the hopper and the systemsealed. A vacuum was drawn on the entire systemat room temperature prior to initial melting. The vc'cuum as maintai ed on the system [
during the initial melt and throughoutthe test. After the lithium f'luoride wasmolten,
I it wastransferred from the hopper to tile modul_ by roh:tlng the test fixture. Figure 29is a view of the test assembly. Th_ hopper and ih heater reflector are _hownabove a
moduleand its heater reflector. The long tube at the top permitted viewing the fluoride
i through a plexiglas flange. The modified outer box is also shown. The high temperature;nsulationwas installed for Figure 30. Figure 31 is a view of the testassembly in posltlon
for the initial melting of lithium fluoride.
I 4.2.4 Experimental P,ocedure
- The heat input testswere necessarily cyclical in natur,_. The testswere started by melting
i the fluorlde and stabillzlng the llquid temperature at 1600 :L-25° F. This procedure pro-
vided a commonstarting point and known conditions. The next step was to freeze all the
fluoride. Initially, this was accomplished by shutting off all heater power and starting
: coolant flow slmultaneousat the bottom plate of the module. Later, it was decided to
set the heaters at low power levelst 500 watts or less, to i_revent fluoride freezlng on the
-" top plate surface and/or crawling up the tubes attached to the top plate. The coolant flow
at the bottom plate of the module was held constant througho:Jt the test.
i It was desired to be certain that all of the fluoride wasfrozen before the heaters were
' turned on. Therefore, the bath temperatures were allowed to go below 15500F and the ,
top plate temperatures followed. On some occaslons, the top plate temperatures went
t as low as 1400°F before the heaters were turned on. In any event, it was necessc-y that
! all of the fluoride be frozen for the sequenceto be valid. When the heat=rs were turned
on, the rate was set at a constantvalue and malntalned until all of the fluoride was melted.
Agaln, temperctureswere permitted to overshoot to be certain that the fluoride was
completely m_,l_en.
Several cycles of alternate freezing and melting were completedat each of three heater I_
power settlngs, 2000, 2500,and 3000 watts. The te_tson each module were terminated
when repeatable data had been oktalned at each power setting. ,_o-
4.2.5 Data Evaluation and Analysis '_
,#)
: The major items to be determlned from the test data included tim" to .Creeze_time to melb _._
. top plate temperature at the end of melting and the heat input flux. The tlme required to _
freeze all the fluoride was taken as the time from heater shutoff to the polnt when all both ,Y
i and module temperatureswere below 1560°F. The time to melt was taken as the time from -_:-
heater power start _ the polnt when selected thermocouples, No. 15 and 16, which were _!"
located on the bott_m plate, read 1560°F or above. The top plate temoeraturesat the \_
tlme defined as the end of meltlng were recorded and an average temperaturedeterr.llned
for the four cenhally !ocated thermocouples. This average temperaturewas then defined _
as the top plate temperature at the end of melting. The heat input flux was calculated ....._
.a .
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i
in a manner slmilar to the,._given in Section 4.1.3 except that the heat input in BTU/hr
was computed as the sum Gf the fluoride latent heat plus the heat removed by the coolant
plus the fluol ide sensibfe heat plus the module sensible heat plus one half the slde losses
minus the heat cond'Jcted down the sides.
it should be noted _!,at tile top plate thermocouoles were actually located 1/8-1nch from
the top surface. The thermocoupi_s were thus 3/8-inch above the surface exposed to the
fluoride. The thermocouple positien above the surface exposed to the fluorlde left open
the possibillty that i'he thick top plate might have a transient temperature through it at
the end of meltlr,g. Under these conditions, it could be possible for the surface exposed
to the fluoride to be at a significantly lower temperature than the thermocouple read.:ng.
Consequently, G translent temperature analysis for the top plate was made uslng a con-
vent_o,,al Schmldl* plot. The results of the transient analysis indicated that by the tlme
the fluoride is approaching the all-molten condltlon, the tap plate temperature gradient
is essentially that corresponding to the steady-state condition. The sameresult wcssob-
tained in the analcg investlgatlon as shownin Figure 22. Therefore, no correction was
applied to the thermocouple data to make the temperatures equlvalent to the bottom surface
temperaturesof the i_p plate. The temperature difference between the two surfaces ranged
from 16 to 28° F.
4.2.6 Experlmentai Resultsand Discussion
! A typical varlation of top plate temperature with heating time is shown in Figure 32. This
1 type of variation was chc,racterlstlc for all modules tested and had been predicted by the
analog investigation.
i
i' During the testing of module number2, it wasobservedthat severeheater burnout was
occurring and numerousheater tubeswere replaced. Thissituation wasabnormal and this
test was interrupted for disassemblyr_f the test. _.qsualinspection of the module indicated
an apparent lithium fluoride leak which subsequentexamination indicated had occurred
after a failure in the small tube attached to the top plate. During the previous freeze,
the heater power had been turned off completely. The fluoride had risen in the tube to a
I height greater than the healer reflector. During the next heating period, a local area in
the tube wasmelted and the resulting increase in volume appr_rently caused a local failure
1 in the tube wall. The fluorlde spilled out of the tube onto the top surface of the moduleand into the joint between the tube and the lop plate. Later, this joint failed and more
fluoride spilled out of the module. A significant lossin fluoride occurred, and the top
1 plate thermocouples were no longer reading correctly nor could they be removed from their• respective wells. Therefore, new grooveswere cut in the top plate and thermocouplewells
provlded. A new charge of lithium f_u_.ride was added to that remalnlng in the module to
brlng the total up to the desired weight. The test was repeated and completed without
further incident.
*See Ap_ndix Section 8. 1.1. r_
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TYPICAL 'VARIATION OF TOP PLATETEMPERATUREWITH HEATING TIME
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Post-tes_inspection indicated that a significant dip, approximately 0.3 in., was present
in the top plate surface. A check of the fabrication and assemblyrecords showedthat
the dip _nthe top surface had been introduced by the machining operations for the second
set of thermocouple ,Nell grooves. Calculation of the height of the lithium fluoride bath
in the molten state demonsfrated conclusively that the liquid ffuoride would contact the
bottom surface of the top plate prior to the all-molten condition. Thus, a direct heatt
conduction path was inadvertently p_ovldedfrom the top plate to the bath. As a con-
seq_,c:_."e,the test results obtained for this module were not comparable to the test results
1 for the other modulessince they all featured heat exchange by radiation and/or extended
surface. Since module number 2 wasa bare module, it had been intended to employ its
test res,,Itsas a basis for comparison. Since no valid basisfor comparisonwasavailable|
| at the conclusion of the Series I tests, it was necessaryto obtain a valid basisby testing
moduleA in Series II. Module A wc_sessentially the same asmodule number2, and the
i test results for Module A provide the desired basi_for comparison.
The test r_ults for Modules 4, 5, 6 and 7 are presentedi,_ Figure 33 with the top plate
j temperature at the end of melting as the ordinate and the heat input flux as the abscissa.Si ilar results are shown in Figure 34 for modules A, B and C. The applicable curves
from the analog investigation, c:sindicated _n Figure 22, are included in Figure 34 for
i comparisonof analyffcal and experimental results.
After the test of Module 2 was completed, it was cut open to inspect the fluoride freezing
j pattern. F_gure35 is a view of the secHoned module. A sizable portion of the fluoridec n be seen attached to the bottom urface of the top plate. The t p plate curvature can
be observedalso. Sectional views of Modules 4, 7, Band C are included in Figures36,
37, 38 and 3°, respectively. It can be observed from Figures 38 and 39 that no fluoridewas frozen to the bottom surface of the t p plat . These views demonstrate that the
technique of maintaining the heater power at a low level effectively prevents freezing
on the top surface and controls the fluoride movement.
The heat release tests will be discussed in the next section.
4.3 Heat Release Experiments
t The heat release experiments were conducted _nboth series also. T._eheat release modulesin ach seri s are identifi d in Table V.
In addition to the modules listed in Table V, two dummy moduleswith the configurationof Module D were c nstructed and tested in the Series II tests. The fundame tal t_ _:"_se
in testing the dummymoduleswas to demonstratea desired, controlled freezing pattern.
1 "The purposeof the Module 3 and 8 testswas to determlne the experimental performance of
the lithium Fluoride in releasing heat to a gascoolant in module geometriessimulating the
heater inlet and outlet conditions of the four per cent pressuredrop flightwelght unit.Additional insight into the fluoride void formation was also sought.
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TABLE V
HEAT _ELEASEMODULES
_! Material MaximumModule No. Series Module Fin___s B th Height Tube O. D•
I 3 i HS 25 - - 1,40 in. .500 in.
--4 8 I 316 SS - - 0• 866 in. .500 in.
I D II HS 25 - - 1.30 in. I. 050 in.
i E il HS 25 Grade "A" N i 1•30 in. 1.050 in.
• 050 in. x. 350 in.
i x9in.
The purposeof testing Modules D and Ewas to determine the fluor;de heat release charac-
I teristics near the heater tube inlet with the geometrysimulating the two per cent pressuredrop rlightwelg t design• The controlled freezing techniquesdemonstratedin the dummy
modulestestwere employed for both modules.
The fluoride resistancecharacter'stics during freezing were predFctedanalytically by the
electric analog technique developed and verified experimentally in the work reported in f
I Reference i. The analytical predictions will be discussedfirst•
4.3.1 Analytical Prediction of F:uoride Geometrical ResistanceDuring Freezing
I As described in Section 3.2.2 _f Refer.nce 1, the analog is based on the fact that the melt
line between the liquid and the freezing solid is at a constant temperature. If an isotherm
I is located in the solid freezing around a tube from which heat is being removed, o set of' curvilin ar areas can be ide tified through which the heat flow are equal as illustrated in :
Figure 40. The heat removed through each of these areas in a given length is obviously ;,=
equal to that removed through every other area. This heat is used to freeze the fluoride :9during the shadetime and to melt it during the sun time. The former case pertains to the _
freezing processand the heat removedmust equal the heat of fusion times the weight of _
fluoride frozen _
"TQ n = sos Jn An hf './:
I _,2
Theabove expression defines the total heat removed through each curvilinear area in terms ::
of the dimensionsof the area and unit length of tube. Since the density of the solid and _
]_ the hea_of fusion are constants, the product of the two area dimensionsis also consent, i,_
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Stated in another manner, this means that the local movement of the melt llne is inversely
i proportional to the distance from an isother:n in the solid to the melt llne. Therefore, thecedure to be usedwith the analog is to locate an isotherm, measureIoca! distances
from the isothermto the melt llne and construct a new melt line employing the constant
I area relationship above. This procedure is repeated until all the fluoride is frozen. Inconstruc of the basic analog, a transition from the actua geometry to the analog
geometry is required. The analog geometry is selected to represent an area element within
I lines of symmetry. The analog area element is usually boundedby the inner and outersh lls, the tub centerline and llne representingthe midpoint etw en tube_s. If the
tube is spacedmidway between the shells, it is passible to consider one shell only as shown
I in Figure 41. The electric analog is constructedwith "Teledeltos"* electric conductingpaper to four or more times ctual size. The isotherms- in the solid, the tube wall and
the melt line - are drawn on the paper usinga silver electric conducting paint which has
a tow resistance. A direct current voltage is applied between the tube and the melt llne.Wi_ th aid of a voltag divider, a constant patent;al line which representsan iso herm
is drcwn between the melt line and the tube at a small, but measurabledistance from the
melt ilne. The local distancesare measuredand a new melt llne drawn as indicated inFigure:41. e new melt line is reproducedo another piece of "Teledeltos" paper a d
the procedure repeated until all the fluoride is frozen. A schematicof the electric circuit
_] ;S she _n ;n Figure 42.
Fromeach of _e analogs, the volume of frozen fluoride can be readily determined and the
-t electrical resistance from the melt llne to the tube measured. Thesemeasurementscan be
:l easily converted to the actual volume frozen per unit length of tube and the geometrical
resistancefactor, which is dimensionlessbut is essentially basedon dimensionsof square
1 inchesdivided by square inches. The volume conversionis basedstrictly on the geometry
I scaling factor of four dlv;ded by 16, or 1/4. The geometrical resistance factor is the
measuredelectrical resistance divided by the electrical resistance of one squareof the
"Teledeltos" paper.
The resultsof the freezing analogs are presentedin Figure 43 as the geometrical reslstanc.
var;ation with volume of fluoride frozen. It was necessary to determine the resistance
variation at several sectionsalong the tube. The theoretical resistancefor fluoride
freezing around a tube immersedin an infinite bath is also shownfor comparison.
4.3.2 Test Module Construction '::_"_
_ 1 The two modulesin the Series I testswere sized to simulate the geometry intended for the ;;
. / four percent pressuredrop design. In the four percent full scale design, both the annular :
space between the shells and the tube spacing were varied along the length of the tube.
Becauseof this varicltionr ;t wasdecided to build one module with the bath geometry near
_ the tube inlet and a secondmodule with the bath geometry near the tube outlet with
]
1 *See Appendix: Section 8. 1.1 _;_
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dimensions noted in Table V. Module 3 represented the geometry near the inlet and
Module 8 simulatedthe geometry near the outlet. The bath height for Module 3 was
I 1.4 inches. To gain additional insight into the melting and freezing of the fluoride and
the resultant void formation, two setsof four tubeseach were specified. One set of four
• tubes had a tuke spacing of 1.450 inches which was equivalent to that near the tube inlet.11
.J The secondset of tubes had a tube spacingof 0.670 incheswhich was similar to the tubeJ
outlet. The bath height for Module 8 was 0. 866 inchesand the tube spacing was constant
at 0. 570 inches. Module 8 had a total of 16 tubes.1
I
The modulesfabricated in Series II were intended to simulate the bath geometry of the two
per cent pressuredrop designat a tube position near the inlet. Additional thermocouple
I wells the tube wall and obtain data theprovidedwere to measure temperature on ex_erl-
mental thermal resistance. An attempt was made to design into thesemodulesa capability
to remove the correct full scale heat rate. The coolant air was capable of removing heat
I at a far greater rate than the unit Therefore, resistance to flow wasfull scale could. heat
built into the modulesby two concentric tubeswithln the full scale tube. The coolant air
passedthroughthe central tube, and the radiation resistance from the full scale tube to
I the intermediate tube plus the rcsdlatlonresistance from the intermedlate tube to the central
tube were belleved to provide sufficient resistance to limit the heat removal rate to the
;. Ii full scale value. The bath height for Modules D and Ewas set at 1.30 inchesand the tubeI spacing at 1. 625 inches. With this tube spacing only five tubescould be built into each
module because the basic 10-1n. x 10-1n- dimensionswere retained.
J The central tube of the five tubes was provided with three thermocouple wells attached to
the full scale tube. Each adjacent tube was provided with one thermocouple well attached
to the full scale tube in the direction toward the central tube. The three wells on thu
central tube were located at positions3 inches, 5 inches and 7 inches from the inlet end
and at radial positionsof 90°, 180° and 270° from the bottom, respectively. The two
wells in the adjacent tubes were positioned 5 inches from the inlet end.
Fins were attached to _._hetop plate of Module E to obtain experlmental evldence of the
performance with extended surface. Otherwise, the configuration for Module Ewas thesame as thai for Module D. The fins wer parallel to the coolant tubes an fal:/ricated
of commercial Grade "A" nlckel. The fin dlmenslons were. 050-in. x 0.35-in. x 9 in.
t and two fins were installed per tube.
4.3.3 ExperlmentalApparatus
The basic apparatus was the sameas that described in Sections4.1.1 and 4.2.3. Only the
changesmade will be discussedhere. The coolant tubes in Module 3 were fed by four
supply lines from a commonmanifold. Thus, the manifold was able to supply coolant flawto either set of four tubes each but not both sets simultaneously. For Module 8, the
manifold was modified to supplycoolant to all tubessimultaneously.
] ,
• ,_2.
i! '5 ,)
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"' five coolant tubes in Modules D and E through supply lines_, The coolant air was fed to Tf,c
from a common manifold. Hand operated shutuf,r valve: located in each supply llne
" permitted the test engineer to select the flow pattern desired. A s?milar setup was
employed with the two dummy modules.
i
4.3.4 Experimental Procedure
The prime interest in the test of Modul._s 3 and 8 was to gain insight into the melting and
freezing characteristics of lithium fluoride with configurations slmulaT;ng the full _cale
t,, .se testswas very _,,,_lar to that described indesign. Thus, the procedure employed in ' °
Section 4.2.4 for _he heat input tests. The fluoride was frozen in both modules with the
t ,e•
modules in the no, lzontal position. Since the manifold was able to supply only four tubes
_ in the Module 3 _ests, t_le final freeze was performed with coolant flowing through the
? set of tubes with the larger spacing to permit a better v_ew of the freezing pGrtern obtained i
; around a tube.
On the other hand, the ,_mphaslsin testing the dummy modules and/vk)dules D and E was
p!aced on obtaining a coniTolled freeze pattern and the experimental melting performance
wifh the controlled freeze pattern. The t,"o dummy modules were tested solely to demon-
strate the capability to obtain a controlled freeze pattern. The test module was placed ,
0_ on its side by rotating the test fixture. The test plan called for the fluoride transfer tube
s to be at the top. The plates normclly deslgncted as top and bottom plates were _na vertical
i position during _-hefreezing process. The plan was to freeze the fluorTde around the top
coolant tube flrsb with no coolant flowlng through any of the other tubes. The remainder
of the fluoride was _o be maintained moi_en until the fluoride in the vicinity of the firs;
tube was all frozen. Then coolant flow wo'JId be started through each successive tube
: until all the fluoride was frozen, it was ko,_d that placing the module on its side and
freezing the fluoride in a controlled manner could result in eliminating the influence of
_ gravity on the freezing pattern.
_.
After the fluoride was completely frozen as evidenced by all thermocouple readings being
below 1560°F, the test f;xture was rotated to make the module horizontal and heating was
initiated from the top ir_ the usualmanner. In the testing it was found that module heGter
power settings of 4500 w_,t_sor greater were required for a successful melt of the controlled 1
freezing pattern with coolarJt flowing through all five tubes, 1
it was planned to test Modules D and Eon melting by heating from the rides. In these t
cases, the moduleswere left in the vertical position after freezing wascompleted. Heating I
was then started without rotating the test fixture.
4.3.5 Experimental Resultsand Discussion iJ
• The major results of Module 3 are shownin Figure 44 which is a sectional view of the 111
_ module after testing was completed. The type of freeze pattern normally obtained around 11
a tube in one-g testing is clearly visible around each tube with the larger spacing° Since
no coolant was flowing through the other set of tubes on the final freeze, the freezing i
n
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pattern in the vicinity of the other set of tubes is controlled more by gravity than anything
else. No experimental evidence is presently available to verify the type of frec_.e pattern T
obtained in zero-G, but it is belleved that the same type of pattern will be obtolneJ tuure __
too since the storate salt appears to _gek the coolest surface which should be il_ tuke.
Module 8 was sectioned after completion of all tests, but the freeze pattern obtained was
not clear cut and the results of the Module 8 tests were inconclusive.
The results of the first dummy module test were inclusive because the test engineer had
inadvertently rotated the test fixture in such a manner that the transf_'r tube was at the
bottom of the module. In this position, a large amount of free volume was available for
the liquid fluoride to settle. On freezing, insufficient quantities of fluoride remained in
the vicinity of the tubes and the test results were meaningless to point out the importance
of keeping the transfer tube at the top. Experience with the new operating procedures for
I i r .
the conh_ll_a rreez, ng pattern was provided, however.
iii
• 7
X-rays taken of the second dummy mcdule after the final f,'eeze indicated that the fluoride
was frozen in approximately the pattern desired. The module was cut open for visual
examination. The cut was made so that the module could be reassembled if the results of
the visual examlnctlon were unfavorable. Fortunately, the results of the visual examination
were very favorable and it was concluded that a method of obtaining the desired controlled
freeze pattern had been successfully demonstrated. Figure 45 is a view of dummy module
number 2 after sectioning. The fluoride frozen around each of the coolant tubes can be
readi ly observed.
Module D was loaded with fluoride and the same procedures were employed to obtain freezlng
patterns s_miiar to the second dummy module. Severa! melt tests were made in the horizontal
position and one in the vertical position. Calculation of the heat input flux indicated that
one korlzontal melt was at a much lower level than the others. It was postulated that - i
_ possibly the module was not completely filled, and _'hiswas leading to erratic results. The -
_ fluoride in both the module and the hopper was remetted and _hehopper was pressurlzed
_- slightly with argon gas at 2 pslg. A final horizontal me_t was made after the controlled " l
_ freeze pattern had been obtained. The test bed was opened to examine the module and a
_ definite bulge of about. 070-1n. was observed in the top plate. Testing of Module D was
i__ terminated at this point. |
During the testing of Module D, data were obtained from which the experimental geometrical
resistance factor could be determlned as a function of th_ volume frozen per unit length of |_
tube. Only two coolant flow rates were employed during the freezing runs. Add_tlonal
coolant flow rates were not specified since the prime emphasiswas on obtaining the controlled
freeze pattern. Each change in coolant flow rate required changes in the ope,,lt_ing pro- ]1
! cedure. Thus, it was desired to maintain the coolant f,ow rate and _heprocedure which
_m
_: produced the successfuldemonstration in dummymodule number 2. In any event, the data
for both flow rates were reduced and the res,Jts are presented in F_gure46. The analytical
_ result from the electrical analogs is shownalso for comparison. The indicated performance
_i is very similar to _.hatillustrated in Figure 3.2-24 of Reference 1. The procedure employed II
II
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I in Reference 1 r-'_lulredresults from several flow rates in order to obtain a goodestimate
of the experimental performancewhich would be directly comparable to the electric analog
I results. Since only two coolant flow rates were employed in testing Module D, no further
estimatesof the experimental performar_e were attempted, but nothing in the available
data indicates a signlficar.t difference from the complete experiments of Reference 1.
Therefore, it was concluded that the experimental performance of Module 0 bore a similar
relationship to "._,eelectric analog predlctlon that the experiments of Reference 1 bore to
its analog prediction. Further, it was decided that the available fluoride exFerimental
data verified the same of performance as the hydride in Reference 1.type
The resultsof the heat input testson Module D are presented in Figure 47. The analog
predictions for Module A, Bond C are shown for comparison. The erratic of thebehavior
"" heat input flux is clearly evident and the marked reduction in top plate temperature at the
_: end of melting when the heating is done in the vertical position is indicativer but not
! conclusive, evidence of the reduction that should be possible in zero--G operation.
Module E was loaded, melted and frozen in the samemanneras dummymodule number 2.
i1 hopperpressurizationwas attempted, were re-No The tests conducted until essentially
peatable data were obtained for each type of test. The resultsof the melt testsare presented
in Figure 48 and the analog predictions for Modules Ar B and C are shownfor comparison.i
( Once again, melting performedwith the module in the vertical position resulted in a signifi-
cantly lower top plate temperature at the end of melting.
No attemptswere made to reduce the freezing data since no analog predictions were calcu-
lated for the case with fins attached to the cavity surface.
The discussionon the small experlmen_ is now complete. The resultsobtained were employed •
in the full scale flightweight unlt designstudieswhich are presentedin the next section.
J " I "" I
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! 5.0 FULl. SCALE FLIGHTWEIGHT RECEIVERDESIGN STUDJES
I The first effort in the full s_:aJefJightwelght receiver design studies to evolvemajor W_S a
concept design layout to meet the requirements of the initial receiver specifications as
given in Section 2.1. As a pad" of this effort, _t was necessary to examine in some detail
the trade-offs between with inlet and outlet manifolds andpossible multlple-tube designs
designs with one to ten tubes which might conceivably eliminate the need for these mani=
folds. Receiver designs were examined for various gas oressure drops allowable in the
T receiver of prime _nterest - one designed for tile nom;nal 300 nautical mile circular
ecliptic orbit in comb!nation with a 30-ft diameter r;gid collector. Receivers were also
-_ studied for several other operating conditions which included a 300 mile orbit with a
20-ft diameter collector and the synchronous orbit for both the 20-ft and 30-ft diameter
col lectors.
Basedon the parametric studies for the various allowable gas pressuredrops, it was decided
to perform a second major effort to evolve a concept design layout based on the revised
specifications of Section 2.2. A series of problems were en:auntered which had to be
overcome. These problem areas included operation at low gas Reynolds numbers with tube
curvature required, in_dequacy of the usual correlation- employed and the influences of
inert gas mixtures replacing the organ gas specified. To circumvent these problems, two
concept design layou_ were developed. The first one provides gas operation in turbulent
flow and is adequate for hellum-xenon mixtures with molec'4ar weights near forty. The
second one features gas operation in laminar f!ow with internally finned tubes. The latter
design is intended fer use with argon gas as specified in Section 2.2.
-- All of the receiver designs were to be considered to operate in an all sun orbit as well as
the usual sun-shade orbits. Thus, some r.ethod of cavity over-temperature control must be
provided. In addition, the use of aperture closure devices was to be investigated to obtain
_'hemaximum cavity energy retention. If the aperture were closed during the shade time
operation, the cavity radiation Jossesduring the shade Hme would be minimized. Thus,
the maximum amount of energy would remain in the fluoride storage bath for transfer to the
gas working fluid.
The flightwelgh_- full scale concept,'design studies are descrlbed in the following order: ,
1. Studies for the 4 per cent gas pressuredrop design. -_
2. Studiesfor the 2 per cent gas pressuredrop design with He-Xe mixtures.
3. Studies for the 2 per cent gas pressuredrop design with argon gas.
5. 1 Four Per Cent Gas PressureDrop Design ,
After the hemisphere had been selected as the optimum cavity and container shape for this > .,
application, the prime effort was directed toward providing a design with fewer tubes to ' _!i
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improve rellability. In conjunction with this ef.%rt, preliminary deslgns wer_ determined
for other cavity r_.ceivers of interest ro NASA. The specifications for the other cavity
receivers are included in Table Vh
In addition to the preliminary design for the various cavity receivers, useof a small tube
number, up to 10 tubes, was investigated to determine if elimination of the inlet and oL,tlet
manifoldswas possible, practical and advan:ageous.
In the invesrigation of the use of a small numberof tubes, a set:as of calculations was made
for a gasallowable pressuredrop of 0.50 psi comparedto a _tal , -!owable of 0.55 psi for
the four per cent design. Several calculations were m_de for designs at 0.45 psi and qne
each at 0.25 psl and 0.75 psi. The resultsof the ral_ulatlons _ 0.25, 0.45 and 0.75 psl
all confirmed the resu;_ at 0.50 psi. Therefore,., fly the 0.5C psi resultsare presented,
but the trendsare typlcal of all the others. Thr _'h'stitem of interest is the tube inside
diameter required for each of the tube configur "ns. The variation oE the tube h D. wlJh
numberof tubes is shown in Figure 49, a,ld the iffple _'be deslgn point is illustrated for
comparison. It can be observedfrom Figure 49 t at _be bun:'l- : wlth less than five tubes
require tube dlameters greater than two inches. Even w_tk , "3es a diameter of almost
1.4 inches is needed. Thesedimensionscompare wlth the 0.68_-inch diameter specified
for _e 50-.tube design. The tube diameter influences the annular thickness needed in the\
storage bath. The larger diametersobvlously required larger annull. The larger annull
introduce more difficulties in the melting of the storage mate,ia|, and this characteristic
is considereda disadvantage.
A second item of interest is the heater tube surface area needed for each tube configuration.
Thls variation is given in Figure 50 with the multlple-tube point included. It can be
observedfrom Figure 50 that the heater surface area required decreaseswith tube number
from one to ten tubes. At ten tubesthe area needed is within one square foot of the multiple
tube designarea, but inlet and outlet manifolds may be required. In practice, it would be
necessaryto have transition pieces at least and these might require a sllght pressuredrop
allowance. In any case, it is be;; ;red that a configuration with ten tubes is definitely
marglnal wltl regard to elimination of headers.
_" The third item of interest is the tube projected area required. The projected area is
_" numerically equal to the surface area divided by the constant "/1". Thus, the vori_stlon 1
shownin Figure 51 for the tube proiected ar,:a is similar to that given in Figure 50.
However, the tube projected area hasadded significance in that it is the mlnlmum possible "1 r
Z
cavlty surfuce area for any given configuration. Additional surface area must be provided .1
for the storage salt. The added area for the salt could be held relatively constant_ but the
cavlty surface areas for the low tube numberswould become quite large and resui_in a ,!
significant increase in collector blockage. The alternative is to limit the added area for _1
the salt, but this procedure requl,es extended surface with its attendant complications.
r ' After reviewing the resultsof this investigation, it wasconcluded that the useof a very few
number of tubes, in the range from one to five, held llttl....._eo_no.promise for better packaglng. |
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In the range from five to ten, the characterlstlcs looked more promlslng_ but some compro-.
mlses in header design might be needed. It was then decided that the mulfip!e tube design
with its inlet and outlet headers would be continued on the basis that its performance was
better than the ten-tube configuration and n_ight not have any more severe header problems.
The package design posslble wlth the multiple-tube configuration is considered superior to
t that with the ,en-tube configurGfion,
The basic leyout for the receiver of prlme interest to NAS/_, conditlon 3, is shown in
i Figure 52. The characteHstlcs for thls design are as follows:
| T_,beDiame;er 0. 684 in.
I Tube Length 5.8 ft (69.6 in.)
Number of Tubes 50
Cavlty Diameter 51.0 in.Receiver O.D. (including insulation) 5. i .
Maximum Annular Thickness 1.4 in.
Gas Weight Flow 36.7 Ib/minAllowable Gas PressureDrop 0. 55 psl
ReynoldsNumber 8700
i1 The basic container consistsof inner and outer shells, an inlet and an outlet header and
50 tubesjoined to each of the headers. The tubesare bent in a complex cc_nfiguratianto
obtain the added length needed for the heat transfer. Lithium fluoride is to be loadedinto the free volume between the two shells. Superlnsulatlon is required on the outer
surface of .he outer shell to limit the heat lost to free space. _| The aperture cone assemblyfor this receiver included both a maximumtemperature control
and an aperture closure device_ as shown in Figure 53. Both systemswere mechanical in
i nature and required linkage devices whlch tended to red0c_ the cavity recelver rellability.Therefore, a second look was taken in thls area in conjunction with the two per cent deslgn
effort and a revised systemwasdeslgnedwhlch is more reliable.
I The cavity recelvers deslgned for the othe." _ondltlons in Table VI employed the same
essential hemispherical con:ept. Thelr characteristics are listed below: ._i_:__
Item Condltlons _J_"
• 1 2 4 :,_
I Number of Tubes 70 30 30 _'_'!_,_Tube Diameter, ft 0.597 0.910 0.910 '-:'_
Tube Length, ft 4.18 7.53 8.64 .:!_!1
J Cavity Diameterl ft 3.75 4.12 5. :7
m
Estimated Weight, Ib 236 440 830 i$
Reynolds Number 7100 10, 900 10,900
It can be observed that the practical number of : be._is reduced with the insreasedfree _
i lithium fluc_rldevolume req ,:_....."s of the synchronousorbit. _
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Typical results.Carthe off-design perfo._mancecalculations are illustrated in Figures 54
and 55. Figure 54 shows the gas temperature variation encountered with an instantaneoltsi change of ten percent in the gasflow rate. Figure 55 showsthe gas pressurevariation
under the sameconditions.
_ The design investigation which had the greatest _nfluence on syst=mperformance was an
examination of the effect a change in allowable gas pressuredrop might have on the
cavity receiver design. It can be observedfrom the llst of conditions above that the
!_ allowable gas pi_ssuredrop in the heater had b_en set at approximately four percent of
the heater inlet oressure. NASA requestedthat designsbasedon allowable gaspressure
dropsof two, four and six percent of the heater !nlet pressurebe studied. The resultsaresh wn in Figure 56 for the combination of the 30-foot diameter collector and the 300
nautical mile orbit. It can be observedfrom Figure 56 that the estimatedweight for the
two percent design is about thirty poundsmore than the four percent design, but no furtherweight r duction is achieved by the six percent design. One result of the two percent
designis a larger cavity diameter and thusa larger amount of collector blockage.
I The hemisphericalcavity concept with multiple tube configurations was continued in the
tvo percent gaspressuredrop designstudies described next. Thesestudies were initiated
I after NASA's review of the parametric resultssummarizedin Figure 56.
5.2 Two PercentGas PressureDrop Design- Initial
I Thefirst choice for an optimized designwas a heater featuring a mean gas Reynolds number
of 5500. The numberof tubescorrespondingto this Reynoldsnumberwas70 with a tube
I inner diameter of 0.693 in. and a tube length of 69.5 in. Thesedimensions_rmitted astoragebath with a 4.5 ft"di meter cavity. As a result, the maximumreceiver diameter, "_
which determines the amountof collector shadowing, was lessthan 5 ft.
i A potential heat transfer problem area was uncovered in this d_sign, however. In the final
version of tl',_.four per cent design and in this initial version of the two per cent design,
I curved tubesare employed to permit vse of maxim,Jmlength tubesfor a given cavity diameter.Although the d gree of curvature is slight over mostof the tube ; .'ngth, higher degreesof
curvature are required at the inlet and outlet healers. It hasbeen ascertained from Me liter- :_
]_ ature that the effec; of the curvature is to increase the range of Reynoldsnumbersin whi,._ _laminar and/or transitional flo_ can occur. Thus, t e transitional Reynoldsnumberfrom :
laminar to turbulent flow is increased. The potential problemc _,a arisesbecause the two _0
per cent design _nds to obtain optimumgeometriesat a lower gasReynoldsnumber than the "_four per cent design. The two per _ent design optimum gasReynoldsnumberappears to be ;:_ ; '_
very close to the t'an_itTonal Reynoldsnumber, a h_ghlyund,'slrable situation.
The influence of tube radius on Reynoldsnumber is illustrated in Figure 57. The transitional :
Reynoldsnumberdefined as RECRITis a function of the ratio of the flow possc,ge radius to _*
the radTL,s of curvature. The Jlne shownis a plot of the equation of Reference 17, and the _
data are token from References18 and 19. Reference 17 indicates that for a Reynolds number ::_ ._!_
tJ li
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I
I VARIATION OF THETRANSITIONAL REYNOLDS NUMBER IN CURVED TUBES
W;TH THERATIO OF TU_ERADIUSAT RADIUS OF CURVATURE
I 105
_1
I • DATA OF REF. 18
DATA OF REF. 19 v i
T ,_. EQUATION FORREF. 17\
\JR 0.32 R
ecrit = 2 C?.O) x104for15 _ -- <860
-1 r°
I I I i
ro for NRe = 550U
(1) (_-')cri t!
.__ . _ _ (2) (r°) from McAdamsfor
IC4 .,_6 _R /crit1 •
1 "" _ _ ** NRe = 55(X)
{3)_ __ *'w --- r° for 2% Des;gn(Prelim.)
,o3 I I ._
--- 0.01 0.1 1.0
: TUBERADIUS/RADIUS OF CURVATURE,__r° _
R
: FIGURE 57
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of 5500 the crltlcal transitional radius ratio is 0.017Z. Thus, for the initial two percent
:;. design, any radius ratio above 0. 0172 would indlcate laminar flow. However, Reference 20
_i_ indicates the critlcal transitional radius ratlo is 0. 014 for a gas Reynolds number of 5500. ;
Since the initial two percent design indlcated an actual radlus ratio of 0. 013, the gas Flow
:_ might be marginally turbulent.
F
To assessthe magnitude of the problem, if the initial design were operating in laminar flow,
k it wasassumedthat the heater was operating in the laminar regime and the resultinr heat -7
transfer and pressuredrop calculated. As expected the pressuredrop decreased from the _
deslgn value to about one-thlrd of the design value, and the outlet gas temperature dropped
from 1950° R to 1716° R. Thesevalues correspondto gas temperature increaseswithin the -/
receiver of 504°R and 270° R. It is readily apparent that such a situation would adversely
affect systemperformance.
Therefore, a seconddesign was initiated. The Reynoldsnumberwas increased to a mean
value of 8100. The numberof tubes correspanding to this Reynoldsnumber was30 with a
! tube diameter of 1. 050 inches and a tube length of 113 inches. The basic configuration _
_ for bath deslgnswJs presented in Figure 52. --
i Examination and review of the resultant internal bath con._irjurat;on indicated that this
• designwas accep.'able and, in fact, was more favorable than the _nitial deslgn. _"
_ To determlne if this trend would continue, a third deslgnwas investlgated at a mean gas
Reynoldsnumber of about 10,000. This design employed 20 tubes, but the review of this -_
one showedno additional advantages above the 30 tube design. The added void volume
was considereda disadvantage, and, therefore, the 30 tube designwas rated the best of
r i_ the three and near optlmum. The 30 tube deslgn layout, while not completed, is shown
_ in Figure 58.
5.2. 1 StressAnalysls
The stressanalysls conductedon the full scyllacavlty receiver deslgn was confined to the
30 tube model. The materlal properties were selected based on a study whlch is included
in the Appendix, Section 8. 7. The areas examined included the following:
1. Inner shell - buckling and membranestresses
2. Outer shell - buckling and r_embranestresses ]_
3. Outer shell - to - outlet header joint
4. Outer shell - to - inlet header jolnt
Tube membraneand thermal stresses
: 108
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7. inlet and outlet header membrane stresses
_] 8. Aperture control mechanisms.
The inner and outer shells were approximated by cones and cylinders. The tk.ermal stresses!
] were basedon temperature conditions assumedfrom earlier results on the Sunflower boiler/
heat storage program. Thesetemperature assumptionswere made on the high side for
conservative design. The maximum inner shelt temperature was set at 1750° F with the
range down to 1650_F locally.
i The results showed that the outlet header pseudo-shell needed to be much thicker, approxi-mately 1/4-1nch, and that the outer sh ll n ar the outlet h ader should be 0. 080--inch thick
for a short distance from the header iolnt and a gradual taper to the basic shell minimum
i thickness of 0. 050-inch. The correspondingshort time classical el sstic buckling pressure,basedon room temperature j,;st before launch, wascalculated to be |06 psi. The ground
testingwas contemplated to be under space conditions. Considerable study of the conditions
I at the inner sheli-to-lnlet header joint resulted in a recommendation to move the aperturecone and, ther fore, the solar concentrated incident nergy, to position three inches
from t_leheader in ileu of the present position two inches from the header. A summaryof
the stressinvestigations is included in the Apper,d_x_ Section 8.8.
The pressurerequired to cause instability at the tubes at 1750°F was calculated to be 309 psi.
I The inlet and outlet header wall thicknessesmust be basedon long-term steady stresslevels.i l t header mustbe integrated with the NASA mountingring d sign. It would be
desirable to determine all the resultant stresseswith the STLMark ill asymmetricshell-al-
l revolution dlgi_! .._n.puter program.
5.2.2 Cavity TemperatureControl
i In conjunctir_n with the two percent design, the cavity maximum temperature control and
aperture closure mechanismswere redesigned tc obtain mcce reliability by using simple
linkage and by reducing mechanical friction pivots and contacts to an absolute minimum.The cavity maximumtemperature ont ol consistsof temperature _ensifive bulbs located on
the cavity surface, a liquid metal working fluid, actuating bellows located on the aperture
cone, lines connecting the sensorsand the bellows and hlnge-mounted louvers which arealso located o the cone. In operation, the liquid metal is vaporized at the temperature
sensitive bulb which is located in a m_nner which insuresthat the bulk is the highest
l temperature in the liquid metal system. The associated vapor pressureis transmittedthrough the liquid metal to the bellows which actuate the louvers. A spring ret_Jrnis
provided to obtain fail-safe operation with the louvers in the closed posffion.
Since continued operc,tion of the cavity receiver in the sunlight after the lithium fluoride
is all melted could result in excessive cavity surface temperatures, a heat reiectlon system
l was provided to protect the cavity surface and to permit operation in all-sun orbits. Heatrejection doors permit the excessenergy, which is cqgtvalent to sixty percent of the heater
duty, to be radiated to space. For a desired surface temperature of 1700°F and with an _
J equivalent emissivity of 0.92, the open area required is 2.4 ft 2, or 346 in2. _
111 ,_
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Heat tra._sferlossesassociated with removal of aperture closure devices were determined
to be 5940 Btu/hour dur'ng the shade period which representeda 7.2% lossof energy
during the shadeperiod operation. F_ilowing a careful review of the reliability compro-
miseassociatedwith aperture closure devices, the small performance penalty associated
,with the doorswasaccepted to improve the cavity receiver reliability. Aperture control
devices were, therefore, eliminated from further design consldera_ons. The aperture
cone assemblywh._chresulted after the above technicc:l dlrectlon _spresented _nFigure 59.
5.2.3 Heat TransferCorrelations
Following the determination of lithium fluoride conductlvi_y and heat input and removal
-- rates, the limiting heat transfer resistance wns determined to be the cavity receiver tube
to argon resistance. In the review, the following three type:; of correlations for heat !
transfer were presented:
• i1. Standardtextbook equations.
Thi_ type was characterized by the Dittus-Boelter equation
f
0.8 rc_ ,6r.l o./
[_]= 0.023 _] -i,k- J
_ with all fluid properties evaluated at the bulk temperature.
Source: Reference 21 i
The above equation is typical of those available in heat transfer texts. It was j
_ usedfor the preliminary design analysis and the basic study leading to the
turbulent flow design. It is valid for the Reynoldsnumber range from 10, 000
_ to 120, 000, for L/D ratios of 60 or more and for Prandtl numbersfrom 0.7 to t
_ 120. Th_ data were taken at moderate temperature differences _nd thus the
equation _slimited to the moderate range, i
Another equation, taken from Reference 2, is
i 0' J' i
. h _ 0384(D G/.,_.)"
_ OCp 1 + 1.5 PR" 1/6 (DG/',,_)-1/8 (PR" l) ;
where,'R"-
1
Again_ the gasproperties are evaluated at the bulk temperature.
I
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I
2. Brltlsh Data.
I The second type of equation was typical of the correlaKon given in
Reterence 22.
I h = o.02s
I LTbJ
The gas properties are to be evaluated at the bulk temperature. Thls equatlon
i was obtained from data For fully developed flow, is valid for a range cfReynolds numbersfrom 4000 to 130, 000 and applies specifically to argon.
Ts in +heabove eqL.atlon represents the surface temperature in degrees Ranklne.
I 3. U.S. Dam.
The third type of equation was taken from Reference 23.
l : 0.0 4L L
t In +hlsequation all gas properties are to be evaluated at the average filmtemperature. The gas velocity i to be evaluated at the av r g bulk
temperature.
1
i! After review of varlous correlatio , the one shown in Reference 23 was selected for heat
transfer design of the recelver.
]
.. Consideratlon of the _riction factor showed that several forms are available. A review and
comparisonof the various forms is presented in Reference 24. A commonequatlon which is
"t credited to Drew in Reference 21 is
f = O. 184 Re-0. 2 _,!--
,,i_ _ ;4'
This equation is valid over the range of Reynoldsnumbersfrom 5000 to 200, 000. "i e_)_4*+
i Another equation commonly usedwassuggestedby Blaslus. _; _!5I
f =0.3,6R -v4
'. .,.
Reference 24 presentsequations by Nikuradse, Van Karman and Drew. A table of values ',:-_.}
is also presentedtherein and is reproducedhere. The numerical constantsin the above ' '_
'1 equations presentedinReference 24 are one fourth of the above values_ and similarly the : <_<I
values in Table VII are one fourth of the value, calculated by the above equations. ;r_,_
-I
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TABLE Vll
COMPARISON OF FRICTION-FACTOR VALUES
AT VARIOUS REYNOLDS NUMBERS
Re Drew (1) Bias.;us Nikuradse Yon Karman Drew (2)
3, 000 .00930 .0107 .0109 .0109 .01]0
10,000 .00730 o00790 .00772 .00774 .00797
100, 00G .0046 .00443 .00448 .00449 .00456
I, 000, 000 .00289 .00250 .00291 .00292 .00290
10,000, 000 .00183 .00140 .00204 .00202 .00218
Review and comideratlon of their application of these various factors resulte_ in the
selection of the Basic relation by Blaslus
f = 0.316 Re-l/4
The influence of the correlation on the turbulent flow designwas examined, and it was
found that the ,'-_,berequired for a 30-tube configuration o._ the basisof the Reference 23
correlation was si_-lificanfly greater tk.on,Jvailable in the designof Figure 58. Investigation
of alternate t'.L_econfigurations in wF':h the gas would operate at higher and lower Reynolds
nun=bersindicated the packaging problem could not be solved _ora cavity with reasonable
collector shadowingand g'_sope,ofion in t_rbulent flow in a Bare tube.
A limited investigation was conducted of heat exchangersdesignedfor turbulent flow
operation but assistedwith various formsof turbolators. An excellent summaryof the
increased heat transferand th,._increased pressuredrop encountered with typical turbo-
!ators is given in Reference6. PreSiminaryar_lvsis basedon comparing the trade-off
between diameter and length, with constant pressur_d_'op, showedthat there was no
advantage gained in usingturbolators.
T;_e: r,
.i,,,u_nce of the working fluid on the designwas investigated. Argon gas operation
wascomp_.';'edwith helium-xenon mixtures. The properties of th_ helium--_enonmixture
to be employed were soecified by NASA. Theseproperties and the comparable argon
values are listed in Table VIII.
L
J
rL
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TABLEVIII
GAS PROPERTIES*
Viscosity Theimai Conductivity Prandtl Number
(Lb/F_Sec) - (Btu/Hr-Ft---aF)
Gas 1000_ R 20C0° R 1000° R 2000° R 1000° R 2000° R
Argon 2.4 x 10-5 3,75 x 10-5 0.018 0.0255 0.645 0,635
: He - Xe 3.1 x 10-5 5.05 x 10-5 0. 052 0. 084 0. 245 0. 250
',m 40)
I It can be observed from Table VIII that the Prandti Number from the helium-xeno, mixture
is considerably less than that for pure argon. The viscosrty of the heiium-xenon mixture is
I slightly higher than the viscosity of pure argon, but the thermal conductivity of the mixtureis much at for pure ar_-3en. It is thls incr ase in thermal onductivity which
has the most direct influence on ,"he heat _ansfer coefficient. For a given Nusselt number
I and tube diameter, the convection heat transfer coefficient is di-ectly proportional to thethermal conductivity. Thus, the heat transfer coeff" ".lent for the hellum-xenon mixture
could be expected to be much higher than the comparable coefficient for argon. While
I the increased viscosity does have an effect on both Reynolds numberand pressuredrop, themostmarked change occurs in th heat transfer c efficie t because of the much higher
conductivity.
I The mixture properties needed for the gas temperaturesin the design calculations were
obtained by linear interpolation between the listed values. The resultsof the calculations
' !1 showed tk_! the receiver design in F;gure 58 would be adequate for a mixture with such
!1 properties. The tube length as shown is longer than required for this hellum-xenon mixture
and the pressuredrop is higher than desired.
I A receiver with the sameconcept but modified to the proper tube length, approximately
104 inches, would also operate at approximately the designpressuredrop. Thus, it was
I concluded that t_jrbulen_flow operation would be possibie for such a helium-xenon mixtureand the designconcept in Figure 58 would be acceptable. No effort wasmade to optimize
a receiver designfor thls gas mixture. The calculations did demonstrate, however, the
definite heat transferadvantages of a typical helium-xenon gas mixture as the cycle working
-_ fluid. This type of gasmixture would be helpful in reducing all of the heat exchanger re-
quirements of the Brayton cycle power conversion system,!
J The next step in the evolution of the full scale flighty.eight' unlt conceot, design was a study
of receivers with heaters intended for laminar flow operation_ Thls study and the resulting
"_ design are described in the next section.
*Source: References25 and 26.
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5.3 Two Percent Gas PressureDrop Design - Revised
The investigation of turbolators had indicated that hJrbulent flow operation with turbolators
could not be obtained within the pressure drop limitation. Therefore, laminar flow oper-
ation, where the pressure drop per unit of heat transfer is less, wa_ investigated. The
possibility of not only turbolators but also internal fins was considered in the laminar flow
case. A limited study of the .ootenfial for both turbolators and internal fins _ndlcated that
the advantage of th. latter was far greater, and the investigation of designs with internal
fins continued. Dr. Eckert and his associates at the Unlversi_ of Minnesota have published
a number of papers on laminar flow in various shapesof ducts. References 27, 28, 29 and
30 are a few of the papers involved. The last reference above was considered the most
suitable for the type of internal fins contemplated for this design. Two extreme conditions
are noted therein, one in which the wall temperature is constanf and the other in which the
heat flux is constant. The conditions in the tube sector and two fins are not exactly constant
wall temperature, but they are closer to constant wall temperature than to constant flux.
This situation is fortunate, for the latter condition can exhibit an order of magnitude less
heat transfer than the constant wall temperature case. The correlation for the constant
wall temperature case was employed in the design optimization procedure. This approach
can be justified on the basis of the low temperature drop in the fins caused by the low gas
heat transfer coefficients.
The design concept evolved for the two percent allowable argon pressuredrop is illustrated
in Figure 60. This concept features the samecavity and receiver diametersas the turbulent
flow design in Figure 58. The inlet and outlet header designsare also similar. The major
characteristic dimensionsfor this rece;ver design are listed below:
Tube Number 58
Tube Inner Diameter !.07 _nches !
Type of Tube Fin Grade "A" Nickel, .005-1n. thick
i
Number of Fins 12
!Fin Thickness O.005 inch
Tube Length 36, 0 inches ]
_Jl
Cavity Diameter 58.6 inches
Receiver Outer Diameter 62.4 _nches j_
(including insulation)
• !I Reynolds Number 1000
, !
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It should be noted that the tubes are mcrldlanal in this design and do not require a compound
bend. The cavity diameter could be reduccJ from its basic five fcx_tbolt circle dimension
to a basic four foot dimension if the cavity wall temperature levels would permit. The
resultsof the Module D and E testsindicate that fins attached to the cavity wall are required
and that the basic five foot dime,_slonis needed to keep the flux arid temperature levels low.
If a four foot cavity were passible, an improved storage bath design package could be ob-
tained and the coilector shadowingreduced.
The weight estimate for the laminar Flowdesign is shown in the following summary.
Weight Volume Dimension
Item ,,lloy Ib in3 in.
Lithium Fluoride 194
Inner Shell Assembly
Shell H-25 98.08 297.21 OD - 58.70 T - .055
External Fins Nickel 39, 00 121.5
Outer Shell Assembly
Shell H-25 99.5 302 ID - 61.32 T - .055
Baffles H-25 i I. 05 33.54
TubeAssembly
Tubes H-25 35.28 106.5 ID - 1.07 L- 36
Wall - . 020
Internal Fins Ni ';tel 43.20 134.5
Inlet Header Assembly H-25 73.71 223.60
Outlet Header Assembly H-23 42.62 128.99
i Aperture Cone Assembly
Aperture Inconel X 5.6 18.73
Inner Cone Nickel 34.9 125.50
: Outer Cone 316 SS 16.6 57.20
Louvers Inconel &
316 SS 47.68 47.69
Ring Inconel X 7.59 25.30
SupportStructure 316 SS 10.35 35.70 _'
_ctuating Mechanism -- 80.62 -- _
Insulation Linde
(Outer Shell & Outlet Leader) SIV 30.6 3127.50 I = .50
hlsulation Linde
(Cone & Louvers) SIV 52.58 528/, 34
._ Insulation Covers 316 SS 41.78 143.98 T _: .020
I TOTAL 964.66
'_ 121 _.....
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r5.4 Summaryof Receiver Designs
Tc,ble IX presentsa summaryof the various receiver designsex_mlned in this program. The
: _nltlal group of designs featured four percent allowable gas pressuredrop, with approxi-
mately one-half of the •;oralallowed taken in the heater tubes. The remaining pressure
drop was required for the inlet and outlet manifolds. The design evolved for this condition
to be employed in a 300 nautical mile earth orbit in comb[natlon with a rigid 30-foot
diameter solar concentrator is the third design listed. It specified 50 tubes0.724-in.
OD x .020-1n. wall x 69.6 in. long. The annulusfor this design was 1.40-1n. with a
cavity diameter of 51.0 in.
Later studies showed that the cavity diameter mustbe greater than the 51 in. specified. The
later studies concentrated on an allowal:le gas pressuredrop of two percent. The reduced _ MM
pressuredrop permitted in the heater tubes resu!ts in designs that were to operate at gas !
Reynolds numbersjust slightly larger than 4000 which can be considered as the start of the
turbulent region. The effects of tube curvature in stabilizing the gas flow and use of recent
turbulent heat transf_.rcorrelations _n the design analysis indicated that the turbulent flow
designswere marginal even with the insertion of turbolators. At the very end of the design
• studyt a swit_f_was made to a design ba:ec_on laminar flow with internal fins within the tubes.
The design evolved in this last minute effort specified 58 tubes 1.11-1n. OD x O.020-1n.
wall x 36.0 in. long with twelve internal, continuous fins 0. 005-1n. thick. The cavity
dlameter for this design is 58.7 in. _
!
The fins should be fabricated from Grade "A '_nickel to achieve the conductivity required. °
: All structural parts of the receiver exposed to llthium fluoride should be fabricated with
Haynesalloy 25 or its equivalent, L-605. This recommendation is basedon the results of
_ the material corrosion invesHgation reported in TRW ER-6561. _"
?
-_ I
!
!
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TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF RECEIVER DESIGNS ATTEMPTED WITH PERTINENT NOTES
P,essure Tube Annular
Dfoo h D. Wall Tube O.D. of h D. of Thlckn(ss
Design No. of of Tube Thickness Length Receiver Receiver R_celver
% Tubes inches inches inches inches inches inches Remarks
4 130 (1.422 0.020 130 60,0 57.36 1.32 Initial design attempt (IO. 18)
130 tubes undesirable because
• of manufacturing pr_.b',, ms and
long term reliability o' "olnts
4 10 1.38 0. 020 186.0 55.2 52.2 I. 50 Non-man; fold des;an. i
4 50 0.684 0.020 69.6 53.8 51.0 1.40 For 30 ft dla. collec,or and 300
n.m. orbl t, tubes bent in comolex
confi_l_rat;on to achieve the de-
sired heat tran:fer as based on
i Boel tar Equation.
4 70 0 597 0.020 50.16 46.74 45.0 0. 872 For 20 ft dla. collector and 300
n.m. orbit.
I 4 30 0.910 0.020 90,36 53.48 49.44 2.02 For 20 ft dia. collector andsynchronous orbit.
4 30 0.910 0.020 103._8 67.08 62.04 2.52 For 30 ft dia. collector and
t synchronous orbit.2 70 0.693 0.020 69.5 57.40 54.0 1.70 Possible (p. 60) transitional flow
at Re. 5500, some uncertainty in
l design.2 30 1.05 0.020 118.3 61.3 58.7 1.30 Mean Reynolds Nurrber at 8100.
2 20 I. 29 0.020 143.8 61.57 58.43 1.57 Mean Reynold_ Number at 10, 000.
I 2.45 30 1.13 0.020 191.0 77.14 74.40 1.37 Use of NAC._ 1020 correlctlon,
2 30 I. 05 O,020 104.0 61.3 58.7 |. 3 Helium-Xenon Mixture.
2 58 1.07 0.020 36.0 62.4* 58.7* 1.30 Laminar flow a* Re 880 - 12 fins
of .005 in. "A" Ni in each tube(p, 70).
*Drawings for shell fabrication have following dimensions. .
I h D. of outer shell = 30. 660 R = 61,32 in. with . 05 in. shell wall thickness, O, D. of outer _hell = 61.42 in.O.D. of inner shell = 29,35 R= 58.70 in. with ,05 in. shell wall thickness; I.D. of inner shell= 58.60 in_
!
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6.0 CAVITY TEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTION
The object of the cavity temperature distribution analysts for a 2% design was to apply the
latest analytical tools available to calculate the cavity temperature distribution. The
techniques employed had been demonstrated on the Sunflower program earlier and reported
in Reference 1. Since that time, more advanced techll_c,ues hove become available,
particularly in the area of the calculation of the incident flux on the cavity wall. 1he
analysis may be broken into five element-s:
1. Incident flux distributions
2. Cavity radiation solutions
3. Lithium fluoride resistance detetm_r_,'_dcns !
4. Programintegration
5. Shade time calculatic._s +'
6. Sun time results. ':
6.1 Incident Flux Distributions
In the Sunflower program, the inclde,.: ,qvx was determined by a labo,; _.: hand calculation
usingan adaptation of the Hukuo-Mii _ :he,d, Reference 30. Ths i,-_ >,t flux wa: ob- .:
talned in this manner for th_ proposedcavit>; and it was extend: ' i_, _: revised cavity i
basedon Lambert's Cosine Law. Recentl),, hvo hn#oi_nt c¢>mp,..: ,.+'.,,gramshave been
" made available by the Air Force via Aerospace Corporafie_. T!u "_ _rcgramsare deslg-.
+ nated 1-74A and 1-74B. The calculation with the 1-74A progr_m obtains the flux d_strib,,fion +{
, on the focal plane and any purallel plane in front or in back of _he focal plane. Calculations
i with the 1-74B program produce the incident flux distril_ution on any arbitrary surface behind
the focal plane. The programincludes provisionsfor the effect of "vlgnetfing" which is the +_
+_ blockage exhibited by a fixed aperture. "_
+!! Incident flux distributions were obtained with the 1-74B program for perfect collector +I
orientation to the sunand for twc levels of mlsorlentafion, 1/4 and 1/2 degrees. The
results obtained are _hownin Rgures 61, 62 and 63 for zero, 1/4 and 1/2 degree mis- !
orientafionl respectively. The abscissain these figures is cosineg where g is the angle 1
formed by a line drawn from +he point on the surface to the center oF the cavity and a
llne representing the collector-cavity optic axis. The collector characteristics employed _1
in these calculations wer_ taken from the result_ of the Braytnn cycle collector design !i
study reported in Reference 12. The aperture was sized to cfford oofimum conditions for
the 1/4 degree mlsoHentat;on case. The collector characteristics are lis;,_" below:
| i
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Diameter 30 Feet
Rim Angle 55 degrees
Focal Length 172.89 inches
Surface Error, Radial 6 minutes
Surface Error, C,rcum.eren_aaJ 3 mlnutes
Center Shadow (Receiver O. D. ) 5.2 feet
Reflectlvity 90 percent
The total energy into the cavlty and the local flux levels were determined for a system
structural blockage of 6 percent. This blockage is in addition to the receiver shadowing.
Later estimates by NASA may show that a total blockage of 6 percent for the structure
plus 3 percent for the receiver is greater than the system needs. In that case, both the
total energy and the local flux would increase since the computer program results are
listed as I/Io/O ns where I is tile incident flux, Io is the solar constanb ._ is the collector
reflectivlt 7 and ns is one minusthe fractional structural blockage, or 0.94 in this case.
The value of the above ratio is set by the computer program results, but it is apparent that
an increase in the denom;nator will increase the numerator also.
An analysis of the flux distribution shown in Figures 61, 62 and 63 was conducted to achieve :
a physical understandingof the results. The incident flux dlstribution for the perfectly
oriented case, Figure 61, was as antlclpated. In the case of the 1/4 degree misorientatlon,
Figure 62_ radlal slices were taken on both halves of the major ax!s in the direction of ',
mlsorlentation and on one half of the minor axis. The ,_',u d^istribution wasknown to be 1
symmetrlc about the major axis. It can be observed from Figure 62 that the incldent flux
over mostof the cavity surface is almost independent of the direction of the radial slice.
It is only at the open end (low values of cosine g) and at the dome end where significant
differences occur. Study of this resul_ led to a modification of the computer program for
this case. The modification simplified the cavi|y portion of the program by reduclng it to
a symmetrical flux dlstrlbutlon as in the perfectly oriented case.
Examlnation of F:gure 63 revealed another result which had not be_-nfully anticipated.
it can be observed from Figure 63 that the radial flux distributions for the two halves of" i
the major axis are significantly lower than that for the minor axls. In Figure 62 the major
axis dlstributlon achieved the highest energy level as expected. Thus, the question about i
! the Figure 63 immediately arose as to what had caused this apparent change. It was !
• postulated that the shift was caused by the fixed aperture. Further, a cavity with a larger
fixed aperture would exhibit a more normal flux distrlbutlon similar to Figure 62. A "I
_ computer run was made For the 1/2 degree misorientatlon case with a 10-1nch fixed aperture.
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mThe results of thls run are _hown in Figure 64. It can be observed from Figure 64 that the
peak levels For the major axis distributions cre higher than in Figure 63 and are more nea ly
.: normal, or what would be expected. These results illustrate clearly the fact that orientation
errors greater than the aperture design value should be avoided. Not only is the energy
level wlthln the cevity reduced under the condi_i,_'.r:sof Figure 63, but consldercble energy
is directed on the outside of the aperture cone where provisio__n.sfor heat dissipation must
be made.
6.2 Cavity Radiati.;n Solutions
The cavity radiation Flux and the resultant surface temperature distrlbuHon were solved
based on the method presented in Reference 15. The declsion ._oemploy this method rather
than that of Reference 1 was based on the ability to adapt the approach of Reference 15
more rec_dily to "h_ cases of misorlentation. In Refersnce 15, the temperature distribution
was assumedand the resultant flux calculated. In lk.:s case, however, neither the temper-
ature distribution nor the radlant flux can be assumed. In addition, the heat absorbed by
the wall and transferred to the fluoride must be evaluated. (The fluoride resistance to heat
t flow is a variable and is described in Section 6.3.2.) Thus, the surface temperatures can
be expected to be varlable and the distribution could change also.
J Another term was add_.d to the cavity flux equations presented in Reference 15 to account
for the heat transferred from the wall to the fluorlde. This term had the form of
!
-k 1 A1 [T(x) - Tm]
i Rw_m
Thus, the unknowns in the equation are the surface tempelature, T(x), and the flux, v(x).
I The details of the equations and _hecalculation procedure are presented in the Appendix,
Section 8. 10.
I 6.3 Lithium Fluoride Resistance Determlnations
I The basic analog technique employed to determine the Iithlum fluoride r_Tstance durlng ._
shade time operations was postulated and conflrmed on the Sunflower program, Reference 1.
The method to be emplo,'ed in the c_se of simultaneous hea_ addition and extraction,
I representing the sun time opera;ions, wasdefined on the Sunflower programbut was nol
reported. In the current program, the analog techniques were extended in the caseof _
simultaneousheat addition and extraction. Each of these two areas are described in turn
below.
I 6.3.1 Fluoride ResistanceDuring Freezing
lq
-
The analytical procedure employed to obtain the fluorlde resistance durlng freezing has !_.
i been presented in Section 4.3.1. To summarlze the procedure, a serles of electric analogs _
_s _
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are constructed _n which the physical model is reproduced en "Teledeltos" electrical
conducting papers. A voltage potential is applled between the source and sink, and
lines of constant potential, corresponding to isotherms, can be identified. With knowledge
of location of an isotherm relative to the melt llne, the position of the melt llne at some
later time can be determined because it can be shown that the distance which the melt
line moves is inversely proportional to the local distance from the melt line to the isotherm.
Several melt line positions were determined as illustrated in Figures 41 and 65. At each
melt llne position, the electrical resistance from the melt llne to the tube wall and the
amount o_ lithium fluoride frozen were measured. The electrical resistance can be readily
converted to a geometrical resistance factor. The results are shown in Figure 43.
The final freeze pattern and lithium fluoride volume distribution of solid and llquld provlde
the starting point for the e_ectric analog simulation of heat addition through the inr.er
shell, corresponding to the sun portion of the orbit.
The procedure for determining the resistance during melting is presented next.
6.3.2 Fluoride Resistance Durlng Melting
The basic procedure for each of the electric analogs representing the melting process is
essentially the same as that durlng freezing in that isotherms are located in both the Iiquld
and the solid. These isotherms are taken as close as possible to the melt llne to improve
the accuracy. Again, the local movement of the melt llne is inversely proportional to
the local distance between the melt ilne and the isotherm. A: shown in Appendix Bof
Reference 1, the local distance, _ , is proportional to
q[_'S 1 1 1
where qL/qS is the ratio of the heat flow through the liquld to the heat flow through the
solid and _ L and _S are the local distances between the melt line and the liquid
isotherm and the melt line and the solld isotherm, respectlvely. The heat ratio is -:
variable, of course, and is equivalent to
kL _TL _
Since the thermal conductivity in the llquld and the solid are known constants, the varlabillty
_ enters in the temperature difference ratio. The temperature difference in each instance is be-
_J tween the melt line and the isotherm.
A series of analogs was constructed to determlne the melt line motion with sun time at eachof two tube locations. It was hoped to perform thls slmulatlon at additional tube locations,
but time and funding restrictions prevented this.
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I
I The melt line motions obtained on the analogs indicated that the melt line approaches the
tube rapidly. As the melt line touches the tube, the simulation discussed above breaks
I down because the local distance between the melt llne and the which is _sotherm,tube, an
is zero. Therefore, a new technique was required.
I The new technique is based on the fact that the local gas temperature within isthe tube
much lower than the melt llne temperature. Tkus, even though a section of the tube wall
reaches the melt llne temperature and the lithium Fluoride solid resistance is zero, the gas
I film resistance is still effective and controls the rate of heat transfer at the local tube
section. The modified procedure consists of es_bllshing _ potenr'al difference betwLen the
I cavity surface and a lower level representing the gas temperature as illustrated in Figure 66.Electrical resi._tancesrepresenting the gas film resistance are inserted as shown. Thus, the
voltage differential between the cavlty wall and .*he tube is proportional to the temperature
T difference. Similarly, by inserting the resistance r, the voi._agedifference between the
t cavity wall and the melt llne becomes proportional to the actual temperature differential.
With a potentlometer and a mlcroammeter, lines of constant potential can be located in the
liquid and solid regions. Once the equal potential lines have been defined: the local
j! movement of the melt llne wasobtained by methods similar to the determlnation of the
resistance during freezing.
The resultsobtained for the two tube sectlons are shown in Figures 67 and 68. Figure 67
gives the varlatlon of the wall-to-melt llne geometrlcai resistance factor with the amount
of lithium fluoride melted. Figure 69 presents the similar variation for the melt line-ta-
tube resistance factor.
i 6.4 Computer Program Integration
t
The computer program written for the cavity temperature distribution calculations considers
the problem in three major parts:
1. Cavlty surface to melt line
2. Melt line to gas
3. Time dependency ._
6.4.1 Cavlty Surface to Melt Line Heat Transfer
The basic governing equations ._orthis part o,s the program are described in Section 6.2. The
surface temperaturesand the flux levels are determined for twenty-one sections on t_e cavlty '"
surface correspondlng to definlte sections along the tube. Several sections on the aperture
cone and in the dome are included in the cavity calculations. The fluoride resistance from
the cav;ty wall to the melt llne is determined from Figure 68. Printed results from this
part of the program include the cavity surface temperature and the net flux into the ._
fluoride for each section.
/ 9 _
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6.4.2 Melt Li,le to Gas Heat Transfer
The second part of _hecomputer orogram calculates the heat _ansfer from the melt llne to
_'_ the gas working fluid. The fluoride resistance is determined from Figure 68. Tube sections
4 throL;gh 7 employed the variation shown for section 6. Tube sectic_ns1, 2, 3 and 8
through 22 employed the variation shewn for tube section 1. For each section the level
was determined by the starting value, which was the resistance at the end of the shade
time. The fluoride thermal resi._.'_r_ceis numerically equal to the geometrical resistance
factor divided by the thermal conductivity of the solid.
!The gas thermal resistance is the reciprocal of "7I"D h. The heat transfer coefficient was
calculated from the :orrelatlon taken from Reference 21 as described in Section 5.2. The
sumof the two thermal resistances is taken as the total thermal resistance. The heat ex-
changer per unit of tube length is the temoerature,difference between the melt line and [
the gasdivided by the total thermal resistance. "- IL
In the caseswhere the melt line touc_es part of the tube, _e h_cal heat transfer for that
part of the t_.be is basedon ._e g_ thermal resistanceonly sinc_ the resi_tunce of the
_oJidfluoride is zero. The mecsurementsfor tube sections 1 and 6 indicated that the __
variation of the tube angle touched by the melt line increased with the amount of fluoride
approximately linearly, lherefore, a linear variation was employed. For tube section 1,
• _ the melt line touched the tube at 15 percent melted. For tube section 6, the melt llne
,T
touched the tube at 3 percent melted, In both cases, ,t was assumedthat the melt line
touched all of the tube at the all melted condition.
The gas pressuredrop within the tube was determined with the Blaslus friction factor
discussedin Sectlon 5.2 and the conventional equation
z =fL 02
: D )P2 gc
The gas density in the above equation was taken as the average for each tube section.
6.4.3 Time Dependency
The third part of the programkeeps track of the amount of lithium fluoride melted at each
tube section as sun time increases. The fluoride resistancesare evaluated basedon the
amount of fluoride melted and are determlned in this part of the program for the next
temperature calculation. Thus, the calculation procedure determines quasl-steady-state I
;: temperature distributions Fora seriesof time increments during the sun time. The procedure I
_, employed for the shade time portion of the orbit is discussednext.
i 'i138 I .....
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6.5 Shade Time Calculations
i The basic procedure utilized by a previous program written specifically for the shade time
operating condlt!ons is similar to that described in Section 6.4.2. In this case, losses
I through _heouter shell waiJ and the cavity wall were assumednegligible. ThTsassumptionis consider d valid for a cavity with an aperture closure device. In th future, it is
intended to modify the program to properly reflect the cavity losses.
I The fluoride resistance varlet;on during shade time is basedun Figure 43. Again, the fluoride
res_:t_l,ce is numerically equal to the geometric resistance divided by the solid thermal con-
ductivlty. The total therma_ resistance is the sumof the fluoride thermal resistance and thegasthermal resistance. The h at tr sfer per unit ube length is the temperature differ-
ence between the melt llne and the gasdivided by the total thermal resistance.
I The results obtained for the shade time are shown in Figures 69 and 70. Figure 69 gives the
gastemperaturevariation along the tube with shade time, and Figure 70 gives a similar
variaticn for the gos pressure.
One item of interest was noted in the results for the shade time calculations. The amount
of lithium fluoride available for tube sections 4_ 5, 6 and 7 was less than that required to
operate for 36 minutes. (Refer to Table XII in Appendix.) If the 30-tube turbulent
flow designwasintended for fabrication, the annular s_cing in the vicinity of these tube
"_ sections would be increased to provide space for the additional fluoride volu,'ne required.
' No changes were made since this design is not scheduled to be fabricated.
A typical heat flux variation with tube length during shade time is presented in Figure 71.
6.6 SunTime Results
The solution for the solar flux distribution on the cavity surface produced results shownin
Figure 72.for the perfectly oriented collector. The incident flux distribution from Figure 61.
is also shownfor comparison. It can be observed that the solar I:lux radiation disfflbutlon
i..I_ _ e-. ! !is .,..._r_!,y at a iower level than the incident flux distr_butlon.
A typical net flux distribution available for heat transfer _nto the storage bath is presented
in Figure 73 for the perfectly oriented case. The incident flux distribution is again presented
for comparison.
The influence of thermal emissivity of the cavity walls is illustrated by Figures 73_ 74 and 75.
Figure 73 hasa _vail thermal emissivityof 0.4. Figure 74 mcpresentsa wall emissivity of 0.6,
and Figure 75 is for a wall emissivity of 0.2. While thesegraphsgive flux results, the wall
i temperature variation follows the ,iux and is similar.
The wall temperaturedistribution correspondingto the flux distribution of Figure 73 is given
i TnFigure 76.
1
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The heat flux distribution along the heater tube for the case of Figure 73 is shown in
Figure 77. This distribution in the sun time can be compared with Figure 71 which gives
the shade time results. It can be observed that some sections of the tube near the inlet
are at lower levels in the sun time than in the shade time. This situation is caused by
insufficient heat coming front the cavity, in this region. Gas temperature _nd pressure
distributions along the tube are presented in Figures 78 and 79 for the case of Figure 73.
The tube wall temperature is also shown in Figure 78. The strong heat rate control by
j the high gas thermal resistance is indicated by the larg._.temperature difference between
i the tube wall arid the gas mean.
Two instantaneous variations in gasflow rote were studied. The flow rate was increasedfrom36.7 Ib/mln to 40.37 Ib/min and decreasedto 33.03 Ib/min. Heat flux, mean gas
temperature and pressuredistributionsalong the tube are given in Figures 80, 81, and 82,
respectively, for the higher flow rate and in Figures 83_ 84 and 85, respectively, for thelower Flow rate. In both cases, the cavity conditions are the same as in Figure 73. The
cavity wall temperature distribution is very insensitive to the gas flow rate changes.
J The cavity wall temperature distribution for the 1/4 degree mlsorlentatlon corresponding
._othe other conditions of Figure 73 is given in Figure 86. A range of temperaturescan be
I expected in the circumferential direction and the two e×tremesare shown.
Figure 87 illustrates the similar temperature distributionsfor the 1/2-degree mlsorientafion.
6.7 Comparisonof Analog, Experimentaland ComputedCavity Wall TemperatureVariations
I The deltaobtained from the analog study presentedin Appendix 5 (Section 8.5) and from theexperimental resultson Module D were revi wed For comparisonwith the compute values.
The cavity wall location of prime interest is that region which ext:iblts the highest local flux
I going into the cavity walls for transfer to the lithium fluoride. Examination of the computerprogramresultsre ealed that the maximumlocal cavity wall flux occurred at a value of
g equal to 1.27"7 radians. The variation of the local cavity wall flux at this location with
I time in the sunis shownin Figure 89. It can be observed from Figure 89 that the initialf'lux level is over 10, 000 Btu/hr-ft 2 and dropssteadily to a value approac ing 8600 Btu/hr-ft 2.
The computed cavity wall temperature variation with melting time correspondlng to the fluxvariation of Figure 88 is presented in Figure 89. The initial value, 1560°F, is equivalent
to the melting temperatureof lithium fluoride.
I Examination of the experimental results with Module D indicated that run D-7 was a typical
one. Figure 47 wasemployedfor this purpose. The top plate temperature varintion corrected
I to the bottom surface of the top plate is given for run D-7 in Figure 90. It can be observedfrom Figure 47 that run D-7 was erformedat a heat input flux level of about 16, 500 Btu/
hr-ft2. Further, it can be observedfrom Figure 47 that runsD-2 and D-7 are about on a
I line with the analog resultsfor heat input with 0. 062-inch fins. On this basis, it waspostulated that the experimental performancein run D-7 was equivalent to the analog _
147 j_:
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VARIATION OF MAXIMUM CAVITY WALL FLUX WITH MELTING TIME
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results predicted for Module C, and, therefore, the analog results obtained for Module C
at a flux level of 10, 000 Btu/hr-ft2 could ke considered equivalent to the Module Experl-
i mental resultsat 10,000 Btu/hr-ft 2. the results for the of Module CHence, analog case
at 10,000 Btu,/hr-ft 2 are also given ;rl Figure 90.
I Finally, a comparison of the analog results without fins at a fJux level of 10,000 Btu/hr-ft 2
of the projected experimental performance of Module D at th_ :ame flux level and the+
computed results fo_ the maximum flux location is shown in Figure 90. The reduction in
I wall tem_rature achieved by the c.ontrolled freezing patterns of Module D is clearly
illustrated for the 1-G testing condition. The projectecl additional temperature reduction
which should be posslb!e in zero-G operation is also indicated. Basedon the temperature
I pattern shown, it is estimated that the maximur:_cavity wall temperature in zero-G
operation will occur in the all melted condition at 1725 + 5°F. This temperature would
i be the control temperature for opening of the heat rejection doors.
! .
!
!
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTUREWORK
The following recommendationsfor future work are made on the basisof the results obtained
undercontract NAS 3-2779.
1. Single tube heat transfer and pressuredrop testsshouldbe conducted
with the full scale, curved1 internally-finned tube immersedin a
lithium fluoride storage bath. The inYet and outlet header conditions
should be simulated as closely as possible.
2_ The rece" ler design layout should be reduced to detail drawings l
preparatory to fabrication of full scale units. JL
3. Special tooling required for the fabrication of full scale units should l"
be designedand built. %.
4. Processdevelopment needed for the fabrication of full scale inner and I
outer shells should be started. JE
5. The freezing and melting characteristics of lithium fluoride in zero-G l
operation should be determined. This type of experiment would require
operation in orbit to obtain the complete data. T
4
6. A structural test of a prototype configuration shouldbe initiatec at
the earliest possible date. ._|
t
I I
I
I
!
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8.0 APPENDICES
i The following items are presented as Appendlces to this report:
I 1. References
2. Nomenclature
i 3. Lithium Fluoride Properties Summary
I 4. Heat Input Analysis
5. Radiation Analog Investigation
I 6. Top Plate Buckilng Analysis
I 7. Materials Properties Selection
8. Structural Analysis
9. Aperture Control Design Analysis
I 10. Cavity Temp_'ratureDistribution Analysis
11. Reliability Estimates
I Appendices 1 and 2 g_ve the references and nomelclature, respectively, for the main body _
of the report. In caseswhere the other Appendices employ nomenclature or references, it
_ is def:ned and they are listed within that Appendix.
!
"It
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9. 1.1 Reference - Definitions- Trade Names
:i
1. "Min-K" Insulation: A thermal insulating material marketed by Johns-Manville --
underthis trade name.
-!
2. Marlnlte: A sheet type insulating marketed by Johns-Manville under this trade
name.
3. "Teledeltos": An electrical conducting paper marketed by General Electric Co. !
under this trade name. "I
4. "Schmldt Plot": A graphical approximation method originally proposedby E. Schmldt |
for determlnlng unsteadyheat flow through a seml-infinite body. Refer to: ._
E. Schmldt, "Einfuhrung in Die Tochnlsche Thermodynamlk, " P. 262,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1936.
!
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; 8.2 Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is employed in the main body of the report:
I A - Heat exchange surface area, sq. ft
Abath - Area of test module storage bath normal to heat flow, sq. ff
J Ac - Cross-sectional flow area, sq. ft
I Cp - Specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lb-°F
cv - Specific heat at constant volume, Btu/Ib-°F
I D - Tube inner diameter, ft
I f - Friction factor, dimensionless
G - Massvelocity, Ib-sec-sq. ft
gc - Gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/sq, sec.
h - Convection heat transfer coefficlent, Btu,/hr-°F-sq. ft
hf - Heat o_ fuslon, 449 Btu/Ib
-._ I - Incident flux on cavity wails, Btu/hr-sq. ft
.'I Io - Solar energy constant, 433 Btu/hr-sq. ft
K - Pressuredrop factor
-! KL - Pressuredrop factor for lamlnar flow
t
KT - Pressuredrop factor for turbulent flow ..
k - Thermal conductlvlty, Btu/hr-ft-°F _
-t kf - Thermalconductivity of fin, Btu/hr-'ft-°F
1 kI - Thermal conductivity of liquid Iithlurn fluorlde, Btu/hr-ft-°F
kLi F Thermalconductivity of Iithlum fluoride, Btu/hr-ft-°F
ks - Thermalconductivity of solid lithium fluorlde, Btu/hr-f_°F r
:11 ;_ _t?_ , ,k_.
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_r_
kw - Wall thermal conductivity, BTU/hr-ft/°F
r
L. - Tube length, ft
Z_ 1 - Incremental tube length, _t -;_
m - Mass, Ib
r_ - Massflow rate, Ib/sec
N - Tube number, dimensionless ?
N u - Nusselt number, dimensionless i
P1 - Pressureat compressorinlet, lb/sq, in. abs.
P2 - Pressureat compressoroutlet, Ib/sq,. in. c.bs. ! •
P3 - Pres._,Jreat heater inlet, lb/sa_ in. aN.
P4 - Pressureat heater outlet, Ib/sq. in. _bs. _ m
IP5 - Pressureat recuperator inlet, Ib/sq. in. abs.
P6 - Pressureat recuperator outleb ib/sq, in. abs. !
Pr - Prandti number, dimenslon_ess
Z3,P - Gas pressuredrop, Ib/sq. ft. ii1 --
Q - Heat flow, BTU/hr .|
Qalr - Heat flow to the ah', BTU/hr
" Qbath - Heat flow to the bath, BTU/hr ii
! Qcond - Heat flow conducted along the sidesof the module, BTU/hr
QH - Heat flow to the heater, BTU/hr
Qloss - Heat flow lost, BTU/hr I
i Qin - Heat flow into the module, BTU/hr jout t ou of the module, BTU/nr
170
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i ,
_: Qn - Heat flow to the elemental_weas,BTU/h-
ql - Heat flow to the llquld, BTU/hr
I qs - Heat flow to the solid, BTU/hr
R - Gas constanb 38.7 ft/°R
i 'Rf - Thermalresistanceof fluoride, hr-ft -°F,/[3TU
I ,-/_,i U
Rg - Thermalresistanceof gas, hr-ft --°" _" '
Rt - Total thermal resistance, hr-ft-°F/BTU
II
I Rw - Wall thermalresistance,hr-_'_-''F/BTU
J Rw_m - Geomeh'ic resistance t,,_mwall to melt _ine, dimensionless
Re - Reynoldsnumber, dimensionless
i Recrlt - Critical Reynolds number, dimensionless
ri - Insideradiusof tuLe, ft
rm - Radiusto melt line, ft
T ro - Outside tube radius, ft
1= _ St - Stanton number, d_menslonless
J_
Tb - Bulk temperature,OF
_:_ Ti, fin - Initial temperatureof fin, °F .;_
Ti, LIF - initial temperatureof lithium fluoride, °F _.
Tb plate - Initial temperatureof plate, °F _ -,*,._;i_.`
Tm - Melt line temperat,,r._,°F ,'r_°R ....
] T,, - _em_e,'o,oroo,_ th,_'do_u_,er_'ato,_ ,,,*
Tp2 - Temperatureof bottomthirdof upperplate, oF -.
Tp3 - Temperatureof top thirciof lower plate, °F '1, r"I1' ) _"_
171 .v. ":.
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i4.
• Tp4 - Tempe'ature of bottom third of lower plate, °F
_• TLiF, S, Max - Maxi_urn temperature of top surface of lithium fluoride bath, °F i
Ts - Temperatureof solid, "F ._
f T(x) - Temperatureof point X, oR
AT - Temperature difference, c t:
z._Tair - Increase in air temperature, °F -_
_T L - Ter.nperaturedifference in !iquid, °F
I Z_TuF - Lithium fluoride temperature difference, o?
i Z_Ts - Temperaturedifference in solid, oF
- _ t - Temperature, ° F
tf .- Fin temperature, °F t
_ tg - Gas tt._nperature,oF _t
_ tgi - Inlet •gas temperature, oF I
• _: tgo - Outlet gas temperature, °F
tm - Melt temperature, or mear_ °F ] ]
Z_tg - Gas temperoturedifference, °F
t At m - Logmean temperature difference, oF it_t w - Wall temperature difference, oF
Vb - Bulk velocity, ft/sec
w - Weight flow rate, Ib/sec " jx -Distance, ft i}
Small distance in liquid, ft
h Small distance in fluoride, ft
172
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s - Small distance in solid, ft
_ n - Small distance in fluoride, ft
i .P - Reflecfivity, dimensionless
- Mean density, !b/cu. ft
i ,_1 - Density of liquid, Ib/cu. ft
,_s - Density of soli,', ib/cu, ft
T - Time, hr
I dA_ - Viscosity, Ib/ft-sec
_ - Mean viscosity, Ib/ft-sec
s - Structural blockage ratio, dimensionless
I g - The angle whoseorigin is at the center of geometry of the hemisphereand is
formedby a line drawn from a point on the cavity wall to the origin and a
I line representing the collector-receiver optic axis, radiam
!
I
•_ "4
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=_ %3 Lithium Fluoride Properties
_ Source: Reference 8 ._-
A opearcnce: White Powder
'
Bulk Demity: 50 Ib/ft 3 (approximate)
Analysis:
Guaranteed
..
Lithium Fluoride 99. 6% 99.5% |
Ignition Loss O.4 O.5 t
Lossat 110"C 0.02 0.05
I
so4 o.01 o.02
Fe2 0 3 0. 01 0.02 I
Ac;dit'/(as HI:) None 0.01
Aikal;nity (as L;2CO3 0.005 0.02
Parffele Size:
T_,yplcal
t
minus200 U.S. Std. Sieve 99% t
, minus325 U.S. Std. Sieve 95%
_ Packaging:
Fiber drumswith polyethylene !|ner i
-_ 5, 25, 100,2o0Jbsnet :_1
Sh;ppingRegulat|om:
ICC - Class;fled as a Ciass B Poisonrequiring a white label on each shipping
container. Railway Expressshipmentslimited to 200 Ibs in one container.
Postal- Not acceptable for mailing. J
I
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Handling Precautions:
Avoid breathing dust, prolongedcontact with skin, or ingestion.
i Physical Properties:
Molecular Weight 25.94
J Crystal Structure Face-centered cubic; NaCI type
O
J a25oC. = 4.01732 A (i)
Color and Form Wh|te Powder
I Density (solid: 250C) 2.63905 _+0.0001 gm/cm3 (2) ":
I (ilquld: 870°C) 1.789 @n/cm3
(liqt.id: 887° - 105_C)
t 2. 201 - 0. 000474t gm/cm3 (3)I d4 =
t Meltlng Point 348°C _+1° (4)
( AV on melting = + 29.4%) (44:1)
Boiling Point 1681° C (5)
_ Heat Capacity Cp (solid: 25° C) = 10.015 cal/degree/mole
C (liquid: 848° - 896°C) = 15.51 cal/
1 P
__ degree/mole (4)
Heat of Formatlon _ H°25° C = 146.3 kcal/mole (5) _.I _
AH848 ° --'= 6.470 kcal/mole (4) -_Heat of Fusion C
Heat of Vaporization _H1681° C = 51.0 kcal/mole (5) :
"l Free Energyof Formation _F°250C = 139.6 kcal/mole (5) .-
Eniropy S°25° C = 8.52 cal/degree/moJe (4_
(For further data on thermodynamicfunctions of
LiF, from 298° K to 1200° K, see Reference4. ) ._ii
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"4
_ SurfaceTensionof FusedSalt Temp.°C _ (dynes/cm) (6)
_. (LiF-nltrogen)
' 868.5 249.5 ._
944 242.3
1029 233.5
: 1156 217.4 ._
1270 201.1
Electrical Conductivityof Specific Conductance ('7)
; FusedSalt Temp. °C (ohm"1 cm-1 J
860 3.30
890 8.39 t
920 8. 55 t
950 8. 77
! 980 9.01
_ VaporPressureof FusedSalt Temp.°C mmof Hg (8) |
1047 1
1211 lO t
_i 1333 40 !
1425 100
l
1591 400 J
Solubility in Water Temp.=C Weight % MF (9)
t(7' O.1204
25° O.1331 I
35° 0. 1354 I
Insolublein organic solventssuchas I
alcohol, acetone, ether, andTHF.
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Uses:
I Lithium fluoride is used extensively GSan ingredient in brazTng and soldering fluxes and
in welding rod coatings. Various salt combinations are suitable for hard soldering (10)
I and for brazing steel (11), aluminum (12), titanium and other metals (13).
Lithium fluoride is usedas a flux and an opacifier in ceramics, it also imparts toughness,
i brilliance, harder surface, resistance to devltrification, and lower coefficient of expansionto glass and ceramic bodies.
Illustrative of unusualproperties contributed by ilth_um fluoride in glass and ceramics are:
Electrically conductlv_ glassincludes LiF and suBoxidesof titanium (14).
Mulllte formation from kaolin at temperaturesbelow 90(7"C is made possible
by LiF _.dditions(15).
-_ A formed, fired dielectric ceramic consistschiefly of a double fluoride of
lithium and iron, manganese, lead, or zinc (16).
-I
g Ductile ceramics employing LiF have been prepared (17).
Lithium flvoride is a componentof speclaJ quality fluoborate glass (18).
A reflection reducing coating is applied to glassas a sol of LiF (19).
t
In the preparation of hlgh-density oericlase from magnesia, the required
firing temperature is lowered by the addition of lithium fluoride (20).!
' Lithium fluoride crystals ere usedin optics and prismsFor infrared and X-ray spectroscopy (21),
and as windows in monochromatorsfor ultraviolet transmission(22). Ultraviolet reflector coat-
1 ings of high performance, goodstability, and precision application on aluminum mirrorsare
) made with lithium fluoflde (23).
i Fuel cell_ for vehi,:les LIF-LIC1 eutectic electrolyte (24).s_'lce may use an as an
Extractk.n of aluminum is improvedby the addition of LiF _ the cryolite in the pot lines.
I The addition lowers the melting point and denslty of the electrolyte and increasesthe
electrical conductivity. Cell output may be increased by as much as 12% (25).
1
N.B. The information in thls bulletin is presented in good faith, but no warranty is
• given, nor is freedom from any patent to be inferred.I ,
'
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"* Price List:
, Lithium Fluoride - 99.5% Guaranteed
Quantity Delivered Per Pound "i
10,000 ibs and up 50 x 200 Ib drums $1.5C
100 x 100 Ib drums 1.50
2, 000 Ibs through 9, 900 Ihs 1.55 I _
1,000 Ibs through i, 900 Ibs 1.60
200 Ibs through f_ Ibs 1.65 I
Delivered in continental United States(Alaska excepted) and f.a.s, eastern U.S. ports
by rall or truck.
F. O.B. Plant Per Pound i_
100 Ib drums $1.65
25 Ib drums 1.80
5 lb drums 2.00 .!!
1 Ib bottle 2.50
F. O.B. BessemerCity, North Carolina
f
! Pricesare subject to change without prior notice.
i. Minimum order $10.00. l
i Terms- Net 33 days. !
I
I
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!I
ContainersandShippingInformation:
I
1 Ib 5 lb 25 Ib 100 Ib 200 lb
. glassin poly. lined poly. lined poly. lined poly. lined
carton fiber drum fiber drum fiber drum fiber drum
I! Ratedcapacity 16oz 1 gal 5 gal 16.5 gai 36 gal
: Width, in. 5 x 5 9 12 16 21
Height, in. 8.5 5 13 21 28
Ocean cube - O.234 1.083 3.111 7. 146
(0/3) (1/0) (3/1) (7/2)
Grosswt. Ibs 5 6 28 109 214
Shipby exp. exp. exp. frt. fit. ,
Label nol r,,)i noi noi nol
ScheduleB83990. Exportlicenserequiredover$25.00.
i ,h•
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8.4 Heat Input Analysis
The heat-conduction problem in the Braytoncycle, cavity receiver or modulesis nonlinear t
_. because the change in phase of the llthZum fluoride involves a moving boundary (the melt
line) whoseIocaffon is unkrlown. Since there are at presen_no analytical techniques T
available for so;ring this nonlinear problem, recourse has been taken to approximate
meif_:_Js.Theseapproxlm,_te methodsfell under the categories of finite differences,
variational principles and heat balance integral, in this Appendix useis made of the heat i"
balahlce integral method to predict the he,Jt transfer performance of the Braytoncycle 1
modules.
8.4. 1 Results i
The resultsof the analysisshow that by the useof the heat bcianc= in__. I _ _btem
can be expre_.:_-din form of an integro-differentlal eauation which can be solvedby T- __.
laplace transform or the differential analog compute_.. Usirtgan additional approximatio.%
namely, a li.-_ar relationship between melt line position ar_l the boundary ten_peratures "_
g and g2_ the problem reducesto a s|ngle differentia| equa_on which can be solved also !
on the _fferential analog computeror by graphic integration.
I
8.4. 2 Discussionand Recommend.,ons _I
Becauseof the assumedCluadmfic temperature distribution in the lithium fluoridet it is not ]
possibleto evaluate the accuracy of the methods__-_!except by experimental meansor by !
the useof analog methodslike the Columbia Ijniversity o._alogcomputer. In essence, then,
the researcherhas three tools (experimental, by anolo_s a,_dby analysis)available to solve "]
this parffcul_r heat transfer problem. It is p'obab|y wisp to make u_ of all three methods t
for a complete undel_tandlng of _e problem.
71
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i
S. 4.3 Nomenclature
_ A Area
; I a Constant
•: B Distance between top p.l:tc and top of lithium fluoride
' I b Constant
i i C Constant
: C1 Specific heat of liquid lithium fluoride
• I _ Specific heat of ;,olid lithium fluoride
I f Function
k1 Thermal conductlv;ty of liquid lithium fluoride
k Thermal conductivity of solid lithium fluorides
L DisTancebetween top and bottom pla '-.
!1 Width of liquid
i Width of solid$ .,
" 1 Isl Initial width of solid
ql Heat transferred to I_thlum fluoride
I q2 Heat removedfrom lithium fluoride
S Distance of melt line from top plate
t1 Temperatureof lithium fluoride at t_p
t2 Temperatureof lithium fluoride at bottom
tc Temperature of coollng fluid -'_
tm Lithium fluoride melting ter_pemture
._- Overall heat transfercoefficient of cooling fluid "' :_
183 "i
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3.
W Inventory of Ii thium fl uorlde
!- V Volume of lithium fluoride
i X Distance from top plate j
C¢ Thermal dlffusivlty k/c
gl Temperature excessover melting point at top J
g2 Temperature deficiency from melting point at bottom 1
gmax Maximum temperature excess
,_ _1_ Heat of fusion I
: _ Density of liquid t
: _s Density of mlid
T Time
SPECIAL RELATIONS
i _3 : 1 4si -_sfql-T-- : 1- _2 _9' - K._i i
_4 : I - f__L -: 1-O6 1 ,_1 = 6_5 +#{'4 S/L,:,.5:,"_ (,--_) ,:,.1_ ,_, ,,_-,-s/,.(,,4-,) i
_: (;67 = L/Ks 82., m
! I
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- ANA LYSIS
i
' l The heat conduction problem oF the Brayt_n cycle moduies shall be consldered as a one
dimensional problem, and the effect of any fins is accounted for as an equivalent con-
! I ductivlty. Schematically, the problemappearsas below*
-- L =I
.| (Liquid) (Soli_I
I
S _ _f
-1
The governing equation in each region is:
ae : 30 = •
_z2 _.
-i
! Following the usual procedureg is expressedas a polynomial in x_ i.e.
!
0(_,r)=_ (r)+_ Cr)_+ c(r)xz
For the liquid section:
*Note: For explanation of the symbolssee nomenclature. ::
;,_
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4":
--_--)=_-+ 2 c8
- L =,l,.+Zc_.......Ke
_ _ =fJ Q= e, i
el= m.-I.._._-l- c8 z 2 -_
,_ =5 e =Q _,
L
' A-O= a, + _ 4- CSz-- 3 "
¢
ComNne 2 & 3 !
i a'='#"a-'_s"caZ-csz "
o,-._:B-5)+c(,;s') :I
":I Com_,new,,,, ]
" ",:(-_-_')O-')+_:,"-") ]
,,,:_K_r_.:,,_:,)+I-,_[(_'-s')- (o-_)_-,,] 7
#, + _ (,_-s)
l : o,+_ rt, : o,+_(B-s .
- :_'-z_5+:) -@-s)" I
-_, _,,
c- (a-s/- /(,(s-s I
I
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, t
Solving for b by EquaHon !
_' =._+z_ -_' _' l
+ _ z,et_,
Ke (_-s)T + _ef'8-s)
I Solving for a by Equation 3
(8-5) z + KeCB-S) + I_e .(a-S) z Ke(B-S)
-_(_-s)z + I¢e(B-_) -t- z_ol._ z_l'; s
+ -_e + (e-5,) z K, ) (B-5) z Ke('_-_
I
Regrouping,we obtain
I
I
Note that g, b and s are functions of time _ and B and S are related
T!
Simiarly, for the solid section: --:-
C
6x
il •
1g66c)c)2g76-214
TiFz =_-+ 2CL 4
,_X= 5' @ =0
0=_ +_'_+c5 z
"_X=L O=Bz
Oz=,,,+J-L+eL" 6
Combining 5 & 6
8z=.,_ L....,_s + CLz- C Sz __;
_:Jfz-s)+c(z'-s') _!=
|
I
% o-(_), +_,c_-spks_(____).]+_,---:_'_J2L°".,Tz2L*",(i.,-,K,
zz)
Note:_j _' and g2 are functions of time
- U(e,-e_,)
,'. g2 and 5 are functions of time,
Find B from conservationof mass
J, _y,+_ A,_$ = W- const 7
Also, _+,,_' "f'A =L - const 8
.¢-/-.,[_- = L 9
Combine 7 & 8 to eliminate ._
(L-8-,Z,)I +Z .y,=-_
Comb]ne with 9 eliminatlngJ_.
' .(L-s)J',+y, (s-__,_),.A.Z,_.¢,i . _=LbE 0 _' T
• yTe ,_)4_ j
; Let ¢"t = jD c_4 ,,/o_j___. : _ OEI
:" _, : _-- _, .-,_--(1 .Z,,"=_,d ,
_ L .,re L
L Ke ,:
, P189 ."'
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Also,
.'. B.Z.,e,
Now, the conductionequationm:Jstbe solvedwith the following boundary
conditions:
it !'190 F-
tl
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l
I
Add equation 10 & 11 ..
.,_,, ,. 6(a-,I Z_
I _,_'.(_'I-K. -t_:f- - _)_ _---_
I Combine kquations 12 & 13
*Changing the order oF integration - differenfiat;on by the Leibnitz rule yields
(see pg_ 233 Advanced Mathematics for Engln_e,s by Reddlrb_..& °.,,,,er)_'"'"
I Let
I
,_.._(,,,_.).£,_z;(,-_). _,,.-..)[,-(_):jt
" d- . ,
And
"! Equation 14 becomes
r_ /'bs(x._..)d,-,./, (x,_)_ 7 "
. *Using an averaging technlque the differential with respect to time may be taken outside
I of the integral as is done in References 1 and 2. Thls _ossibillty should be checked out
for the present problem if more work is to be done with it.
9_
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I SUBSTITUTIN G: C'_I__ _
INTEGF,ATING AND INSERTING THE LIMITS YIELDS:
I
I IT WILL BERECALLEDTHAT _- L_/ AND
T
J ALSO, ... Z_O, 285, '_5 -- ,_,
_ (,4)' ('_1,
I?
1
r'!
" DIFFERENTIATING EQ. 15AND SUBSTITUTING FOR Ec, Fc, Es, Fs AF:
, /
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?'i
i
,_¢',-++-_,_o-_'`,
r/Vl$/'ENM 15 2G,
_)_r,(_-,,.?j -_)+ _..,.,
o,(¥d=
5
', S, . - 2 °
?
t_3= _ t.
At :_"
¢_ _I_' h'
,i. +__
i
i THEIRDERIVATIVESYIELDS _+
i ,i + +_i '+
j
_ i i iii i i i m i i -2_
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V
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|
[ - _
-!
_, ALSO, ACCORDING TO THC CONDUCTION EQUATION
i e : '_ ASSUM,NG,ASBEFORE
6_ ZJc
" _)]
- _L e,+a,f,.]
AT ,_wL _
_.,, = --Z .f. ..
• o_-- _ +4% - .-
NOTE: EQUATION 16 CAN BE PUT INTO THE FOLLOWIt,,G f
ALSO, THE MELTING PROBLEM IS NOW EXPRESSEDWITH THE US! ,_
; TRWDIFFERENTIAL ANALOG COMPUTER OR WITH THE USE OF __.,_ ,,,,
g,l, g2 AND 3 REDUCES THE PROBLEM TO ONE DIFFERENTIALEQ! "
'.,
J _t-: ....... :..i|ll
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m i
-k4., r.,.,,, (,,.).3.
_ _)" T,, -
,s," - -f_, - + f,
?
O" q f ._X' 4 C,X2 THEN _.J-_ = .._t- £CX" AND
ax
z_
!_u, o.L/,
; -
i.z_[ o, s,
. i
-0]
_ORM
k OF 3 _!MULTANEOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WHICH CAN BE S¢
PLACETRANSFORMATIONS. ASSUMING A LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 2
ATION AS SHOWN BELOW
I
_,,- r
_ ",: _ IIII i i ii iii ii ii i iii1 i i i i i
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CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING RELATIONSHIPS:
I
I 1F On a× L
t _ j
[ ._
ASSUMING THE LINEAR RELATIONSHIP IS ADEQU,Z
[ i L
I .i INTRODUCING gl, g_ g3_ AND g2 INTO EQUATIOI'REDUCESTHE PHYSICAL PROBLEM TO A DIFFERENTI_.
EXPRESSION OF THE FORM
s - r(S/L)
4'
_, IN /
'_, ill rill ii i i
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_TE, ONE OBTAINS
FASSUMED
RELATIONSHIP
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8.5 Radiation Analog Investigation
I 8.5.1 Description of the Problem
J The interstices between two parallel plat_,s and fins which are attached to the top plate areparfia!ly filled with lithium fluoride (See Figure 92). Th lithium flu ride is in contact
with the bottom plate, _eavlng a void space between the surface of the lithium fluoride
and the underside of the top plate. The fins are perpendicular to both plates and theirtips ar kept 1/8 inch away from the lower ol t .
I The top side of the upper plate receives heat at a uniformand constant rate. Someof thisreceived heat is r mov d from the systemat the undersideof the lower plate at a uniform
and constant rate, The lithium fluoride is initially solid at a uniform temperature and melts
due to the heat received by radlaHon through the void from the top plate and by conductionthrough the fins, while it loses heat to the lower plate. During the process of melting, the
lithium fluoride expands by 29% and, therefore, the initial void space gradually decreases.]
_ It is desired to compute for several different heat input rates and fin thickness values, the
top and bottom surface temperaturesof both plates, the melting front location of lithium
"1 fluoride versustime, and lithium fluoride temperature versustime at a number of locations
_[ basedon which the temperature distribution of the lithium fluoride at any instance can be
found. The computations are to be terminated when the total massof lithium fluoride is
i] molten.
8.5. 2 Data and PropertyValues
-- For the computations the followlng values were used:
i 1. Geometry; see also Figure 92
Top and bottom plate thlcknes._ 0. 5 in.
I
_ Distance between plates 1.5 in.
i Fin spacing from center to center 0.75 in.
Distance between tip of fins and the bottom plate 0. 125 hh
Initial void space between LiF surface and
top plate _ 0. 535 in.
1
} Fin t:.ickness 0; 0.031 in.; 0.062 in.
°]
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2. Properties of Lithium Fluoride
Thermal conductivity; solld 5. ] B_u/ft, hr, °F i
Thermal conductlvity; liquid 11.3 Btu/ft, hr, oF I
Specific heat; solid O.55 Btu/Ib, °F
T
Specific heat; liquid O.6 Btu/Ib, ° F 1
Density; solid O.084 Ib/in 3 T
Density; liquid O.065 ib/in 3 T
Melting temperature 1560° F
Heat of fusion 450 Btu/lb
3. Propertiesof Top and BottomPlates
Thermal conductivlty 15 Btu/ft, hr, °F -
Specific heat O. 13 Btu/Ib °F ]
Density O.33 lb/in 3
!
4. Propertiesof }:ins -_
Thermal conductivity 29 Btu/ft, hr, °F ]
Specific heat O. 105 Btu/lb, °F l
Density O.322 Ib/in 3 _'_
_ 5. Radiation interchange factor (emissivlty x shape
f fa_;tor) between LiF surface and plate O.674
i 6. Heat Input Rates 5 x 103, 7.5 x 103, 10 x 103 Btu/ft 2 hr
7. Heat RemovalRate 1.5 x 103 Btu/ft 2 hr
,!
i
2OO
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I
8. Initial Temperatures: T
In the first three computations (0 fin thickness, Qin = 5 x 103, 7.5 x 103, 1
10 x 103 Btu/ft 2,. hr) the initial temperatures were as follows: 1[1
plates Ti plate = 1400°F I-LIF Ti LIF = 1560°F
In the rest of the corn)utations the initial temperatureswere T
plate Ti plate = 1500°F _.
fin Ti fin = 1500°F _-
"iF Ti LiF = 1500°F
8.5.3 CasesConsidered
A total of 13 caseswere computedas listed below:
Initial Temperatures i
Case Qin Fin Thick- LiF Lateral TiLiF Ti plate Ti fin _
No. BtuJft2 hr nessin. Conductivity °F °F °F
1 5000 0 --- 1560 1400 ---
2 7500 0 --- 1560 1400 --- |!3 10, 000 0 --- 1560 1400 .....
4 10, 00g .062 real 1500 1500 1500 D
5 10, 00(1 .06,_ 1500 1500 1500
6 7500 .062 .eal 1500 1500 1500
7 5000 .062 real 1500 1500 1500 "_
8 5000 .031 real 1500 1500 1500
9 7500 .031 real 1500 1500 1500 ]j
Z10 10, 000 .031 real 1500 1500 1500
! ! 1O,000 .031 1500 1500 1500 Jl
!!12 5000 0 --- 1500 1500 1500
13 10, 000 0 --- 1500 1500 1500 jj
II
The rate of heat removal was 1500 Btu/ft 2, hr in all cases.
!
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/8.5.4 Assumptions
In solvlng the problem, the followlng assumptlons were made:
There is no contact reslstar,ce between Iithlum Fluoride and the bottom I_lcte.
There is no contact reslstance between the fin _nd lithium fluoride.
There is no contact resistance between fin and top plate.
8.5.5 Method of Solution
The computations were carried out on the Heat and Mass Flow Analyzer, a passive element
analog computer, representing the thermal resls_nce by electri ' resistance, heal capacitance
by electric capacitance, heat flow by currenb temperature by voltage and heat (real) time
by electric time.
In the case of no fin (,CasesIf 2, 3, 12, 13), the one-dlmensional heat flow was studied
on a one-dimensional electric analog circuit having eight sections to represent the lithium
fluoride perpendicular to the plates and four sections For each of the plates. _g
In the case of fins, the problem involves two-dimenslonal heat flow. B_causeof the
complexity of the twe-dimensional heat flow involving varying geometry (expansi'n of
lithium fluoride while undergoing change of phase), only eight lithium fluoride sections
perpendicular to the plates were usedand the entire heat capaclty of each sectlon was
considered to be concentrated in the center line between two fins. When representing the
real two-dimenslonai systemin the present _implified way, it is not known w_at single Ill
equivalent thermal resistancevalue is to be usedin the computations wlth regard to the
heat flow in the lateral (parallel _oplates) direction. To overcome this difficulty, two
limit were explored:
1. On_ Iim"t is obtalned by u.dng the r_cl conducti_,!ty of the lithium fluoride
which results in the maximum thermal resistance value since the heat
capacitance is concentrated in the center line. _
2. The second llmlt is glven by assumingin,L'inlie lateral conductivity. .*_
-'z_.
The change of properties (specific heat, thermal conductivity, vok;metri¢ expanslon) of ......
!lithium fluoride was made at the instan,_e when half of the heat of fusion necessary to
reel,_ the section had been introdu_:ed. _:
Due to the expansion of the lithium fluoride when melting, the Iocatlon of contact between
the latter and the fin changescontinuously, which change wasapproximated by a number of
finite steps.
203 :_°
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The fin itself was representedby a large numberof sectionsto facilitate the simulation of
th_ above contact location change. I
The thermal resistanceto radiation acrossthe void space ":'asconsideredin two discrete
steps: i
i. One constantmean value was usedfrom the beginning of the computation
until the u_permostlithium fluo:ide section reaci:ed the melting temper- Iature.
2. introduced.Duringthe rest of the computation another constant mean value w._s I
The computationswere continued until all the lithium f_uoride becamemolten, t
8. 5.6 Presentationof Results
The results are presented partly in Table X - where the flncl plate and lithium fluoride I
surf.r_etemperatures, the time requlr,_a to melt all the lithium fluoride and finally the total
'.1eatintroduced to the systemare llstec_- and partly in grap_-. l
Graphsare available showing for each case:
top plate upper _._dlower surface temperature vs time: TpI' Tp2
bottomplate upper and lower surface temperature vs time: Tp3' Tp4
lithium fluoride surface temperature vs time: TLiF, s
lithium fluoride temperaturesvs time at 0. 6633" and TLIF (. 6633),
0.3015" from bottomplate in solid ._tate (note that
as the LIF melts, the distance from botiom plate TLIF (.3015)changes):
location of melting front vs time. ]
8.5.7 Results
A comparisonof cases1-2-3, 4-6-7, 8-9-10 and 12-13 (See Table X) indicates that for
iclcnfical geometricsand initial conditions, an increase in the heat input rate results in
Qnincrease in the quantity of heat necessaryto me!t someamountsol_ !ithium fluoride il(Figure 93), while the melting time shortens(Figure 21).
Comparing the final top plate surface temperatures, it is interesting to note that they vury 1 'linearly with the heat input rate (Figure 22), higher heat input rates resulting in higher
temperatures. l
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!
The bottom plate final surface temperatures were identical in all cases.
I Comparing cases4-5 and 10-I t, one finds that the assumptionof infinite lateral conductivity
for the lithium fluoride hasa negligible influence on the results.
t Investigating the influence of fin thickness on the top surface temperatures (Figure 94),
on the total melting time (Figure 95) and on the total heat input (Figure 93 and
"r Table V), it is found that the increase in the value of the above quantities is minorwhen
,E, decreasing the fin thickness from O. 062 in. to 0.031 in. The changes becomesignificant
when the fin thickness is further decreasedall the way to zero. The value of the total heat
input into the systemin the case of no fin is somuch different from the other two values
k_ that the available three values do not permit the predlctlen of the heat input for a fin
thickness between 0 and O.031 in.
-T
i
i On the computed lithium fluoride temperature-tlme curves (recorder sheets; Figures 100
to 102) for each lithium fluoride point a constant temperature is shownat the melting
I point for a finite period of time although in reality the temperature changescontinuously
J with time at each location. The reason for this deviation lies in the fact that in the
computatlons, finite sectionswere used to represent the llthlum fluoride; as the number
! of sections is increased (decreaslng the section size), the computed curve approaches the
! real one more closely.
On Figures 96 to 99, presenting the progressof melting front, the melting time
, showsa linear variation with location. On these graphsat any tlme-reading the ordlnate
(yl) below the curve showsthe layer thicknessof lithium fluoride belng solld. (For
illustration see Figure 96.) When the ordinate reading above the line Y2 is mu!tlpiled
by. 084/. 0651 the lithium fluoride layer thickness in liquid phase is obtained. The total
layer thicknessthen is given by Yl + "084/.065 Y2"
1
] 8.6 Test Module StressAnalysis
8.6. 1 Introductlon
Thisreport presentsstressanalysesof the tap_ bottom and side plates of the subject test
module. The cnalyses were pertormedin order to determine plate thicknessessufficient
to prevent any measurablemodule deformatlon. :_
The limiting stresseswere basedon (: . 2% creep in 1000 hours. Thesetime and creep values
were selected to provide someconservatismto the elementary methodsusedand to the
limited available ,:reep data. _
,i
8.6.2 Results
The required plate thicknesses for ,-orious temperaturesand pressuresare shown in Figures
105 and 108. For the maxlmum temperature and pressureof 1900°F and 14.7 psb
_r_;
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a top plate thickness of . 438 inches and a slde _,late thi,;kness of . 088 inches are required.
_ Since the bottom plate is at the temperature of the lithium fluoride (1600°F) a thickness of ---
o291 inches will be sufficient for that pirate.
! 3.6.3 Kecommendations
The curves given in Figure 105 and Figure 108 sl_ould be used to determine the r_quired
plate thicknesses• The figures showthat a substantial reduction in plate thickness, with
accompanying reducffons in cost and weight, can bc obtained by a reduction in pressure
or temperature or both.
The thicknessesgiven in the above referenced figures result in a minimumsection stiffness.
Any alternations, such as slots or holes, which reduce the plate crossscctlonal benc;_ng
stiffnes= _ust be compensated for by an increare in plate thicknes_ of an arr_ountsuffbcient
to restore the original _olid plate stiffness• .--
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8.6.5 D_etai!edAnalysis
Side Plate - Typical of (4)7 i
4 F..................... 7 _ _
-i
L I0///
i
" 1900°F max.
: !,_\.,1_ \_,,\,,_.,, _,._\ ,_.1_ __ Top Plate -. _._7_'_ Materla!: Haynes25 i!i
_---Lithium Fluoride 1600°F, Z_T= 75OF
! _ 29.6 Inchesof Hg Vacuum in Space
_ (or a pressure(e_ternal) of 14.7 psi) -j
Bottom Plote . t
FIGURE 103
TESTMODEL BASIC DIMENSIONS i |
Ref. TRW Dwg 81299-18 I
For Haynes 25 (also knownas Unltemp L-605) a . 2% creep will take place after 1000 hours
if the stresslevel eguals or exceeds: ;'1
2200 psi at 1900"F -_
Basedon a Larson-Miller j|
3200 psi at 1800=F Conversionof information IJ
Contained in Reference (4)
4400 psi at 1700=F I
5000 psi at 1600° F j I
22O
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8.6.5.1 Analysis of Topand Bottom Plates
Since the side plates shown in Figure 103, are r_latlv_'! 7 _:;,, compared to the towand
bottomplates, they were assumedto r,ff_., no rotational resistance to the top and bottom
plates. The analytical mode: consistingof a simply supported square plate with a uniformload ore= it's entir._ surface is showni Figure 104 below.
!
/t/
1 [.-,-,o_
I !
_1 .,!_
-i l
. I
: _ _ Knife Edge Supports- Typical '
All Around Edges
II
FIGURE 104
• ANALYTICAL MODEL OF TOP AND
BOTTOM PLATE
221 ._
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°The maximumbending moment(M) in the plate shownin F;gure 104, occursat the center
and may be expressedby:
M = _,/ a2
where: _ = . 0479 for a square plate
(a & w as shownin Figure 104)
The maximumbendingstress(O'B) in the plate is: i
F
_B= 6M !
arqt ti 2 i
o- 3
!
6 x .0479 × w x 10-2 .!
t.2 =
' ¢'B 1
f
! From this equation and for the limiffng stressvalves, the required plate thicknesses were
determined for various values of w. These thicknessesare tabulated in T_ble XI, and areplotted in Figure 105.
I
I
I
I
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I REQUIREDTOP & BOTTOM PLATE
THICKNESS
| vsTEMPERATURE
I (Basedon . 2% Creep in 1000 Hrs)
.50
P= DIFFERE_TIAL PRESS[_E
I_P: 14.7 P: I
I =,o /
Z P= 10 _'SI
"_ .30
Z
__ _ / P=5Psi
I.U
:_ .2o -..
,., _., _,,""'_
P= 1 PSI
i _ _'_"
. ,..-.I0 ___.,,,==,,.,,,,,,,,,=,,=__,=_
I
"I 0 ....0 1600 1700 IBOO 1900 2000
ZI
FIGb.'_ ',03 "
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TABLE XI
i
TOP AND BOTTOM PLATETHICKNESSES ! _j,
Temperature Allowable Stress Plate Pressure(PSI) t
_F (a'B) PSI 14.7 10 5 1
1900 2200 . 4382 .3614 . 2556 • i 143 -*
1800 3200 . 3633 . 2997 . 2119 . 0948
1700 4400 . 3099 .2556 • 1807 • 0808
1600 5000 • 2907 • 2397 • 1695 • 0758 "_
I
8.6.5.2 Analysis of Side Plates
i
Since the side plates are long (10 inches) compared to their width (1.5 inches), it may
be assumedthat nec_rthe center, where the maximum stressesand deflections occur, the
influence of the boundaryconditions at the short edges are negligible. The 1 inch wide 1
beamshown in Figure 106 below wasusedas the analytical model. !
g I
!
!
ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SIDE PLATES
FIGURE 106
'! 224
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TThe maximum reactive forces (V) of the side plates on the top and bottom plates occur
at the center of each 10 inch edge and may be expressed by:
V= orwa
where: or = .420 for a square plate
For a = 10 inches: V = 4.20 w Ib/in Eq. (1)
The bending moments(Mo) may be expressed by: L
w !2 Tan u - u
-i M° - 12 x 1/3 u2 Tan u
-i Forl = 1.5_nches
i Tan u - u Eq. (2)
Mo = .5625 w u2 Tan u
u2 = V1__2_ Eq. (3)
4El
V 6M
_] Maximum Si'resses: ¢" = -- +t _ Eq. (4)
Sample C,_!':.ulation
For190ff'Ft w = 14.7_|, t = .125in.
At 1900°F E --- 19.5 x 10.6 psl :7-
J _ V_= 4.20x 14.7: 61. 741b,/in
Eq. (3_..._.._ u2 : 61.74 x 2.25 x 12
4 x 19.5 x 10-6 x .1253
u2 = .01094 u = .10459
Tanu = .10497
225 .'i_
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!
• 10497 _, 10459
Mo = .5625 x 14.7X,o1094x.10497
Mo = 2.73572
L
Fq. (4) a" = 61,74 + 6x2.73572 , ;,
• 125 .1252
a- : 1544 psi
Similar calculations were performedfor the 4 values _ ' mperat_Jre(16C_, 1700, 1800 and
1900°F) and three values of pressure(14.7, 10 and 5 t._.L Th:; naximum stresslevels
determined from these calculations are plotted in Fibure 102,
The intersection points or the stressversusthickness curvesand the iimitlr, g stress lines in
Figure 107 produced points of required plate thicknessfor the respective temperatures.
Thesethicknessesare plotted in Figure 108.
11
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[
REQUIRED SIDE PLATETHICKNESS _,
VS
TEMPERATURE I
(Basedon . 8% Creep in 1000 Hrs)
I
.10 I
p = DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
112
U 07 J _ P= 10 PSI
P= 5 PSI
v
t.) 05
_ _ |"' 04
O-
_ 03
.o2 _ |
! .o_ |
_! 0_ ,,, !1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000
TEMPERATURE(T) oF
FIGURE 108 I
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8.7 High Temperature Prooertie: of Haynes 25 and Waspaioy
i The high temperatures of Haynes 25 and Waspaloy which are pertinent to the stress analysis
of the Brayton cycle cavity receiver have been abstracted fro:_ hterature and prepared in
graphical form. The following figures are submitted for revlew.
Haynes 25
I Modulus of elasticity vs. temperature Figure 109
i Coefficient of thermal expansion vs. temperature Figure 109
Creep rupture stressvs. Larson Miller parameter Figure 110
I Waspaloy.
Modulus of elasticity vs. temperature Figure ] 11
Coefficient of thermal expansion vs. temperature Figure 112
t Creep rupture stressvs. Larson Miller parameter Figure 113
Hastelloy X
Creep rupture stressvs. Larson Miller parameter Figure 114
For the case of Haynes 25, it is intended that the data presented by Haynes Stelllte Company(1)
will be used. In the case of Waspaloy, the data presented by Cyclops Corporation(2) and the
, Carpenter Steel Company(3) will be used. Polsson'sratio for Waspaloy has not been found in
!, avallable Ii terature.
Polsson'sratio will be taken as. 30 and constant over the range of temperatures expected.
The denslty of Waspaloy will be taken as . 296 poundsper cubic inch.
l The time-temperature relation in the Larson Miller parameter is found to be 54, 200 for
10,000 hoursat 1800° F,
i P = (T + 460) (20 + I"" _)
= (1800+460)(20+4.o) = 54,200
Basedon a mean square curvilinear regression study of Haynes 25 creep rupture data, the
design stressfor Haynes 25 at 1800°F for 10,000 hours will be taken as 1900 psi. Stress
rupture of sheet was experlmenlally observed at 3, 600 psi in 1000 hours at 1800°F and at
2800 psi after 100 hours at 2000° F.
,.°
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A similar mean squarestudy of Waspoloy data showed that the designstressfor this material
at 1800°F for 10,000 hours could be about 2100 psi. It should be pointed out that only a 1I
single test of Waspaloy was made at 1800°F from which it was concluaed that creep rupture I
could occur in 100 hours at 6500 psi(5) The ioccfion of thls point on the Larson-Miller
master creep curve suggeststhat this data point is either a "sport" or a suggestie_ that i
serious physical changes take place in Waspoloy at temperatures greater than 1600° F. I
8.7. I Conclusionsand Recommendations J
S
1. There are no real indications in superior creep rupture strength of Waspaioy
over Hayne_ 25 at 1800°F for 10, e)00hours, Haynes 25 can be expected to |
have a creep rupture strength of 1900 psi under these conditions, and I
Waspoloy can be expected to have a creep rupture strength of 2100 psl
or lessunder these same conditions. IIx
2. The test data of Waspaloy wasaccumulated at temperaturesof 1600°F and
lessfor pe'iods of 1000 hours. Direct ext-apolafinn to 1800°F and 10, 000 I'
hoursfrom this limited data could be in considerable error. It is recommended !
that creep rupture data at 1800°F or 1900°F be obtained to support the
selection of the materials for the Brayton cycle cavity receiver.
3, For 10,000 hoursat 1800°F the creep rupture strength of Hastelloy alloy X
is about 1000 psi. "_
8.7.2 References
" : 1. Haynes StelJite Company, HaynesAlloy No. 25, June 1962, pp. 3, 6, 14. -_
2. Universal Cyclops Steel Corporation, High Temperature Metals, "Unitemp _
!.-605, " pp. 32 and 33, "Unitemp Waspaloy, " pp. 36 and 37_"10M58. i_
3. The Carpenter Steel Company, Carpenter High TemperatureAlloys, _
_: "Waspoloy, " pp. 69 and 70, 5M1-62. _-_
.
_: 4. Speclal Metals, Inc., Alloy PerformanceData, Waspoloy. T_
_ 5. Simmonsand Metzger, Compilation of Chemical Compositionand Rupture
" _!trengthsof Super-StrengthAlloys, ASTM, STP No. 170--B, AST/Vb p. 5,
1961.
i! 6. Haynes Stelllte Company, H.astelloyAI!oxX, 1961. I
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• 8,8 Structural Analysls
8. 8. 1 Introduction and Summary
This is an exploratory stressand load study of the Brayton Cycle Cavity Receiver. -T
This study established the range of stressesfor various given loading and geometrical
condltlons. The basic shell thicknesses were set at 0.050 in. (minimum). Locallzed
sections to 0.080 in. are recommendedat the critical shell-header junctions to decrease
discontinuity stresses. The required minimumthickness dimensionfor the upper header
could be given in termsof a,1equivalent O. 25 in. thick cylindrical cup. 7
It is proposed that the gas manifold (relnforced or otherwise) would serve asa suspenslon
rlng for the cavlty receiver. The suspens!onmounting ;ing has not been designedto date i
' as this ring is NASA's responsibility. This also would determine the required minimum
thickness for the lower header. Basically, this manifold-header combination serving as
, the suspenslanring would help to suppressthe transferof sometake-off and thermal Ioad_ i
from the structural suspensionelements into the primary shell structure.
The subseq'sentlow cycle Fatigue ( _-"10, 000 thermal cycles) and long li.Ceconsiderations
(10_000 hoursat 1560° F to 1750° F) indicate :hat these severe loading requirements could
be sat;stied by proper material selection and shuctural optir_izatlon. i
For this structural design two pertinent quantities were considered; namely, the Larson- _
Miller parameterand correspondingstressrupture strengths, and the permissiblealternating
: stressintensity. Insufficient information on material properties for the requlred operational !
condltiGnspr_;cludeda confident evaluation of the candidate materials: Haynes 25, Waspaloy
• and Hastelloy. Basedon the subsequentextTapolatlons_ Waspaioy appears to be the leading
candidate material for this structural application. (Sections 0.7 and 7.0.)Add,_tlonal infor- i
_; .nation including the corrosion test results and possibly somestructural testing will be required _
for the final selection of material.
The established pertinent minimumdimensionsand recommendation of the integrated shell-
suspensionring designcouJdserve as the inputs for flnalldng the designof the cavity
i_ receiver and the entire structural suspensionsystem. To insure the structural integrity,
o_tlmizatlon and rellabillty, it is strongly suggested that the integrated shell-suspension
systemanalysls be undertaken by meansof digital computer calculations.
I 8. 8. 2 Pressureand thermal Stresses
'il The primary intent of this stressanalysis was to identify problem areas and establish the
required str_.ctural details to reslst the assesoedpressureand thermal loads.
i The next step would be to integrate the pre-sized shell structure with the load carrying ' j
membersand suspenslonring for final integrated Braytan cavity receiver s_uctural design.
ii1 236 - I
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The Brayton cycle cavity receiver will be subjected to the following mechanical and
thermal loads: I
The basic mechanical loads are:
a) Take-off I,_ds. The designof the shell shouldbe basedon the deformations i
transferable from the supporting structure into the shell structure. 1b) Atmosphericpressure: (t4.7 psi) loading with 1he interlor of the shells being
at nearly vacuum.conditlons. Conditions(= & b) can be taken to occur at
the room temper_._re level. 1
c) The basic thermal loading: In this specific case, the therme.l loading is
characterlzed by the low internal ar.:_external pressures, tligh temperature t
levels and axi-symmetrlc thermal gradients varying with time. This type
of Ioc,dlng could be describedquite appropriately as a long duration - low
cycle fatigue type loading. .¢.oecifically, the inner shell will be subjectedto tl,e loads of this type.
-_ In ,'hestressanalyses, the inside and outside shells were considered in termsof cylinders
and truncated conesas shownin the accompanying FigL;re114. Then, by usingthe
elastic deformation coefficients and compatibility relationships, the pressureand thermal
discontinuity stresseswere established. For this purposethe basic consideredstructural Izoneswere: (See Figure 114)
Zone A) (upper header-outer shell junction zone) I
With thiszone being practically an isothermal zone (15600F), only the pressureloads were
considered. The upper header pressurewas set at the 14 psi level. 1:,
f Two designsfor this junction were consideredthe 'light bottom" (Fig. i15) and the
i reinforced (Figure 116) designs. 1
: I// 0 ,o
14
_ _ o.u5oin. |
Light Bottom Design !FIGURE , 15
1-
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I The "light bottom" design indicated excessive stresses,and, ccnsequently a reinforced
headerdesign was introduced to determine the approximate equi valent minimumheader
I thickness dimensions. The desirable minimum thickness dlmens!on could be described by
a .25 in. thick cylindrical cup. For the designshownin Figure 116 the max;mum
Iccalized stresslevel wasdetermined to be 7500 psi.
I O.050_rT_P: 14psi
_ : 4, 700 psi for . 050 in. shell
in/_ L i 1850 psi for .080 in. tapered
! _._ __Oin25_O'25in section
T
FIGURE 116
7
! REINFORCED HEADER
• The_estresslevels for the isothermal conditions of 1560° F, 14 psi, 10, 000 hours and
I Waspaloy are satisfactory. With _'rupture = 10,UO0psi, (lower bound), the apparent
margin of safety (M. S.) for zone A is
i
10,000MS = - 1 =+0.33(Min.)
7, 500
i it is further recommended that in the actual design the shell wall should be increas.'d to II
• 080 in. with the tapered section extendlng for about 10 in. to further increase the
mechanical reliability of this joint. The comparatively rigid connections at Zone (A)
can be considered to be insensitive to the possiblerotations of the relatively soft tubes.
I Zone B) Practically an _sothermal junction - thermal stresseswere not computed. The
i pressure stresseswill be basically membrane stressesi.e., PR/2t.
i For the space conditions, the membranestressesare expected to be at about 60 psi level.
For the ground test conditiens, the membrane stresseswere calculated to be at about
4500 psl level.
Zone C) The maximum thermal stressesusing the elas'ic deformation coefficients and rigid
thermal rotations were calculated to be
O',g= psi ._.1010
(Section 8.8.6)
i (_,_= /1620/psi
The pressurestressesfor this zone will be practlcaJly membrane stressesand can be g_venas
(PR/2t). Thesestressescould be set at the levels given for Zone B.
_
' 239 +i(
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Zone D) This zone will be primarily subjected to thermal loads in space with pressureloads
being ,ory low (10 mm Hg). This zone (inner :',,ell deta:l) contains the largest therma_ Igradier, ts ,,d was analyzed by employing the short and long beam elastic deformation co-
efficie.ts and rigid thermal rotations. For establishing the range of thermal stressesthis
zone wasconsidered by usingseveral thermal load and shell wall thickness combinations. 1["
(Figures 117 and 118 and Appendix, Section 8.8.6.) [ k
"lr
1650°F 17s0oF Ik
1560° F --I 1650° F A -_
i580 ° F
t Outside ._
' _).10in. [ inside I O. J5Oin. -,,_,
J'_ .---..--2in. _,_ 8 in. _. __
Structural and Thermal Load
FIGURE 117
For the structural combination and very severe thermal load (A) appiicatic_n shown in _!
Figure 1!7_ the maximum thermal stressesare:
= ,-outside, i_
;_ 0"0 ± 7, 780 psi '+i nside ")
/ 0"g = -15, 280 psi outside (pt. b, Figure 117)
i_ = -10, 750 pci insideo !
= f-outside)
:.I. 0"g +- 15, 020 psi "+inside
0"g = -1200 psi (inside) (pt. a, Figure 117)
mrThe correspondingmaximum stressintensities are:
_k_, Smax =0_ __g =/18/620/psi (pt. b) I
and Smax =/16, 220/psi (pt. a) I
: 240
u m m mm i
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With Smax principally consisting of thermal stresses, the maximum alternating st'ess intensity
i Salt, and the moxlmum mean stressintensity, Smear_ will be taken as
Salt = Smean -- 1/2XS = 1/2X18,620 = 9,310psi (pt. b)
I and
Salt = 8, 110psl (pt. a)
For the more realistic thermal loading B, Figure 117, the maximum stressesare:
I
°',0 = + 28, 550 psi (+outside,
- -inside ) (pt. a Figure 117)
x.
o" g = + 8, 220 psi (+outside
- -inside )
3:
...w
utside
_'_ = + 3, 050 psi -in_"side )
" ,
O'g - 6, 990 psi Onsldel (pt. b, Figure 117)
g = - 7:240 psi (outslde)
I t
._ The correspondingmaxlmum stressintensity may be given as _'
i Smax = /28, 550 - 8, 220/=/20, 33q/psl (pt. a)
and
i Salt = Smean - 1/2x20,330 = lO, 170psi
_I A third structural and thermal load possibility considered is shownin Figur_ 118.
' For this calculation, the cone aperture zone was taken as 3.0 in. long.
_ 1750° F
• C °
I _ 1650° F ::_
'_ j '0.050In.
Structural a'nd Thermal Load FIGURE 118
241 _ "''_'
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iFor this thermal loading the maximum stressesare:
_,g + 10t 700 psl +outside
= (-inside) (pt. at Figure 118)
• O_g = + 3, 080 psi (+outside)
- -inside
_',_ = + 1530 t_sl(+outside) (pt. bt Figure 118)
- -inside
_g = 1290 psi (inside)
60 psi (outslde)
The correspondingstressintensities for this case may be gNen as
Smax = /7t 620 psi (pt. at klgure _18) _L'
Salt = Sm_an = 1/2x7,620 = 3810 psl
Smax = 800 psl (pt. b, Figure 118)
i
; Salt Smean 400 psi
The stressesat the critical junction, i.e., shell to lower header are entirely dependent l
upon the description of the,mal loading. With the _,,Jflnedthermal Ioadlng the structural
designof thls junction will be optimized.
8. 8.3 Fatigue Considerations
_: The previousparagraphsestobllshed the shell-lower header junction to be the :rifically _
_ stressedzone of thls Braytoncycle cavity receiver.
_i_ This zone will be subjected to the low-cycle type thermal fatigue cycling. Specu!atlve i
fatigue diagrams (Figures 119 and 120)* oi the modified Goodman diagram type w;ll be
employed for evaluatirg the long duration - low cycle fatigue material requirements.
These fatigue diagrams basedon the Iimlted and extrapolated data an material properties
_'_: tend to indicate that Waspaloy is a moresultable material for this structural applicatlon, i 'I
.i
--- 1
*Low_.,'limits of Trp are used in Figure: 119 and 120, also _ee Section 8.)_
i,
242 |
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i WASPALOY
I I
T s- 'su-e'I 50, 000 Safe Region-- l I_'" LoadA
_" X.-_:::_ Smean= 9310 Psi) 1650OF25, 000 _ (Salt = 9310 psi;: /
: '_ .£_ N , /_ '''(Salt = 10, 170 psi; Smeanpsi)Loa.dBi:_6u"r
¢ _ N_/_ 156_F /
/ !650o F 10, 000 20; OCO .
Salt = 3810 psi; Smean= 3810 psi) S _"Load C 1560° _ mean
FIGURE 119
4
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Someof the stressintensity points in Fig_-es 119 end 120 already satisfy the long
_" duration requirementsMthout taking into account stressrelaxation effects. Waspoloy _:
anJ I_ynes 25, consideTingstress relaxation effec_ apparently will satisfy most if not JE
cll of the suggestedSalt, Smeancombinations.
As it was pointed out previously, more detailed thermal information is required for an !
: optimum designof this particular junction.
• -_ ,
Other zones are basically subjected to pressure loads of about 14 psi at isoth-_rmaiconditions. !
i-ne apparent highest stresslevel for the zonessubjected to these loading conditions is
representedby the 7500 _ levels at 1560°F (Zone A). Again, without going into an - i
optimization study of the sffucture, Wasoaioy having an apparent higher extrapolated stress !
rupture stre-g;h appearsto be the leading candidate materlal for this structural application.
8.8. 4 StressRelaxation !
This discussionwill be basedon the inside shell calculations. Specifically, this discussion ]
will be limited to the inner shell .050 in. wall thickness- lower header !unction at 156_F
(isothermal). Further, in this illustrative calculation the above mentioned junction was
consideredto be an isothermal zone subjected t_ an externa: _essure of 14.7 psi (ground _
test, full vacuumbetween the shells).
The following parallel re,-narksare applicable here: i.
t a) 1Theabove loading conditions and the resulting stressesapproximately
correspondto the shell-lower-header junctions in space Ffessurized i
to 14.7 psi.
b) With no pressurizatio,',in st_cet the maximummean thermal stress
intensifies correspondvery nearly to the equivalent stressof
8600 psi given below.
At the inner shel|-header junction, the calculated pressurestresseswere:
0_ = 4310 psi (membrane)and 5560 psi (dlsconffnuity bending stress) i
_)_ Toto_ = 9870 psi !
(J"'O Total = 5910 psi , |
The correspondingequivalent stressbasedon the distortlon energy theory is equal to
-_ 86_ psi.
This equivalent uniaxial strer_of 8600 ml exceeds the stress rupture strengthof 7300 psi Hi
q_
._ for Haynes 25 at 156I:_F and 10, 0_ h,'Jurs. i
:" |
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For the above _oading condition, str,.ssrelaxation due to creep wasconsidered. Here it
was taken that the _-_esswill remain constantfor fi_e interval of time during which apredeterm!ned amount of creep _[11 occur. At the end of this in erval of time the stress
was assumedto relax in p_portion to the creep stain which occurred during that interval.
7 'rhi._processwas repeated until time in excessof 10, 000 hourshad been accumulated.
,J The time, _train and stressrelationships for Haynes 25 were taken from Reference 10.
Similar data on time, straln-stress relationships were not available for Waspaloy. v_
! Apply.;n_ this methodof stressrelaxation in discrete stepsof 500 psi, 25% of the 5560 psi
discontinuity bending stresswas relaxed in about 110 hours, 50% in 740 hours, 75% after
2700 hourso_d complete relaxation of bending stressesafter about 19,000 hours. At j560"F
the discontinuity bending stressof 5560 psi was stressrelaxed after a lossof about 996of
creep rupture life basedon creep strain.
The a.poroximatestrain after 10, 000 hoursEl0"000 may be given as
Oi0,000= T  z
_ 4400 x 10-6 = 467 x 10-6 in/_n8 10,000 21.3 x 106
A pseudoradial deflection after 10, 000 hoursat the junction could be given as
'_ L_r = R x _10, 000
! Ar 30 x 461 x 10-6 .014 in.
This creep deflection (ripple type) will occur locally nea_- the lower head inner shell
junction for the equivalent 14.7 psla pressurelevel and 0. 050 in. shell wall thickness
after 10,000 hours. _
8.8. 5 _nstability Loads . .._
_..
Instability of Shells Under Pressure :',_
For this purpose considering the inside and outside shells as spheres, the classical critical ' -_
elastic buckling pressures(Pcr) were calculated to be: :,
245 . :_-
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A. Ground Test
I
Outside shell Inside shell I Jl
1Off'F, P = 14.7 psi 10ff_F p = !4.7 psi
a : 30. 65 in. a : 29.35 in. I
Outside Shell
P : 104 psi Haynes 25
• cr
Buckling pressures 'f
Pcr = 98 psi Waspaloy __
The correspondingcritical membranestressesfor th_ ol,ter shell are: -_
_Z
a
_'cr = Pcr x _ = 31,570 psi (Haynes 25) I2t
, and ]
! _cr = Pcr x 2_f) 29, 750 psi (Wasl_loy)
P __
Themembranestressdue to 14.7 psi pressurefor the outside shell is
;" 0":_ : 14.7_ao.6s4550_i
2 x . 050
LI
Inside Shell
The membranestressdue to 14.7 psi pressurefor the inside stressis I
0-- = pa = 14.7x29.35 = 4310psi I2t 2" x ."_'()
Instability of Shells Under Pressure I
246
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3. Space Conditions
i Outside Shell Inside Shell
1560° F, . 193't i_i 1750° I:i . 1934 Psi
I a = 30.65 ;n. a = 29,35 in.
Outside Shell1
The membrane stress due to . 1934 Psi pressure for the outside shell is
!
_j-'= pa = .1934x30.65 = 60 psi2t 2 x . 050
Inside Shell
The critical elastic buckling pressuresfor space conditions are:
Pcr = 76.5 psi (Haynes 25)]
Pc+ -= 75.5 psi (Was_loy)
-! The correspondingcritical membranestressare:
_+
i! _o_: 2z2oo_+C"ay.--25)
_'cr = 22, 000 Psi (Waspaloy) [
i, The membrane stress due to . 1934 m'."pressure is " .2
"| O_ '; ,j = pa _ .1934x29.35 = 57 psi _ <"2t 2 x . 050
i Buckling of a Truncated HemisphereUnder Axial Tension
t t It tttt The buckling tensile load was determined :+
( _ shell,tobe48,251bsperlnchattheequatorof :+_
ttttttttttt ,(,_,+
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! _ The preliminary pipe deflection calculations indicated very low pipe forces ( < _ 48.25 Ib/in)
transcribed into the shell structure. Cor.sequently, with the ccmparafively rigid lower and Iupper headers these piping loadssnouldnot presentany structural problems.
;. Instability of gas tubing I
In case the hemispherical shells shouldbe pressurized, the collapHng external pressureon
thetobetUbeS309('psi020atin.175_F.walithickness)wascalculated. The collapsing tube pressurewas found I
8. 8. 6 SuspensionRing and Structural Members I == T
_J For the optimum structural designof the Brayton Cycle Cavity Receiver, the mechanical
and thermal loaJs transferabJe into the shell from the surroundingstructure shouldbei minimized.
I Thesegoals could be achieved by the special supportingstructure geometry and integrated ]gas manifold - susp nsionring design. It is proposed that the gas manifold (reinforced
or otherwise) Figure 121, would serveas a suspensionring for the cavity receiver.
\ I
i" \ ! {_ _ Nomlnal Ring
\ I 1
,_, /Local Support
_ Point Reinforcement "
" FIGURE 121
"_ For the preliminary sizing purposesof the combinedmanifold - suspensionrlng, the
_: equivalent "g" loads acting on the ring were taken as 15 g's. The combinedmanifold- i
suspensionring elements were consideredfrom the stresspoint of view w| th the suspens|on
ring design stresstaken at 40, 000 _i for the take-off conditions. Without digital c,_mputer
_ studies, the preliminary calculations basedon the loads acting in the axial direction, i l
established the apparent minimumgeometrical dimensionsof the equivalent integrated
°_i gas manifold-suspenslon ring design. !1
248
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For these loading conditions, a ring toroidal section of 5 in. OD, 1/8 in. thick (nomin_.l)
on three point suspensionwill satisfy the above i_dica_'eddesign stresslevel. Also a square
I box toroidal section 4 _n. x a in. x 1/8 in. thick (nnmin,sl) on six point suspensionwould
satisfy the above conditions.
I With the appropriate ioca! reinforcements at the joining points to the structure, the above
rings are also expected to satisfy the simultaneousstructural horizontal loads.
i It shouldbe pointed out that the cavity receiver shell structure designfor the tak:-off
loads should be basedon the suspensionring deformations. For this task ,--ld a!so to insure
a structural reliability, the integrated shell-suspenslonring designshould be undertaken
I by mec,nsof digital computations.
I The above mentioned comb!ned manlfoid-suspensionring designswould limit the longduration 14 psi manifold pressuredisc ntin ity stressesat 1500° F to safe levels ( 4- 7000 psi
for the squ_resection with roundedcorners, and considerably lower stresslevels for the
circular section). Themagnitudes of the suspensionstructure-rlng-shell thermal load willdepend upor_the susp nsio s ructure geometry, materials and the type of joints of the
structural elements. This again shouldbe consideredas the integral part of the entire *
I Brayton cycle cavity receiver design. For example, this cavity receiver (R,_ean _" 30 in.)will e__nd at the baseas Z_t = Rxo,. x AT
J _L_.t= 30 x 8.95 x 10-6 x (1560 - 70) : 400 x 10"3= .4 in. (radially)
This .4 i'n. displacementwill have to be accommodatedby the thermal expansionsof the
suspensionsystemand possiblyby somemechanical joints.
8.8.7 Discussionof Candidate Material Properties
I For this structural application _woquantities of material propertiesare of special interest;
namely, the Larson-Miller parameter (LMP) and correspondingstressrupture strength,
and the permissiblealternating stressintensity (S). -±
The high temperature properties of Haynes25 and Waspaloywh!ch are the primary candidate _;
:| materials for the Brayton Cycle Cavity Receiver have abstracted from literature and prepared i_
in graphical form. Thesegraphswere presentedin Section 8.7. ii!_ r
Haynes25 Appendlx_ Section 8.7 ._'i_i_
Modulus of elasticity vs. temperature, Figure 109 .;_
Coefficient of thermal expansionvs. temperature, Figure 109 /_
Creep rupture stressvs. LarsonMiller Parameter, Figure 109 _
_-"_L
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!
i
! Waspaioy _ ppendlx, Section 8.7
1
i Modulus of elasticity vs. temperature, Figure 111 I w
Coefficient of thermal expansionvs. temperature, Figure 1] 1 11
Creep rupture stressvs. LarsonMiller parameter, Figure 113
!
I'_.stello_,X Appendix, Section 8.7 1
-!Creep rupture stressvs. I.arsonMiller parameter, Figur_ 114
The La.'_r,.-_Ailler parameter (IMP) is given in the following form
-!
i IMP--- (460 + °F) L20 + Ioglo ( t )J -J1
,i ..- ] __
[ T - temper'.._ure,oF
t - time, hrs.
Here, /or the design purpose_two temperah..relevels are of greatest interest, namely, 1750° F
and 1563° F for 10, 000 hours. -
_ The Larson-Miiler parameters(IMP) for these temperaturesand 10,000 hoursare: !_
(JJV_P)= (460 + 1750) (20 + Ioglo 10,000) = 53.1 x 103
17500F '_
and
(IMP)= (460+ 1560)(2o,Ioglo_0,000)=48.sx10a i_
15_F -
For these high (IMP) parametersnot much informative daia on the candidate material
properties are available. The available information on Haynes 25 for hlgh (LMP) _rameters
seemingly exceeds slmi!ar information obtainable for Waspaloy. |
The available information on Haynes 25 seemsto predict the rt,pture strength levels with
',! a higher confidence level for the required (IMP) parameter levels. I
,i
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The experimental point in Figure 113_ for Waspaloy at (LMP) 49.5 x 103 seemsto disrupt
the lower limit of the extrapolated rupture strength curve. This point is either a "mls-
'_'_J measuredexperimental point" or a suggestionthat _-_rlolJsphysical changestake place in
'Naspeloy as temnera_ure- greater than 1600°F. T!.e apparent lower boundsof the stress- --
rupture ,a!ues for the design purposesare:
I Haynes25 Waspaloy
I (LMP)-_ 53.1 x 103 (1750°F)
O'rp : 2500 psi O'rp = 2.500psi (low confidence
J level - need more information)
(LMP): 48.5x 103(156o°fl ,_!
_'ro - 7500 psl _p = 10, 000 psi
I The values will be usedfor P,e stressintensities in fatigue.,stress rupture assessing meanevaJuution.
I The boundsof tile values for the could beaF,_arent upper
stress rupture designpurposes
spe_.ulatively set* ut
I Haynes Waspaloy25
jj (LMP)- 53.1 x 103 (1750°F) O'rp = 4, 000 psiJ
= 3100psi
J (LMP) = 48.5 x 103 (15600F) _rp = 12, 000 psi
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS i_i_
1. There are no ,'eai presently available indications in superior creep rupture _,_
strength of Waspoloy over Haynes25 at 1750°F for 10,000 hours. :_i_:_:__r_?
2. The test data of Waspaloy was accumulated at temp_"tures of 160001. and :'_ ''r_
lessfor periodsof 1000 hours. Direct extrapolation to higher temperatures _!_
I and 10, 000 hoursfrom this limited data could result in a considerable error.It is recommendedthat creep rupture data at temperaturesexceeding 1600°F ....i
be obtained to support the selection of Waspaloy as the material for the ._
I Brayton cycle cavity receiver. _r _ _,
*Basedon the meansquarecurvilinear r_gressionstudy of Haynes25 & WaspaJoydata ;j _ i_ I' _"r_:
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3. For 10,OOGhoursat 1780°Fti,e lowerboundof the creepstrengthof Hr,stelloy
Alloy X isundefineddue to lack of th.-.available ;nformatlun. '!|
For the low cycle fatlgue evaluation the allowable alternating stressintens;_y(s)maybe
i calculated in termsof the material ductillty, elastic modulusandendurancellmlb "ss ashownin Equation(a) below ._
k
S- - ,x + S_ (a)* _
1.where
Se = endurancelimit, psl I
..JP
E = elastic modulus,p_i 1
RA = percentreductionof area in tensile test :!
Se = endurancelimit psl ;t.
 ynes25
'1
Takingthe minimumR.A. of 10% in the rangefrom1500-1750°F, (_'ult = 30, 000 psi, _-._
(Ref. 18) the calculated S for N= 10,O00-cyclesis
_'_,
x + + Se = _70 + Se
Takingfor approximation(_'e= .4 (_'ult = .4x 30, 000= 12,000 psi i1
S = 5670+.4x30, 000= 17,670 psi (basedon sheetpropertleP
Waspaloy ii
Takingt.e averagequantitiesin the rangefrom1500- 1750°F(Rof. 13, 14 and22), _1
- 23.5 x 106 psi, RA= 45%, (_ult = 50,000 and N = 10,000 cycles, we obtain
, i i
*Take_ fromReference11
i 252
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i S- x n + .4x50,000
4 104
:i: S = 35, 000 +. 4 x 50, 000= 55, 000 psi(basedonbar properties)
Again, the lacking pertinentinformationfor calculating the allowable S valuesdoesnot
-_ permit a direct andstrongcomparison,of Haynes25 andWaspal%'. However,Waspa!oy
; I appearsto be the strongercandidatematerial for this particular fluctuating thermal load
application.
! t
i ._ _-_] ;'2 _;
>,
"_
|
!
i
i
I
I
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8. 8.8 SOLARBRAYTGNCYCLESPACEPOWERSYSTEMENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIFICATION
• I -- " II I IIII ._
SPECIFICATIONNO. P0055-I With RevisionA - June i9, 1964
I. 0 SCOPt
1.1 Dis specificationcoverstheanticipated environmen,'alcondltions
Iistedbelowto which the SolarBraytonCycle SpacePowerSystem
and componentshallbe designedto withstandwlthout malfunction
or performancedegradation. T
_ Thisspecificationdoesnotcoverdeveiopmp-ntand/or acceptance
tests. t
1.2 Environments
Environmentalcond_tlonspecifiedare applicable to each of the
: components_,,J _-- completesolarspacepowersystemthrough
manufacture,stc.age, transportation,lift-off, boost,orbit, and
orbital hansfer.
2.0 ENVIRONMENTALCONDITiOiqS
2. 1 Storageand Transportotlcn i
Thecompone_,t_andtheir associatedequipmentshallbe capableof
withstandlngwithout _eHormanceimpairmenthe followingloads
appliedalongeach of threemutuallyperpen31cularaxesof its !
contolner. "
-!
2. ]. 1 Shock- 4 G shockwJ_i_ oneof the following timesandwaveshape: !
2. 1.1.1 Triangularpulseof ]0 milliseconds. _I
2. 1.1.2 Hal_-sinepulseof 8 milliseconds. J
i
i 2. 1.1.3 of 5 milliseconds.Ructangularpulse ti
2. 1.2 Vibration: J
2. 1.2. 1 2 - 10 cps 0.40 inchesdoubleampli_de 1
2. 1.2.2 10- 500 cps 2.0 G peak
T
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2.2 Launch, Lift-off, Boost
I The non-operating systemand componentsshall be capable of wlth-
standinq without performance impairment the fol' _wiz,gsimultaneous
launch loads applied at the system mounting _oi ts and in the
directions and magnitu_ specified:
- 2.2.1 Shock
35 G shock along each of three mutually perpendicular axes within
one of the wave shaoe and ruise times in 2. 1.1 above.
2. 2. 2 Vibration
Sinusoldal inpul applied a:' the systemmounting paints along each
of three mutua!ly perpendicular axes.
16 - 100 cps @ 6 G peak
100 - 180 cos @ 0.0118" double amplitude
180 - 2000 cps '_-_1£ G peak
2. 2.3 Acceleration
The non-operating systemand/or each of its componentsshall be
capable of withstandlngeach of the followlng combinationsof
longitudinal and lateral accelerations for five (5) minutesduration
each.
2. 2.3.1 Max Q - 2 gls longitudinal and 0. 25 g's lateral.
2. 2.3.2 Max boostacceleration - 4.6 g's longitudinal and no lateral
acceleration. The longitudinal accelerations are positive along
the vehicle llft-off axis. No negative longitudinal accelerations :
will be experienced during the launching phase, i:
2.2.3.3 4.5 G all directions in plane normal to llft-off axis.
2.2.4 Acoustic Noise
The non-operating systemand its componentsshall be capable of
withstanding the induced vibrations while subjected to an acoustic
noise field whh an integrated level of 148 d.b., Re O. 0002
micro bar. _
"N
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2.3 Orbital Operation
The equipment shall be designed to be capable of start-up and
continuousoperation at rated power in earth orbits of from 300
to 20, 000 nautical miles without malflmctlon for 10, 000 hours
thn,_.
2.3.1 Shock
Prior to systemstartuf_and deployment, the componentsshall sustain
to 7 G shock (course correction) along the lift-off or flight axisup
with one of the wave formsand time durations indicated in para- -_
graph 2.1.1.
2.3.2 Vibration
The systemand componentswill sustainvibrations in orbit while in
operation of 0.25 G peak over a frequency range of 5 to 2000 cps
for a time period of five minutes for each occurrence. -_
2.3.3 Acceleration '
2.3.3.1 Undeployed -!
The undeployed systemand componentswill sustainaccelerations of
3-1/2 G in one direction along the llft-cff axis, and plus or minus l
1 G in all directions in the plane normal to the lift-off axis. These
acceieratlons will be sustained indivic;ually for a period of five
mlnutes maxlmum for each occurrence, it
2.3.3.2 Deployed
The deployed operating sys;emwill also be required to be capable
; of sustaining a continuous, unidirectional acceleration arising
froma 4 RPM spin rate of the spacecraft. The G loading on the
systemcomponentswill be a function of their radial location
_ with respect to the spin axis. For the purposesof this application,
the centerline axis of the collector and systemis located at a '
radius _f 33 feet from the spin axis and experiences an 0. 18 G
acceleration.
,._ I I
!
t
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8.9 Aperture Controi Design Analysis
I 8. 9. 1 Summary
i Thisappendix contains the detailed designof the Brayton cycle cavity receiver temperaturecontrol and aperture control systems. Both controls are actuated by a vapor pressurebulb-.
bellows system. Increased temperature of the bulb causesa higher vapor pressureand
j thereby bellows pressurewhich causesthe bellow: to expand and a.ctuate the mechanisms.NaK78 is the working fluid.
8.9.2 Discussion
The design cf the temperature and aperture control for the Brayton cycle cavity receiver
I was basedon the following criteria:
1. Thedesign mustbe simple to gh,e it maximumreliability for a 10, 000
hour llfe.
2. There will be no maintenance over its orbital llfe.
3. Becauseof the high vacuum environment, sliding or rubbing metal
to metal contacts must be minimized, or, if possible, eliminated to
] avoid self welding.
4. Far maximumllfe, bellows strokes will be kept to a minimum.
"T
! 5. The systemsmustoperate in both 0-g and 1-g environment.
6. Systemwill not be operating during launch.
8.9.3 Activating Fluid Selection
I
The activating fluid selection was basedon the following criteria:
i 1. Vapor pressurechange over the control temperature range mustbe large
_ enough to give a reasonable bellows size since the activating force (F) 4
is the product of the pressuretimes the mean effective area (MEA) of
j the bellows.
2. The absolute vapor pressure!evei cannot be too high due to the high
l temperature (1700° F) of the senslngbulb and bellows pressurelimits.
3. The fluid must be compatible with bellows material (316 SS- AM 350). _
4. If possiblethe fluid should be a liquid at room ;emperature for filling.
5. Handling characteristics of the fluid mustbe known. ,:! _ii_/,
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A review of bellows characteristics showed that The pressurelevel should be kept under
100 psia to insure reasonable cycle llfe. Adding a safety factor to this figure, a 50 psia
limit was chosen. The detail design provesthis to be a reasonable value.
Usinga 50 psla limit left a choice between NaK (78) and sodium,NoK (78) was picked T
becauseof its higher Z_P and also because it is a liquid at room temperature. J.
air
8.9.4 TemperatureControl I
The temperaturecontrol systemwill consistof four rectangular openingsto allow reradiafion
to space. The total open area is set at 346 in. 2. Eachopening is covered by two doors I
which can be opened by one of two setsof bellows. When the temperature of the sensing
bulbs reachesthe requffed temperature (1680° F), the door will start to open. Ar 1720° F
the NaK (78) vapor pressurewill be high enough to pressurizethe bellows sothey will T
expand enoughto swing the doors15° to their full open position. .L
Since lubrication and self welding is a problem, no sliding or rubbing contact was allowed _ -
in this design. The doorsrotate on flex pivots where only bending occurs. The bellows
displacementis trans.%fredto the doors through thin flexing metal arms. Since rotation
and displacementswere kept small, bending stress is within allowable limits.
The manufacturing tolerances of the spring systemare compensatedfor by adjusting the
comoresslonon the calibration spring. A 20% adjustmentwas designed into the system.
A torsionspring is usedto keep a preload on the closed doors and to close the doorsduring
cool down process.
• The bellowswill be madeof 316 SSwhi,:h is not only a good bellows material but also is
not attacked by the NaK (78). In order to keep the spring relaxation rate below 2%, the
springswill be madefrom Inconel X wire (No. 1 temper). Stresslevels in the springare
held around50, 000 psi at a temperature of 800° F.
J_s
_ 8.9.5 Recommendations
_ 1. The controls shouldbe tested in a vacuum at temperature to determine
a) Temperature effect on spring rates
b) Cycle llfe (can be accel_ratea_ J
i
"_; c) Actual performance of the physical hardware and systemreliability. !!
2. Ultra-_,igh vacuum tests of the rubbing contacts should be run to make
sure self-welding does not occur. •
3. A thermal map shouldbe made analytically and then confirmed by tests
to establish actr_ai component temperatures. I
258
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I 4. Furrher designmodifications shouldbe held until firm systemdesign and
performcnce specifications are in hand.
I 5. Careful attention should be observedon the assumptionsfor each design.
Changes in the system which nullify the assumptionscould also nullify
I the design.
6. During iaunch the temperature control doorsand the aperture doorsshould
I be tied down either with explosive bolts low melting wire.
or temperature
7. A detailed stressanalysis should be made once the structureand system
I have been defined. Careful should be loads andattention given to
vibrations presentduring launch.
I 8.9.6 Design TemperatureDetail Control
I 8.9.6.1 DesignAssumptions
1. 346 in2 (area of 21" dia opening) is required to radiate enough energy to
i keep cavity receiver surface from overheating.
2. Temperaturecontrol band on receiver surface 1700 + 20oF.
t 3. Te,nperature control to be proportional.
4. Actuator environment (bellows and springs)to be insulated to keepoper ting temperature at 800 + 50° F.
5. Hinge and flexure elemen;s to be insulated to hold their temperatureat 450 + 50° F.
6. Required cycle
1 cycle/90 mln - 16 cycles/day
"_ Tutal time 10,000 hours
Total full cycles 60/90 x 10,000= 6667 cycles
,_ 7. The required control area will be divided intn four equal rectangular _ _"areas that will be pen d and closed by temperatur sensitive liq id- i
vapor bulbs.
] :8. The con;,ol mustwork in both 1 "g" and 0"g" environments.
"J 9. Themechanismmustsurvlvearocketlaunch --40gshock
Non-operating can be tied down.
I
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c10. Spaceenvironmentrequirementdoescausemetal to metal elf welding-
high vacuum. I
11. Material propertiesRef. ,_.erospaceStructural Metal Handbook Vol. I
March, 1963. t
Material Property 70° F 400° F 80@"F 1000 ° F 1200° F
: }16 SS Eyx 10-6 psi 28 .... 27 25 23 22 _ _
F.tyx 10"L_psi 38 22 20 19.5 19.0
.!
Inconei X ,Ey x 10.6 31 ., 30 27.5 26.5 26 --_
6 x 10-6 11 10.2 9.5 9 8
Ftyx 103 115 100 98 95
12. Activating Fluid- NaK 78
i
Vp @ 1680°F- 41 psla
-tV @ 1720°F-47.5psia
_ P .
13. SystemLayout 81299-54 1
8. 9.6.2 LouverDesign .t
_a ! ,,-
_, 17.5 " I
% • I
_ , .
" • I I
, t S ! S
I -- s s I -- ,B
I
I I I t
' ' - " 1" 1H_CKINSULATION
,,_: 9.6 , ", , ,,
J_ _ 1/4 RIB
._ 2.5 ASSUME1/32 THICK STOCK316 SS
; 2',0
!
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I /
Weight of Steel
I wt -- .284 Ib/in 3 (9.6 x 2.5+ .7.5 x 9.9) .032s
.284 (24.0+ 173) .032 = 1.80 Ib
Weight of Insulation
wt I (. 01 ib/ft 3) (197) x 1 1.97 lb__. _ --
-! Door Weight = 1.80 + 1.97 = 3.77 Ib
i
Design Load (40 "g" Shock)
*i D.L. = 3.771bx40= 15.081b
I 8.9.6.3 Hinge Design
Use Bendix flexural pivot for hinge q._ . 800 ._
ii Material - AISI 420
Rate spring rate 6"96 Ib-in J I ! .360
i! "--"
Total rotation + 15° .180 _ -'1 _ . 180
"l_ Load capacity - compression Pc = 80 Ib
i1 tension Pt = 400,b
Using2 pivots per door .'. Pc = i60 ib
Pt : 800 Ib
Mounfin2 the pivot so that the flexing element is in tension (Pt) radial load _; i,
o
"! Developed load 150.8 lb capaclty/compCapacity/ten800=180 :_
At 450°F the hinge springrate (SRH) .
I SRHe450 = E450 x SRH70 = 28.5 x 6.96 Ib-_n lb-ln
E7-----_ _ _ - 6.62 _ ii
261 ,,_,_
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For 15° Defle'.'tlon
is J
Torque = 'f450 = _ x 6.62 = 1.73 in.-Ib !
!5
T70 -- _ x6.96 = 1.82 in.-Ib
Hinge Force -" FH
Hinge force referenced , , _
to bellows center ilne i "8"_65 ;I Ii
1.73 in/Ib 1 _/ ,
@450°F FH = .86 in. 2.0 Ib i
@70OF FH_ 1.82_ 2.11 Ib
.86 l
Hinge Spring Reflected to Bellows _ ._
SRH450 = 2.0 Ib = 8.0 Ib/in. SRH70 = 2. 11 8.44 ib
•25 in .2-----5= "I -
8.9.6.4 Bellows -! i_,_
Use4 bellows - 2 on each end of doors
Each bellows assemblymustwork agalmt t
Design One Bellows Failure il "
1. i Bellows 2 Bellows
2. 1 Hinge 2 Hinges ]
_,_ 3. 1/2 Rcturn Spring 1 Return Spring
_ Use Fiexonic_ Corp. bellows C-10007 |
¢
I
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?
t i
I.O.: I.5 in. S.R.= 350Ib/irV'conv.
O.D. = 2.06in. _(/psl= .0066 in/psl/conv.
I Wall---,006in. Max. press,= 125psi@ 20°F
Pitch" .167 in/cony. Max. no. cony. = 95
Max _ = .038 in/conv. Material 316 S,S.
t MEP= 2.30 in2
i Maximum Pressure@ 800° F
Fey BCK) 20, 000
I Pmin800 =- x P70 = x 12_ = 66 psiFty70 _"0 •
Detailed BeliowsDesign
_equlred Stroke -: 0.25 in. = S
+I Noe Convolutions = 15
Free Height = 15x.167 = 2.51n = 6
S ,25
= IL- 2.5
L 2,5
- 1.21 OK BellowsShot,ld Not Buckleor SquirmD- 2.06
% Max. Press. - 47.5_ 72%
66
SR@ 70°F = 350 Ib/in/conv = 23.3 Ib/in15 con
SR@800°F = E800 xSR@70 = _25 x23.3 = 19.91b/in _
E70 28 ::;:_
Max. Stroke Allowable = 15 x. 038 ;n/con = 0.57 in , *'"_
r
%/Vk, x. Stroke Used = "25 = 44%
,_
•57 -- :_
Cycle life basedon Rob_rtshawFulton Catalog Page 11 Chart
_
Cycle llfe expected 20, 000 Full Stroke(. 25 in.) ,_
RequiredFull Stroke 6, 667 ......
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/Half Stroke Cycles (. 125)
Cycle Life Expected 100, 000 _
Required 70, O00 I
Load Diagram Fp = PressureFarce (1/End)
FB Bellows Forcc(I/End) I
FH = Hinge Force (VEnd)
FCs = Calibration spring force (1/End)
FRS = Returr spring force (1/4 End) 1
PressureForce = Px MEA = Fp I
Fp max = 42.5 x 2.30 = !!_.25 Ib (1720°F t
Fpmln = 41x2.30 = 94._ (1680°F) 1
Z_Fp = 109.25- 94.3 = 14,"5 Ib
1._.95 !b ... 1
- 59.8 ib/inSystem Spring Rate = SRsxs = .25 in
!
Door mustnot open before 16800F. ".
Preload must = Fp m_n = 94.3 lb 1
Load to be taken by calibration and return springsmay I
!
,. Fcsmax+FRSmax = Fpmax - (FBmax+FHmax) FB= 19.91b/inx.251n=4.901b I
! = 109. 25 - (4.96 + 2)
" |..._ Fcsmax + FRSmax = 102.29 Ib
}._, Min (Fcs + FRS)min _" Fp rain " (FB+ FH)mln = 94.3 - 0 = 94.3 _b I
_,F = 7. 951bd
,i |
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I
i
SRcs+ SRrs= 102.29-94,3 = 7.95 Ib - 31.9 Ib/in i
I .25 .25 in.
8.9.6.5 ReturnSpring
Use one return spring on each door
I Returnspringpreload-- 10 Ib i_
Returnspringrate 8 Ib/in
Each bellows will carry half the returnspring Io,Jdmaterial Incone! X
it ReturnSpringDesign
l,
"_ Ref. to Bellows_ .'. 8 Ib/in @.865 leverarm
.!
AF = 81b/fn x.75 in = 21b
•t'. _T°rque _ 2 Ib x .865 in x 360° = 41.5 __inJb
rev 15° rev
FHmax = 101b+21b = 121b
UseSmax= 65, 000 psi - safefor InconelX @ 800° F
°I
TotalMoment= Fxd = 121bx.865in = 10.4in-lb :_
1
3 3 :
.Kd_ d = v _'S ?/'x65,000 :_
d = = i.176 x 10-1 "
d = 0. 1176in wire diJ.
Ma E d"= ma = 41.5 in-ib/rev10.8 DN
E = 27.5 x 106 psi @ _?_0° F " :"i_._,,,
,_
d = 0. 1176in _
265
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DN = Ed4 = 27.5x106x(l.l176x10-1) 4
I0.8 Ma I0.8 × 4_.=5
27.5 x 106 x 1.92 x I(,;-4
= :1.8DN = 10.8 x 41,5 _.
ForN-- 10 D = 1.18 in meancoiidia.
ColJlength = .1176x 10 = i.176in
[ 8 IN. DIA, -
i !
/
_I. 176 _._
Return Spring /
8.9.6.6 Call.at;on Spring T
SRcs + SRRs= 31.9 Ib/in ",
Since the load oi the return soring is sharedby two bellows. I ,
_ sRc_= 31.9- 8/2 Ib/in = 27.___99ib/in _=-
Ma_Fcs = Fpmax- FDmax- FRSmax-FHmax = 109.25-4.96-6-2= 96.291b
'_ MinFcs - Fpmin FBmin FRSmln FHmin 94.3- 0-5.0 = 8.93_b j
ISRcs= 96.29-89.3 = 6.991b = 27.91b/in
_; • 25 .25 in.
"L
_:;_ Calibration Sprln_Desi_ln
Required SR@800 = 27.9 Ib/in Temp. - 800=F
Preload = 89.3 Ib
_ MaXload = 96.29 Ib
S_,@70 = G20/Gs00 x SRc_) 0 = 11/9.5 x 27.9 : 32.3 ib/in |._,L
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Use lnconel X wire Allowcble Stress@ 800OF 55, 000 psi
Use 0.250 dla wire Coll top 3.125 O.D.
i,
From A.M. Wahl -, Mechanical Springst
Load @ 100, 000 psi s_ess - - 191 Ib corrected
SR/coil = 237 Ib/in/co|l @ 70°F
I No. coils =
237 Ib/i n/'coi I
32.3 Ib/in = 7.35 use 10 coils
I Solid height --- •250 x 10 = 2.5 in.
I Deflection for load - 96.29 Ib _27• 9 i'_/in 3.45 in
max
I Min height allowed - 2..5= 2.7_ in.9
For 20% adjustmentmax deflection = 3.4,5 = 4.11 in.8
Free length = 4.11 +2.78 = 6.89
f
89.3Preload deflections = - 3.20 in27.9
_ Preloaded length = 6.89 - 3.20 = 3.69 in
Max load length - 6. B9 - 3.45 = 3.44 in
96.29 _
Stressat max load - 191 x 100, 000 = 50, 200 psi
I Allowable stress 55, 000 psi .
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From Wahl - pp 47
c
For Inconel X - No. 1 Temperature at 800° F Z
"- Relaxation = 2.2% 95% of this occurs in first three days. iThis could be adjusted out during calibration Tests
Buckling Check I
Critical Buckling Ratio = 8c_r
where_(_cr = Critical Buckling Deflection
: Lo = Free Length
Ratio ,,_o Fr_e Length _ 6, 89 = 2.75 __"" _ _
• D Mean Call Dia. 2.875
FromWahl pp. 69 for !o/D= 2.75 _c/'Lo _ !
Both ends fixed .'. Springwill not buckle "i
8.9.6.7 SensingBulb Design- Tem_peratureControl
., Enough liquid must be vaporized to displace adequate liquid to fill the increased bellows
: volume, - !
;" One sensing bulb supplies two bellows.
-i'_ Bellows displacement = MEA x stroke r
. if
_ = 2.30in 2x.25in i!
_! -'-.5751n bellows _jFor twokellowsv_!, req. = 2x.575 = 1.150in 3
The pound of liquid required to do this is calculated as follows: "|
.J
At 1700°F density of NaK 78 = 40.5 Ib/ft 3
By wt NaK 78 is 78% K il
For 1 Ib NaK 78 22% Na !J
268
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t
= m _- ,78 = 19,95x 10-3 moles
i Nk M"
• 22 _
- 9.57 x 10-3 moles
I NNa = 2_
i hNa K = hk + hNa = (19.95+9,59)x 10-3 = 29,52x 10-3moles
I Mole fractions arehk 19.95
xk - - = . 676n 29.52
I hNa = 9.57 = ,324
XN"_ = _ -29.5"--'--2
l :XNa K = 1 --- xk + XNa = .676+324 = 1.000
The average molecular wt
M -- xkM k+xNamNa
= , 676 x 39, 1 + (, 324) (23)
__ m = 26,41 +7,45 = 33,86
! Mixture gas constant
-I R- R _ 1545 ft-lbM 33,_ = 45,7 1.b-_-R
! Min, vol required = 1,150 in3
To take care of tolerances use 1,5 in3 for z_V
_kV = MRT
P
i
I
VP 1 5 in3 x 47.5 Ib/in 2 x 144 in2/ft 2
RT 1728in3 x45.7 ftlb x2120OR
ib-c-R
°_
M = 6,13x 10-51b _:
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1.5 in3
Mass of Liquid in Bulb - 1728_n.._ x 4d. 5 Ib_b_.= .0352 lb 110 NaK
ft 3 ft 3
More than enough tiquld is available
Change in NaK volume in bellows tube and bulb with change in _emperature
of 1000°F.
Volume of bellows cold = 2.30 x 2.5 in = 5.75 in3
Volume of Feed Line (3/16 tube - .035 wa!!) = .01075 in2 x 30 in = .32/in3
To systemvolume cold = 5_75 + .321 + 1.5 = 7.571 in3
I
!
|
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_VI+ 2 _- 6. 82-6.07 = 0.75;n3
_,Vl+2 + V3L V3L 1.5 _V3L V1700 - v/o
V3L + VSL = 1.5-.75 = .75_n3 V1700 = V70 x_-70 = V70 x 54
_ 1700 40. 5
j V3L  .33V36= .75;n 3 V1700 = V30 x 1.33
1.33 V36 = .75 in3 z_V3L = 1.33 V30 - V70fl
i v3_= .751.3___- .564_n3 A vsL= .33Vso
! .
• @ 70°F systemshould be filled with the following amount of I;qu;d
I 6.07+.564 = 6.634in 3or 6.634in 3 x 541b/ft 3
i wtoffill .241bNaK78
8.9.6.8 Design Summary- Temperature Control
Bellows
_ Type Flexonics Corp. C- 10007
J
ID 1.5 in.
"!_ OD 2. 06 in.
I Wall .006 in.
Pitch .167 in/cony.
Max,_ .038 in/'conv.
Mea 2.30 in.
SR 19.9 Ib/in @ 800° F
i 23.3 Ib/in @ 70° F
mi .0066 in/mi/conv @ 70DF ,}
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i
Max. Press. 125 psi @ 70° F
Material 316 SS ._
Stroke .25 in. extension
No conv. 15
Free Height 2.5 in. i
No. Required 4 I
Hinge !
Type Bendix Flexural Pivot 6016-600
Material AISI 420 ]
Rotation 15° ]
Torque 1.73 in. Ib @ 1150°F
No. Required 2 per door 16 Total
ReturnSpring ]
Type Torsional No. Required !/Door ]
O.D. 1.18 in. Total 8
IWire Dia. .0117 in. "
" No. Coils 10
Coil LengthSolid - 1. 176 in.
Torque 41.5 in-lb/rev. @ 800° F
• Preload 2 Ib
ii
• 4,
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I
I Callbration Spring
I Spring Rate @ 800° F 27.9 Ib/in
I SpringRate@ 70°F 32.3 Ib/in
Material Inconel X Ware No. ! Temper.
_; Wire Dia. 0. 250 in.
o Coll Dia. O.D. 3.125 in.
Solid Height 2.5 in.
! Min. Working Height 2.78 in.
- _ Free Height 6.89 in.
No. Coils 10
Max. Load800° F 96.29 Ib
Preioad 800° F 89.30 ib
Deflection for Preload 3.20 Ib
Life 10, 000 hrs@ 800"F
Max. Deflection 3.45 in.
v_
v,i
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HIGH TEMPERATURE IFLUID PROPERTIES
I
V.P. @ 1700°F AVp- 172.._._0 ,_VP
1680 ,_TFluid PSIA PSID PSIA/° F
NaK 28 47.5 6.0 .150 _
Sociium 22.5 4.0 .216
Potassium 63.0 10. 0 .188
Rubidium 88.0 11.0 .143 '_
: Cesium 94.0 10. 0 .119
: Lithium 1.9 I. 74 U05 ]
_ i.,
i' Water Above Critical Pressure
Mercury 3044 696 6.91
i ,Il
i '1
_, i1
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i BELLOWS CYCLE LIFE
.I
I 1O0 - 100
= -
I 90 . . 90
!
80 . -. 5,000 . 80
l
I 70 .. - 70
.. Io,ooo]
91 lid
- -. 15,000
] 60-- - - 60
-. 2o,ooo
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-" --50, 000
! 50 -. -- 50i
_I
- - loo,ooo
!t "
--. 1, 000, 000 _2
- -- - 1O,000,000 ...:'_
. FROM- ROBERTSHAW-FULTON =
CAIA L"..,G "R" _
_.. 20.. .. 20 "_
,, 2_'
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;_' VAPOR PRESSUREOF NaK (78)
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,., DENSITY OF LIQUID NaK (78)
I
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°8.10 Cavlty TemperatureDistribution Ar:_lysls ._
T
Let usconsider the calcu[a_on of the performanceof a spher.:cal~conicalheat r_.celver.
The approach to be utilized can best be describedas an "open cavity" Fredhoim integral
eqL.,atio_approach1. Becauseof the availability of a generalized reflector model2 no "i"
specific directional distributions for the incident radiation will _ utilized in this approach; &
instead, the actual energy flux incident on the wall of the heat receiver will be used.
T
Consider the sketch shown in Fi_-,_re125. Define:
x = a generalized co-ordlnate specifying a point an the hemispherical-
conical heat receiver;
f(x) = incident energy/flux/unlt area on the wall of the heat receiver, as r
preaJcted by _e generalized reflector mode!2;
T(x) = temperature distribution on the inside wall of the heat receiver;
O" Stefan-Boltzmann constant;
E emissivity of the heat receiver wa,,;'w
_i solarabsorptivity of the heat receiver wall;
O(PT = thermal absorptivity of the heat receiver wall;
K(x_x') = kernel of the integral equation -- a geometrical factor tha! describes
the heat receiver (it is an infinitesimal area view factor); !
t
1)s(X) = total solar energy flux/unlt area reflected and emitted from the point _
x of the heat receiver;
¢.
"_)T(X) = total thermal energy flux-urli_ area reflected and emitted from _e :_
point x of the heat receiver;
Qs(x) = solar componentof the heat f!',x/unlt area flowing through the heat
receiver walls (into the thermal energy storage material);
IG. L. Schrenk, ".Solar Collection Lim|t_tlons for Dynamic Converters-- Simulation of 1Solar-.ThermalEnergy Po.#er Systems," Proceedingsof the AGARD Conference, Cannes,
France0 March 16-20, 1964. in
2G. L. Schrenk, Final Re_port-T.Anal_sis of Solar Reflectors -- Mathematical Theory and I
Methndolog7 fo_l_-_on o_ai Reflectors, Air F_rce Contract AF04-695-335,
A-'T/_-r, P!v_sion G. M.C., £DR36_. December 16_ 1963. I
gg
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QT(X) = thermal component of the hea+ flux/unlt area flowing 'hrough the heat
receiver walls (into the thermal energy storage material);
" Q(x) = total hea" flux/unit area flowing through the heat receiver walls (into
the thermal energy storage material).
t In this analysis, the material walls of the heat receiver are assumedto emit and reflect
radiation diffusely; specular reflection has been neglected.I
I
From the above definitions, itTeadily Follows that we can write for the sular and thermal
i components: /7
_s(X)= (T-,_s) (f(x)+ /// K(x,x')_ (x')dx')
lj
Walls of the Heat Receiver
I
_T (x): f_T4(x) + (!-_T) /f K (_ x')_T(x')dx'
I Walls of the Heat Receiver
Here the integrals extend over only the materiai walls of the heat receiver; conduction
I along the walls of the heat receiver has been neglected.
For the heat flux/unlt area flowing through the walls of the heat receiver (into the thermal
I energy storage material), we can write
Qs(x)= f(×) + jr/,- K(×,x')_(x')dx' - ZJ's(X)
1/-.L
-_ Walls of the Heat Receiver
i QT (X)= K (x,x') (x')d x' - I_T(X)
! Wallsof theHeatReceiver :
i
Q(x) = Os(x) + QT(X)
-}
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!
Let us now consider the calculation oF the kerne; K(x, x'). Consider two infinitesimal areas
dS and dS'. Let r denote the distance between these two areas, as shown in Figure 126.
,_ and _' are the angles between the normals to dS and dS' and the ilne connecHng these __
two areas. Let the total energy flux radiated from the area dS' be Tf(x') dS'. If we
assumethat this flux is being radiated according to the cosine law (i. e., the area dS' is
a Lambertian radia;or), it can be shown that the total energy flux per unit area intercepted
by the area dS is
_)(x')dS' cos,_cos_'
7/" r2
Thus
/K(_ x') 7,/(x')d x'
Walls of the
Heat Receiver
really denotes
7/(x') cos_ cos_' dS'r2
Walls of the
Heat Receiver - ;
So far all that we have said is completely general and applies to any geometry. Let us
now evaluate this expressionfc_ra hemispherlcal-conlcal heat receiver. The expression
to be evaluated contains several terms, as we must take into account on which surface
both dS and dS' are located. In other words, we have
// -// +I ,,
: Walls of the Hemisphere Cone
_ Heat Receiver
i! Let usfirst consider the casewhere both dS and dS' are located on the hemisphere. This is I
the simplestcase and illustrates the proceduresemployed. The first essential step to choose
_i! a convenient co-ordlnate system;for both dS and -'_' on the hemisphere, the co-ordinate ;
systemchosenis shown in Figure 127.From this figure it readily follows that i
F,
_ r = a (cos_l + cos,_')
'_ 280
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and since l:,e triangle is isosceles, ,g = ,g'.
Thus
cos_ cos_' 1
r 2 4a2
dS' = a2 sin g' dg' d,g'
and
rr  xl
r2
1 Hemisphere
I
i = fl_TJhemisph_re (g" 'g')- _ sin g' dg' d,_'4a2
I Hemisphere _,
JJ
I Similar expressions can be evaluated for the other cases. Although the algebra isconsiderably more complex, the principles are the same as above. Using the additional
quantities defined in Figure 128, the results are:
i For dS on the hemisphere (with spherlca', co-ordinates a, g, _I .):
I -
,,__7J(x') cos,_cos_'dS'?/' r2
I Wall of the ..:
Heater Receiver ,! .
J _,)hemisphere (g', ,t_')t "- sin g' dg' d_t'4 a2 7/"
Hemisphere
I
_ _.,)'cone(_', ,_') cos,_cs cos_J'cs,f' d_' d,g'! " r_s si.I"
Cone
281 ',_o'_
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I
1
where
<4 I!' 2 B(B2+f2) ( _ 2_?0')COS,_CS = B rcs - f
C,
- F I
/ 2rcsp,V'--'_.+f2 T
cos,i_cs = r2s+ a 2 -dO' - B2 -] T'
2 arcs
el
2 ,2 Z,2 a 2 , _ -rcs= ,,b + + - 2oZ'cose - 2o_ sinOcos(_-_') -"
i
Z' = B(_-I) -_-
For dS on the cone (with cyiindrica_ co-ordinates,_, _ ): ]
/ _'(x') cos_cos_' ]7r 'r2 d_'
, Wall of the
Heat Receiver ff
/( "l_emlsphere(0', _') cosJ_sc cos,_'
_ = sc o2 sing'dg'd)_'
_ hemisphere 7/" rsc;_
+ _co,_( ,,_,)p/, _2 [1_cos¢_-_,_ 2,d_, a_,
_. cone 7/' rcc2 (B2 + f2) sin T I
!
--_, 282
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.,J
"_ where
I
i f2 f
+ 2a "_ (B2+ f2) _ B2 cos g' J /2 rsc /_ B2_/_+ f2I
2 + a 2 __2 B2 "_T- 1 2
I COS_'SC = rsc
2 a rsc
I r2c = ,_2 + Z2 + a2 - 2a Z cosg'- 2a_ 1 sin g' cos (_ - _')
] z:B (__ ,)
B2
r2 = --'{ 1 j,p_,,_,)2 + 2 ' (1- cos_-_'))cc 2
-! f
'i If _ hemisphere (g', _') and 7Jcone (_0', ,_') are axially symmetric, the d,g' integralin the above equations can be carried out analytically. Thls results in:
-_ For dS on the hemisphere!,
SS _/(x') cos_ _os_' d__'
7/ r2 i_Wall of the
Heat Receiver
-- /'_hemisphere (g')s2_2g' dg' _-
>i' A,+
+ ,/ 7 sTnl _' 9r 27rA2 + 2_'e A3(e2-g2)3/2
283 _
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: where
AI=
4of'_ ._
f "
B3 Ba2+2a _io'(B2"f2) B2) g]f cos /4a:' __m m ,_
_B3Bo2+2o_'(B2+A-8oo,_/_/,'JF+:
- f
e = ,P'2+ z'2_a2-2o z' cosg
g = - 2_1 sin ?
) -i:: Z' = B(_-_- 1
-i
_ If • = I g I the second integral on the right har,d side of the above equation for
:{. , !
_ : becomes
wo,, ii
:"_/'C-O'ne _P') _ 1
i
!
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I
For dS on the cone:
II // _(_'1 oo,_os_dx,
i 7¢ 2 =Wall oFthe r
Heat Receiver
hero,here (g') o2 slngd g' 27/" A4 + _.___. ......
V e_- g2 (e2- g2 )°/'2 _'
cone_ ) . 2/7A8 + 2_elA9
+ _. ,_nT"" _' 7rA7+ ., ,e2 2_a/2J
i
t
• _' where
'_ B
.!
A_= /V_i; ,t 4 a f2
' ('v ,) }' - B3 - Ba2 + 2a (B F2) - B cosg' / 4a)O V/BT2+f2 ;)
! )!,
- B3- Ba2+2a - B @' a_ _"
L
e2 =,_2+Z 2+a2. 2aZcosg'
,
285 , .
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I
i
I ) _he_.phere a2 sin 0'd 77*A4 V'l-/e_C_"_-22_ (e22_ g_ 3/2
i f___Scone _,)_, d_ ' ._2.71r A7 + _/'-A-_ 8 + 2 ?/'el A9 ._ ../i + )'11' s'_n ._2 2
I THERMALCOMPONENT
4 lI VThemisph_g)e = ,E 0" i"hemisph_ + (1- 4_K'T)
!
"VT (0'I sin g'
I XhemispBe_r_ 2 a2 d g'
_'_Tcone (,P') ' (2 2 71'A2 + 2"_'e A3 "_1(5;;g/,jj
I "VTcone (,,_)= E(_" l'cone
•4 (_) + (I-JT)
! f.r (g')
+ 2 _/"A 5 + 27/'C2 A6 _ p _ r"
J vThem'sphere a2sJngdg ' 2_' A__g_ (_. g_/2._ /;
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m_iii: Let us now consider how to solve these Fedholm integral equations. For the solar
_.... componenb the equations can be solvedby using the well-known Liouville-l_mann (
_i_ series, In thls iteration procedure the n-th approxlmat!on is given in terms of the (n-1)-th I
_,, approximation by
': _/Sn(x)= (1-_) If (x)+ (_,X'Ws-1(×')dx
n-1 }
ii' Walls of the "
_, Heat Receiver
where the O-th order term is given by i
'- "V_o(×)= (I-O/s)f (x) "_--
i This procedure is continued until
!_ "_/Sn(x) -*_Sn.1 (x) [ _' E ]! ix) i:,." x
i
): for all x. Experience hasshown that _ _L O.O1 can be achieved within 5 to 8 iterations
i for the heat receiver geometry under study here. i
_' Once the solar solufion_ s (x) is knownl the solar component of the heat flux/unit area iflowing into the thermal energy storage material surrounding the at receiver can b
calculated from the eq'._tlon
Qs(X) = f(x) + ._K (x, x')_/s (x')dx'-'V s(x)
Walls of the " !
Heat Receiver
288 |
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1
Once the solar solution 7.,/'s(X)is known, the sol¢_ componentof the heat flux/unit area
i flowing Lito the thermal energystorage material surroundingthe heat receiver can becalcu;a'.ed from the equation
J
I as(x): f (x)+ // K(x,x') _s(x')dx' - ZJs(×)
I Walls of theHeat Receiver
• 11 The solution procedurefor thermal co'nponent is not sosimple, as it ;s necessary to know! T(x). This function, however, dependson Q(x) = Qs(x) + QT(×) andon the boundary --
conditions _oosed by the thermal energy storage material.
One _oosslbleapproach is to assumea T(x), solve for 7-JT(x) and thus for Q(x). Using this.
value of Q(x), the thermal energy storageproblem is then solved. This solution yields
a n_w T(xl which is then usedto correct the o!d ,,aiue of T(x) and this processis repeated.This iteration continues until the desired accuracy is obtained. This procedure, howevel,
rather long and cumbersome;since it involves two successive iterations, it can require
,sconsiderable amountof computer time.
A better r,pproach to this problem -- involving only one iteration -- has been discovered.
] This approach utiiized a numerical it_.rative procedure to solve a set of couolp.d no:dinearintegral equations.
Our baslc equation for the thermal component is
_ 1.,T(X)-- £_ _4(x)+ (_- _T)/f K(×,_')_T(X';d_' _
.JJ
,.
Walls of th_
d
"_ Heat Recelver
I
Let us assumethat there exists a definite melt line at each point in the thermal energy '_--"
1 storagematerial surroundingthe heat receiver. Since this melt llne is always a! the melt
temperatureTm, the total heat flux/unlt area into the thermal eslergy storagematerial :_!
can be written as !_
p
! "
Q(x) : Ba(x)(T (x)- Tm) ";?_;
; _ where Bc(x) is the heat transfer coefficient. Bc(X) is a function of the material, of the ;!_'_
geometry o,_ the thermal energy storage configurafion_ and of time (via the percentage _!'_
_i_ of the material melted). In this analysis it is assumedtl',at Bc(x) hasbeen determined ._.J,,.,
experimentally. -;_:t.
_I .._.
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Now, we also know that
Q(x) = Qs(x) _ QT(X] = Os(x ) + // K (x, x') _,/T(x')dx"-7_)T(x )
Walls of _he
Heat Receiver
Thus, by equating these two expressions for Q(x) and by substituting ;n the basic equation
for Z) T(x), we obiain
_" T4(x)+Bc(x)T(x)= Qs(x)+ Bc(X) Tm + O/T,_ K (x,x')E)'T(x')dx'
Hence, we must now develop a solution .procedure for the equations
o
E/T(X)=_ T4(x)+ (1- T) // K (x,x')E,/T(x')d x'
_'_F T4(x) " Be(X)= Qs(x) Bc_ Tm + _/Tj_K (x, x')_/;(x') d x'
These equations have been solved successfully by the following iteration procedure:
Let the O-th order approximation for T(x) be obtained from the following quartic equatior: ._
_d _ (x)+ Bc(C) To(x) ---Qs(X)+ Be(x)Tm "I
For _-')'To(x), we shall .Jse
Z)TO (x)= _ _ (x)
i
The n-th order approximation for T(x) is obtained by solving the quartic
_ dr-_ (x)+ Bc(x)Tn(x)= Qs(x)+ Bc(x)Tm + o_/'T_K ('<,x')_J'Tn-I(x')d x' _
The n-th order approximation for _/Tn(x) is obtained from . .i
_-/Tn(X) = _O'_(x)_ (l- ,;_/T)/fK (x, x')f'/Tn-i (x') d x' !1
I1,
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This procedure is continued until
I _"YT (x)- _,)Tn_1(x)
_, Z_ ff
• _ Tn (x) --
for all x. Experience hasshown that _" _ 0.01 can be achieved within 5 to 8 iteraHons
t I for the heat receiver geometry under study here.
_" This solution is a function of time through the dependence of Bc(x) on time. This time
• ! dependence, however, is treated in the quasi-steady state approximation. Thus, at eachinstant of time when _he heat receiver ;s solved, the coefficient Bc(x) are treated as if
they were functions of x only. The computation of new values of Bc(x) at each succeeding
_" I time interval involves the solution of the heat exchanger.
.7
: "T
c;
TCx)
" "Z,k(x)
r
V.r(XJ _(x)
t
(
_ m
i
i
I
I
i
m
: DEFINITION OF TERMSUSED IN THE HEAT RECEIVERANALYSIS
FIGURE 125
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TABLEXI! "1
TUBESTATION LOCATIONS IN TERMSOF
{),GRID - 30 TUBE, 2% DESIGN I
Volume Voiume
Tube G g Available Required |
Section Station Degrees Radians for LiF for Solid LiF Ji
• 0442 .01013 1
1 90 1. 570
1 2 86.08 1. 502
1 86.08 1. 502
2 2 83.05 1.450 . 0341 . 01015 -[1 8"t. 05 1.450
3 2 81.617 1.424 .0164 . 00958
1 81.617 1.424
4 2 78.684 1. 373 . 00754 . 00880
1 78.684 1. 373
5 2 75. 833 1. 324 . 00754 . 00785 -
1 75. 833 1. 324
6 2 72. 900 1. 272 . 00754 . 00700
1 72.900 1. 272
7 2 70, 033 1. 227 . 00754 . 00625
1 70.033 1. 2278 00754 005582 67. 100 1. 171 ....
1 67.100 1. 171 !
9 2 64. 183 1. 120 .00754 .00498
I 64. 183 I. 120 -
10 2 61.3i7 i.069 "00754 . 00444 _
I 61. 317 I. 069
11 2 58.450 1.021 .00617 .00397
1 58.450 I. 021 i
12 2 55.583 .968 .00525 .00354
1 55. 583 .9_8 i
13 2 52.717 .917 .00525 .00316 ,
I 52.717 .917
: 14 00525 .00283
_ 2 49.733 .865 "
_ 15 1 49. 733 . 865 •00525 • 00253
_ 2 46.617 812
_ i 46.617 .812
_ 00525 .00226 '
_ 16 2 43.317 .755 "
1 43.317 .755
_ 2 39.300 685 " "17 0O525 00192
_ 1 39.300 .685
_:: 18 00525 00192
_ 2 36.05 .612 " " -
_" 1 36.05 612
i_!_ 19 " 00525 O0153
_ 2 3 I. 50 .5500 " ' L_
_ I 3 I. 50 .5500
?% 20 2 26.65 .4650 .00525 .00153
_' 21 1 26.65 .4560 .0100,7 .00126
_ 2 18.05 .3150
_' 1 18.05 .3150 00734 .00116
_ 22 2 11.70 .2040 ' II
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INFINITESIMAL AREA.GEOMETRY USED FOR CALCULATION OF K(x, x')
T
I F|GURE 12o
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DEFINITION OF QUANTITIES USED _N CALCULATION OF K(x, x')!
FIGURE 128
i
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I
9.11 Rellabillty Estimates
Elm
As an integral part of the designstudy, re!iabillty studies were conducted to identify I
areas with low reliability and to guide the designapproach to achieve higher levels.
Theseestimates are reported in two parts. The first part is basedon a complete study •
of the four percent design. The secondpart is basedon a study of the revised cavlty |
maximum temperature contTol. The resultsof the first port clearly illustrated the need
for this revision. The basic cavity and storage material container emF; :_,no moving I
partsand indicate reasonable reliability rates. I
,|
[
t
!
T
!
I
•_ |
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I
BRAYTON CYCLE CAVITY RECEIVER
I Relir_bility Failure Mode Anal/sis
I Purpose- The purposeof a failure modeanalysis is to evaluate the designt materials, and
_ion of an equipmentand to determine, in advance, the possibleways the equipment
could fall or malfunction. This systematic, qualitative approach provides the meansof
I takln£ preventive measuresto assurea more reliable designat greatest cost savings.
Upon completion of the failure modeanalysis, the failure modeswill be classified by the
I failure severity (failure severity = an arbitrary classification describing the exte.:t of thefailure e.'fect upon the end item) and the failure probability (failure prol0cbility = the
expected failure rate in numberof failures per mission, failures percent per thousandhours,
l and other similar measurements.) In examining the failure mode, v'e determine the effectof the failure on tk_ecomponentbeing evaluated and on each of the higher assemblies, as
well as on the end item.
The classification of failures of the BraytonCycle Receiver was limited to the effect of the
failure upon the over-all systemand is further limited to these three categories:
-_ 1. Critical - A failure that could result in the lossof life and/or the
who!e system.
2. Major - A failure that could lead to failure of the missionor to
the abortion of the mission.
3. Minor - All failures that are not covered in ca|egorles 1 or 2. ;
i The initial failure modeanalysis usedon the Brayton Cycle Receiver was preparedfrom _he
_vo preliminary drawings to illustrate the analysis procedure and to provide early inputs to
engineering.
i
In describing the enclosed failure analysis forms, the upper part of the form provides
ictentlfication of the item, its operating environment and functions. The lower part of
the form is di',i, t into five columns.
The first column -- Fa!iure Mode -- is used to record the passibleways in which the
particular part could rail.
The secondcolumn -- Class-- is for entering the classification of the failure: code MI =
Minor; MA = Major; CR= Critical.
The thlrd column -- Detection Method -- is used to record the nature of that occurrence
which gives an indication of the malfunction or the failure.
297 _ _"J
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TThe fourth column -- Compensationor Control -- is usedby Rellability personnel to record
their corrective recommendations. -
The fifth column -- Effect on Next Higher Assembly-- states the effect upon and the
extent to which a next higher _ssemblycould be affected.
As a result of this initial failure made and effects analysis the following problem areas are
designated for further surveiila:lce. _"
(a) The designof the shade and hec_tregulating door assemblies
This statement pertains tc the mechanical structure of the bellows, the
linkage, the hinges, and to the other components such as the sensors.
(b) The materials and mater_al thickness
This pertains to structural stength and to fabrication.
(c) Fabrication
l
This pertains to forming and welding. !
A more complete failure mode analysis will be performedwhen final (R&D) drawings become i
avai lable. !
o
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